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ABSTRACT
A data sample with integrated luminosity 7.1 µb−1 of pp collisions was collected
with a minimum bias trigger at
√
s = 7 TeV using the ATLAS detector at the
Large Hadron Collider. It is analysed to identify large pseudorapidity gaps. The
inelastic cross section is presented differentially in ∆ηF , the largest continuous region
of pseudorapidity which extends from the edge of the detector at η = ±4.9 and
which contains no final state particles above a threshold pcutT . The measurement
is presented in the region 0 < ∆ηF < 8 for 200 < pcutT < 800 MeV. Diffractive
topologies are isolated at large gap sizes. The distribution is interpreted using triple
Regge models of diffractive scattering, and the dependence of the inelastic cross
section on the kinematics of diffraction is studied and compared with other LHC
measurements.
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Numeric ID given to 3564 of the RF-buckets in the LHC. 2808 of which contain
particles under the nominal fill scheme. May refer either to the ID or to the
process of associating interaction data with the correct ID.
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BPTX Beam Pickup Detector
Part of the LHC beam instrumentation. Fast electrostatic pickup rings which
detect the current induced by a passing proton bunch at ±175 m from ATLAS.
Utilised as a trigger input during initial data taking.
BS Byte Stream
CAF CERN Analysis Facility
CAN Controller Area Network
CD Central Diffractive
pp→ pXp.
CDF The Collider Detector at Fermilab
CERN European Organisation for Nuclear Research
CMM Common Merger Module
Part of L1Calo, responsible for collating trigger objects for transmission to the
CTP.
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid
One of the four principal detectors on the LHC ring with similar physics goals to
ATLAS.
CMT Configuration Management Tool
Package manager used with ATLAS software.
CNI Coulomb-Nuclear-Interference
COMPASS COmmon Muon Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy
CP Charge-Parity
Combined charge and parity symmetry operations, the symmetry between
matter and anti-matter.
CPM Cluster Processor Module
Part of L1Calo, locates e/γ and τ/hadron objects.
CR Colour Reconnection
CSC Cathode Strip Chamber
CTP Central Trigger Processor
Receives input from the L1 trigger systems and forms the L1 trigger decision.
CU Control Unit
Branch of the DCS FSM. Operationally identical to a LU, a CU may additionally
be partitioned.
xvi
D3PD Derived 3rd level Physics Data
DAOD Derived Analysis Object Data
DAQ Data AcQuisition
DCS Detector Control Systems
DD Double Diffractive
pp→ XY where the X system is defined to be the dissociation with larger
invariant mass.
DDC DCS-DAQ-Communication
DESD Derived Event Summary Data
DFM Data Flow Manager
Part of the Event Builder Network, manages the building of complete events
which have been accepted by L2.
DIGI Detector simulation analogue digitisation file
DL Donnachie and Landshoff
Regge Pomeron flux parametrisation with supercritical Pomeron trajectory
implemented in the pythia8 MC.
DoF Degrees of Freedom
Statistical measure of how many data points and free fit parameters there are
when minimising a function to data.
DPD Derived Physics Data
DPDF Diffractive Parton Density Function
Structure function for the Pomeron.
DSS Detector Safety System
DT Drift Tube
DU Device Unit
Leaf of the DCS FSM encapsulating a hardware unit.
EBN Event Building Network
The network of systems involved in receiving data fragments for the ROS and
building full events from them.
ECal Electromagnetic Calorimeter
EF Event Filter
The third and final level of the ATLAS trigger.
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EFP Event Farm Processor
A PC forming part of the Event Farm, it analyses fully built events and decides
which ones to save to permanent storage.
EM Electromagnetic
ESD Event Summary Data
EVNT Event File
File format for storing MC event records.
FADC Flash Analogue-to-Digital Converter
FCal Forward Calorimeter
FIR Finite Impulse Response
Part of the L1Calo PPM, digital filter which performs BCID.
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array
Re-programmable integrated circuit.
FSM Finite State Machine
GCS Global Control Station
Top level of the DCS operational hierarchy.
GPD General Purpose Detector
Term for particle detectors which are designed to record data applicable to
many types of physics analysis.
H1 Particle detector at the HERA accelerator.
HCal Hadronic Calorimeter
HEC Hadronic Endcap Calorimeter
HERA Hadron-Electron Ring Accelerator
Proton - electron (and positron) collider at
√
s = 318 GeV. Responsible for
measurement of many hadronic structure functions through deep inelastic
scattering of protons with a probe lepton.
HITS Detector simulation hits file
HLT High Level Trigger
Comprising L2 and the EF.
HV High Voltage
ID Inner Detector
The tracking regions of ATLAS within the solenoid magnet at |η| < 2.5.
Comprised of Pixel, the SCT and TRT.
xviii
IP Interaction Point
The nominal interaction point at the origin of the ATLAS coordinate system.
ISR Intersecting Storage Rings
Worlds first hadron collider. Running at CERN from 1971, it collided protons at
up to
√
s = 62 GeV.
JCOP Joint ContrOls Project
JEM Jet Energy processor Module
Part of L1Calo, locates jets and calculates scalar-ET and E
miss
T .
L1 Level 1
First level of the ATLAS trigger.
L1A Level 1 Accept
Signal issued by the CTP when an event is triggered at L1.
L1Calo Level 1 Calorimeter Trigger
L1Muon Level 1 Muon Trigger
L2 Level 2
Second level of the ATLAS trigger.
L2N Level 2 Network
Dedicated LAN used by the L2 trigger.
L2PU Level 2 Processing Unit
L2SV Level 2 Supervisor
Manages data flow through the L2 trigger, assigns events to a L2PU.
LAN Local Area Network
LAr Liquid Argon Calorimeter
LCS Local Control Station
Lower level of the DCS operational hierarchy.
LEIR Low Energy Ion Ring
Formerly the Low Energy Antiproton Ring, the LEIR now bunches and
accelerates lead ions from the PS for use in the LHC.
LEP Large Electron-Positron collider
LHC Large Hadron Collider
Superconducting collider occupying the 27 km ring at CERN.
LHCb LHC – Beauty
One of the four principal LHC detectors. Specialising in b-quark physics and
CP-violation.
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LHCf LHC – Forward
Experiment located temporarily in the TAN on one side of ATLAS. Ultra forward
energy flow is used to simulate cosmic ray interactions.
LO Leading Order
First order expansion in perturbation theory.
LU Logical Unit
Branch of the DCS FSM abstracting a physical collection of hardware.
LUCID LUminosity measurement using Cˇerenkov Integrating Detector
Gaseous particle counter which provides the main instantaneous luminosity
measurement for ATLAS.
LUT Look-up Table
MBTS Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillator
Array of sensitive scintillator counters located on either side of the ATLAS
detector. Used to trigger on inelastic proton-proton interactions with minimum
bias.
MC Monte Carlo
Method of simulating high energy interactions by randomly sampling
distributions.
MDT Muon Drift Tube
MIP Minimum Ionising Particle
A particle whose energy loss through ionisation, −dE/dx from the Bethe-Bloche
equation, is minimum over a range of applicable momenta.
MoEDAL Monopole and Exotics Detector At the LHC
MPI Multi-Parton Interactions
ND Non-Diffractive
pp→ X.
NIM Nuclear Instrumentation Module
Standardised electrical and mechanical specification for electronic modules used
in high energy physics.
NLO Next-to-Leading Order
Perturbative expansion to second order.
N3LO Next-to-Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order
Perturbative expansion to fourth order.
NTD Nuclear Track Detector
PC Personal Computer
xx
PDF Parton Density Function
PIX Pixel Detector
PMT Photo-Multiplier Tube
Converts incident light to an amplified electric signal.
POOL Pool Of persistent Objects for LHC
PPM PreProcessor Module
Part of L1Calo, digitises calorimeter information and performs BCID.
PS Proton Synchrotron
Particle accelerator at CERN used to accelerate protons to 26 GeV. Injects into
the SPS.
PSB Proton Synchrotron Booster
PVSS ProzessVisualisierungs und Steuerungs-System
QCD Quantum Chromodynamics
RAW Byte Stream data format
RDO Raw Data
Object oriented MC equivalent to RAW files.
RF Radio Frequency
The range 3 kHz - 3 GHz of the EM spectrum.
RICH Ring Imaging Cˇerenkov Detector
RMS Root Mean Square
ROB Read-Out Buffer
Part of the ROS, hold event fragments to be utilised by the L2 trigger.
ROD Read-Out Driver
Sub detector specific drivers which construct and transmit a data fragment upon
the receipt of a L1A.
RoI Region of Interest
(η, φ) coordinate and object threshold identified at L1 for use in the HLT.
RoIB Region of Interest Builder
Crate responsible for the construction of RoIs which are supplied to the L2SV.
ROOT ROOT Data Analysis Framework
ROS Read-Out System
Comprising of the subsystems used to perform detector readout and supply data
fragments to the L2 trigger and EBN.
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RPC Resistive Plate Chamber
SCADA Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
SCS Subdetector Control Station
Middle level of the DCS operational hierarchy.
SCT Semi-Conductor Tracker
Silicon strip based tracking detector.
SD Single Diffractive
pp→ pX or pp→ Xp.
SFI Sub-Farm Input
System of computers which build whole events in memory which were accepted
by the L2 trigger.
SFO Sub-Farm Output
Transfers triggered events from the Event Builder Network for permanent,
off-line storage.
SLHC Super-LHC
SM Standard Model
SPS Super Proton Synchrotron
Particle accelerator at CERN used to accelerate protons to 450 GeV. Injects into
the LHC.
SSC Superconducting Super Collider
Cancelled project to build a 40 TeV particle accelerator in the USA.
TAG Tag Data
Per-event meta data for use in pre selection of a physics data sample.
TAN Target Absorber of Neutrals
Copper absorber which fills the ATLAS forward aperture for neutral particles
with |η| > 8.3.
TDAQ Trigger and Data AcQuisition
TDR Technical Design Report
TGC Thin Gap Chamber
TOTEM TOTal cross section, Elastic scattering and diffraction dissociation
Measurement at the LHC
Detector associated with the CMS experiment which measures the total cross
section through elastic scattering.
TPC Time Projection Chamber
xxii
TRT Transition Radiation Tracker
Straw tube based tracking detector.
TTC Trigger Timing and Control
Receives and distributes the 40 MHz clock signal generated by the RF
accelerator station on the LHC ring.
UA4 Experiment at on the SPS, measuring elastic scattering in the Coulomb
interference region of pp¯ collisions.
UE Underlying Event
All additional interactions between the partons of two colliding protons except
for the hard scale interaction of interest.
vdM van der Meer
Beam optics method of determining the absolute luminosity from by scanning
the beams through each other.
VEV Vacuum Expectation Value
WA91 West Area 91
CERN SPS experiment to search for gluonic states.
ZDC Zero Degree Calorimeter
Ultra forward calorimeter for neutral particles at |η| > 8.3. Primarily used to
detect spectator neutrons in heavy ion collisions.
CHAPTER 1
NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY
In the beginning there was nothing, which exploded.
Terry Pratchett
1.1 THE EARLY UNIVERSE
The universe we live in is a little under 14 billion years old, and we explore the
majority of it with various types of telescopes. To explore the universe with a
telescope is to observe it, and come to understand it, using the ancient light which
has travelled through space to our planet. Light itself is pretty fast, a beam of light
could race around the equator in a tenth of a second. The universe however is also
pretty big. When you look at the moon - you don’t see the moon as it is now ; rather
you see it as it was a second ago. It takes the light from the Sun, bouncing off the
Moon, a full second to travel the distance to your eye. Likewise the light shining
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down from the Sun shows us not the Sun now, but the Sun as it was eight minutes
ago. The further away you look in space, the further back you look in time and
this trick works almost all the way back to the beginning of the universe, at which
point our telescopes observe the Cosmic Microwave Background, Figure 1.1. This is
Figure 1.1: The Cosmic Microwave Background: Plot of the whole sky showing
the last remnant of the ‘fireball’ that was the early universe. The different colours
depict the very small variations in the temperature across different regions in the
early universe. Image credit: NASA / WMAP Science Team.
the point at which the ‘fireball’ which filled the universe for the first three hundred
thousands years of its existence died out. It was the moment at which the whole
universe became transparent to the passage of light. The remnant heat from the
early universe is still all around us today, but the universe has cooled so much that
we now only experience it as static on an untuned radio. As the very early universe
was opaque, telescopes cannot peer further back and exploring the first moments of
the infant universe requires another approach.
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1.2 STUDYING THE MOMENT AFTER INCEPTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a tool whose purpose, in some sense, is the
exploration of the early universe. It is a piece of machinery which allows us to focus
a large amount of energy into a tiny volume of space, repeatedly, and at the centre
of giant detectors such as ATLAS which record images of the miniature explosions.
By focusing such large amounts of energy in such a small space, we recreate the
conditions and, importantly, we probe the laws of physics which were at play when
the universe had been in existence for only ten billionths of a second. Through
studying how the elementary constituents of nature interact with each other during
this early epoch, we advance the total sum of human knowledge and can test out
theoretical hypotheses which relate to the laws of nature.
The LHC achieves these large energy concentrations in what some might call a rather
crude manner; by smashing particles together at high speed. Tiny, sub-atomic par-
ticles of matter are collected in their billions into bunches whose dimensions are
roughly the same as a pencil lead. These bunches are accelerated to extreme high
speeds, gaining huge energy, and are circulated around an underground circular
tunnel outside Geneva which is similar in size to the circle line in the London Un-
derground.
The particles used in the LHC are protons and ionised atoms. Protons, as illustrated
in Figure 1.2, are positively charged and are found at the centre of all atoms. They
are also unimaginably small. If a proton were to be blown up to the size of a speck of
dust, then proportionally the speck of dust would have been blown up to the size of
the Earth. Protons are used due to their abundance and because they do not radiate
much of their energy away when bent around the LHC ring using magnets. The other
prime candidate, electrons, are much lighter than protons and would radiate far too
much to be used at such high energies in the LHC tunnel.
Unlike electrons however, protons are not fundamental particles. They are composite
objects which are made up of three principal quarks, held in place by the continuous
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interactions of a soup of countless gluons, which interact strongly with the quarks
and prevent them from escaping the proton. This tends to make interactions in
the LHC more complicated than at previous particle colliders such as the Large
Electron-Positron collider (LEP) in the 80s and 90s, which did use electrons.
Figure 1.2: Simplified illustration of the complex object that is the proton. The
three principal quarks (blue balls) are entwined with gluons (looped lines), many of
which also create more, short lived, pairs of quarks and anti-quarks (blue and green
ball pairs). Image credit: DESY, Hamburg.
1.3 WHEN PROTONS INTERACT
When two high energy protons collide at the LHC, many things can happen, some
of them more common than others. All of them are interesting.
Particle physics is above all a game of statistics; it’s all down to the odds. If you
wished to place a bet on the creation of a rare, primordial top quark from a single
collision then a bookmaker would give you odds of one hundred million to one. A
recently discovered Higgs boson? Five billion to one. You are 350 times more likely
to win the National Lottery jackpot than successfully bet that a single interaction
between two protons in the LHC will produce a Higgs particle. The LHC does not,
however, just collide a single pair of protons, once. Under normal conditions it
collides around one hundred million pairs a second in the ATLAS detector, for periods
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of many hours on end. Sophisticated electronics discussed later in Section 5 are used
to pick out the rarest of interactions. Only around 200 of the one hundred million
collisions per second are saved to disk for analysis, the rest are discarded.
This thesis is not however about these rare processes. It is instead about a much
more commonplace proton interaction referred to as inelastic diffraction. Inelastic
means that the mass of the particles before and after the collision is not conserved1
and diffractive in that it is analogous to the way light diffracts through a pin hole
as in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Circular diffraction pattern obtained by shining a laser light through a
small circular aperture [2].
The odds on a pair of protons interacting diffractively is large, around one in four.
Therefore a large number of such events were recorded by the ATLAS detector in the
very first few hours of collisions. The physics of diffraction is poorly understood as it
does not fit within the standard mathematical frameworks used to describe the rare
particle interactions that were just discussed. This framework requires the strength
1As E = mc2, some of the proton’s energy in inelastic interactions is converted into mass,
creating more particles.
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of the forces in play to be small so that they can be included in the equation as a
small perturbation to a problem of known solution. Diffraction happens so often as
it is a low energy interaction of at least two gluons, and due to the peculiar and
counter-intuitive way gluons interact, their interactions are strongest at low energies.
Without a full understanding of the underlying mechanisms, phenomenological mod-
els were developed in the 1960s by Regge, Froissart, Pomerancˇuk, Gribov and others.
These models describe diffractive interactions using the mathematics of scattering
theory, but make no attempt to explain the underlying mechanics. We find from
these equations that there is a strong correlation in the angles of the outgoing parti-
cles produced in diffractive interactions, which is not present in other common but
non-diffractive interaction.
By selecting events in which a large gap is present in the detector, devoid of all
particles, we create a collection of diffractive events which are subsequently studied.
Using this sample we measure present the probabilities of different gap sizes and
examine the data to extract a key quantity from the underlying Regge theory. Such
an event is displayed in Figure 1.4.
This knowledge helps us to improve our models of diffraction, which are in turn
used to apply corrections to other rarer types of physics which occur side-by-side
with diffractive interactions. A working knowledge of ultra high energy diffractive
scattering is also key for astro-particle physicists, some of whom study energetic
collisions of cosmic ray particles with our upper atmosphere. These interactions,
some of which are over fourteen million times more powerful than anything achieved
at the LHC, have a strong dependence on diffractive theory.
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Figure 1.4: Visualisation of a candidate diffractive interaction from early ATLAS
data, viewed from the side of the detector. The protons come in from left and
right and collide at the midpoint. Trajectories of electrically charged particles are
displayed as pink lines, these are curved as the particles bend in the ATLAS magnetic
field. Energy deposits from charged and neutral particles are shown as blue and
green cubes. The yellow disk is extremely sensitive to detecting charged particles
and informs the rest of the detector when an interaction has occurred. Notice how all
of the particles are travelling in one direction, toward the right hand side of ATLAS,
and leaving a large empty gap with no particles present. This is the property of
diffractive interactions exploited in the analysis.
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CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION
The A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) detector and the LHC have both performed
exceptionally during their first years of operation. This culminated in July 2012
with the observation by ATLAS of a neutral boson, compatible with the Standard
Model (SM) Higgs boson, with a mass1 of 126.0± 0.4(stat)± 0.4(sys) GeV at a local
significance of 5.9 standard deviations [3]. The observation was independently cor-
roborated by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) collaboration [4]. A large fraction
of the data used in the discovery was taken during the 2012 pp campaign at a center
of mass energy
√
s = 8 TeV. During this period, the LHC provided a record peak
instantaneous luminosity for a hadron collider of 7.73×1033cm−2s−1. A consequence
of such beam intensity is that the number of proton-proton interactions per beam-
crossing is large. When averaged over the whole run, the peak number of events per
bunch-crossing at this luminosity was 37. These additional soft-scale interactions
are known as pile-up and form a background from which hard-scale interactions,
1Unless explicitly stated otherwise, natural units are assumed such that c = ~ = 1.
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Figure 2.1: Single-event normalised charged particle multiplicity as a function of η
from early
√
s = 7 TeV data. For events with a number of charged particles NCh ≥ 1
with pT > 500 MeV in (a) and NCh ≥ 2 with pT > 100 MeV in (b). The data are
compared to a variety of MC models and tunes. Taken from [5].
such as scalar boson production, must be separated. As pile-up arises from multiple
independent interactions, the physics of a high pile-up environment is inferred from
studies of isolated soft interactions.
In March 2010, the counter rotating proton beams in the LHC were for the first
time steered into coincidence at
√
s = 7 TeV. As the LHC was just starting its high-
energy commissioning phase, the instantaneous luminosity was small (1027cm−2s−1).
This resulted in an interaction probability per beam-crossing of 0.1%. With such
conditions, only a tiny fraction of events contained more than one proton-proton
interaction in a single bunch-crossing and the properties of the inelastic interactions
which form the bulk of the proton-proton cross section were studied in detail.
One such early measurement performed by the collaboration [5] was of the average
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multiplicity of charged particles, differential in pseudorapidity2 as shown for two
different selection criteria in Figure 2.1. It is observed that the average flux of
charged particles is significantly underestimated in data when compared with various
MC models. Furthermore, the agreement worsens in Figure 2.1(b) when the event
selection is relaxed to include particles with lower transverse momentum, pT.
This is further illustrated in Figure 2.2 where the average multiplicity is plotted
differentially in pT for the relaxed selection. Here the excess is clearly observed to
be due to an underestimation of charged particles, in all considered models, by up
to a factor two, in the range 100 < pT < 400 MeV. The diffractive interactions
explored in this thesis tend to be highly peripheral and are large contributors to the
dynamics at the low end of the pT spectrum. They are also some of the most poorly
investigated due to ambiguity in their definition and in the practical techniques used
to isolate them.
2.1 DOCUMENT STRUCTURE
This work opens with an overview of the CERN laboratory and the LHC in Chapter 3.
The ATLAS detector is summarised in Chapter 4 with additional depth provided on
the trigger system in Chapter 5, computing in Chapter 6. Technical work on the
Detector Control Systems (DCS) is described in Appendix A.
Scattering theory and Regge phenomenology are introduced in Chapter 7 with MC
techniques following in Chapter 8. The remainder of the document from Chapter 9
onwards describes the search for large rapidity gaps in minimum bias events and
presents the results along with their interpretation.
2In the ATLAS coordinate system, the z-axis points in the direction of the anti-clockwise beam
viewed from above. Polar angles θ and transverse momenta pT are measured with respect to this
axis. The pseudorapidity η = − ln tan(θ/2) is a good approximation to the rapidity of a particle
whose mass is negligible compared with its energy and is used here, relative to the nominal z = 0
point at the centre of the apparatus, to describe regions of the detector. The hemisphere at
positive pseudorapidity is denoted the A side of the detector while the hemisphere at negative
pseudorapidity is denoted the C side of the detector.
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Figure 2.2: Single-event normalised charged particle multiplicity as a function of pT,
for events with NCh ≥ 2 with pT > 100 MeV. The data are compared with a variety
of MC models and tunes. Taken from [5].
CHAPTER 3
THE CERN COMPLEX
The European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN), from its French name
Conseil Europe´en pour la Recherche Nucle´aire is an international organisation founded
in September 1954 and has since played a pivotal role in the advancement of fun-
damental physics. These include the discovery of the field particles of the weak
interaction, the W and Z in 1983 [6] and the first manufacture of anti-hydrogen
atoms in 1995 [7] to name but two.
CERN employs approximately 2400 full-time employees with around 10000 visiting
users from academic institutes around the world. Located on the Franco-Swiss
border, the main complex is shown in Figure 3.1.
Many historic experiments have been performed at CERN with many continuing to
run to the present day, making full use of the various particle species, energies and
intensities available from different parts of the accelerator complex. The full chain of
accelerators is shown in Figure 3.2. The following sections will focus on how proton
13
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Figure 3.1: Aerial photograph of the countryside next to lake Geneva. The path of
thee underground CERN accelerator rings are superimposed, in order of increasing
size the Proton Synchrotron, Super Proton Synchrotron and Large Hadron Collider.
c©CERN.
and ion beams are delivered to the current flagship LHC project.
3.1 LINEAR ACCELERATORS
CERN currently has two operational linear accelerators with a third under con-
struction to supply the increased current which will be necessary for future Super-
LHC (SLHC) upgrades.
Operational since 1978, Linac-2 supplies a 1 Hz pulsed beam of protons at up to
180 mA and energy 50 MeV with 70% availability on average. The protons are
collated and bunched in the four vertically stacked rings of the 100 m diameter
Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB) [9] and accelerated up to 1.69 GeV for injection
into the Proton Synchrotron (PS).
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Figure 3.2: The CERN accelerator complex, listing major accelerator systems and
detectors. Derived from [8].
Linac-3 has been in operation since 1994 and supplies partially ionised lead atoms
for use in the LHC via the Low Energy Ion Ring (LEIR) which was re-purposed for
this task in 2006 [10].
3.2 PROTON AND SUPER PROTON SYNCHROTRONS
The PS has been operational since 1959. The 200 m diameter accelerator now
operates at up to 26 GeV and injects into the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). For
heavy ion runs, lead ions are fully ionised to 208Pb82+ via a 1 mm aluminium foil in
the PS-SPS transfer line.
Like the PS, the SPS operates with room-temperature magnets. 774 dipoles bend
the particle beam around the 2196 m diameter ring. The SPS accelerates and injects
protons into the LHC at 450 GeV.
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Figure 3.3: LHC Schematic showing apparatus installed in each of the eight segments.
Derived from [11].
3.3 LARGE HADRON COLLIDER
The LHC is a 8490 m diameter ring accelerator and collider. It is octagonal in shape
with eight straight sections and eight curved sections. A schematic of the ring
is presented in Figure 3.3. In total there are over 6600 superconducting magnets
installed, including 1232 dipole magnets which are used to bend the beam around the
curved sections and 392 arc-quadrupole focusing magnets. The remaining magnets
are primarily used for orbit correction and during beam injection and dump.
Each LHC dipole is 14.3 m long, operates at a cryogenic liquid helium temperature
of 1.9 K and can sustain a current of 11.9 kA generating a 8.3 T field in the niobium-
titanium type II superconducting windings. So as to minimise interactions between
the beam and any residual gas, the pressure in the beam pipe is kept very low at
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Figure 3.4: Annotated cut away schematic of the LHC beam line. c©CERN.
1.3 × 10−8 Pa. In addition, the surrounding insulation vacuum for the cryogenic
magnets occupies a total of 9000 m3, all of which is evacuated to a pressure of
1.3× 10−4 Pa. An illustration of a cross section of a dipole magnet is presented in
Figure 3.4.
The LHC is 26659 m in circumference with a cavity Radio Frequency (RF) of just over
400 MHz. Dividing the circumference by the frequency gives the harmonic number
of the ring, 35640. This segmentation defines the 35640 RF buckets spaced around
the ring. The point at the centre of each RF bucket is synchronous with the applied
RF field. Particles within a bucket envelope experience longitudinal focusing and
undergo synchrotron oscillations around this bunch centroid. The elliptical bucket
acceptance at the LHC is 7.91 eVs [12]. The RF systems are located at Point-4 on
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the ring. The LHC uses a total of eight 2 MV superconducting RF cavities per beam,
leading to an acceleration gradient of 485 keV/turn during the 20 minute ramping
phase [11].
From the PS onward, particles are grouped into bunches. In the LHC, one in ten
RF buckets are assigned a Bunch-Crossing Identifier (BCID) and may hold a particle
bunch. Filling the LHC occurs in stages due to the differing circumferences of the
preceding accelerators. Due to the time required to ramp the kicker magnets when
injecting from the PS to the SPS, only 72 of the total of 84 BCIDs in the PS are filled,
with 12 left empty. This run of 72 continuous filled bunches is referred to as a bunch
train. In the SPS, three injections of 72 bunches from the PS are accumulated with
eight empty bunches kept free between the first–second and second–third fills (short
gaps) and 38 empty bunches reserved after the third fill (long gap). This SPS ‘fill’
occupies approximately 30% of the SPS ring. Three fills of the SPS are injected into
the LHC with the final one differing in that another bunch train is added from the
PS and the long gap is increased by one to 39 bunches. This pattern of 3+3+4 = 10
bunch trains is repeated two more times to give 30 bunch trains and finished with
another three fills from the SPS to give a total of 39. The pattern is terminated with
119 empty bunches which form the abort gap. This 25 ns fill pattern1 is illustrated
in Figure 3.5. Many other fill patterns are also used, such as ones in which bunches
in each train are separated by 50 ns.
The clockwise rotating beam is injected between Point-1 and Point-2, while the anti-
clockwise beam is injected between Point-1 and Point-8. To receive the 450 GeV
beam from the SPS, four 54 kV injection kicker magnets per beam must each reach
a field strength of 0.3 Tm with a rise time of only 0.9 µs and hold this field during
a flat top of up to 7.86 µs with ±0.5% tolerance [13].
For extraction, beam dumps are located at Point-6. Here at least 14 of the 15 kicker
magnets per beam are required to each ramp to 0.43 Tm during the abort gap of
1More precisely the bunch separation is 24.95 ns. Rounded numbers are used to due to the
limited depth of this discussion of the machine operation.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the LHC 25 ns bunch pattern. The top pattern is of nine
bunch trains from three fills of the SPS with an additional bunch train on the end
of the third fill. This pattern is executed three times. Nine more bunch trains are
then added in three more SPS fills before the abort gap. Overall the 3564 BCIDs are
divided into 39 bunch trains comprising 2808 filled and 756 empty bunches.
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3 µs and hold the field for an entire revolution, 90 µs [14]. The tunnels to the
beam dumps are 600 m long. Dilution magnets are used to sweep the beam into an
‘e’ shape, which reaches a circumference of 1.2 m, and to increase the Root Mean
Square (RMS) spread of the beam from 0.3 mm to 1.6 mm in both planes. The dumps
themselves are water cooled carbon cylinders in a stainless steel jacket. They are
7.7 m long and 0.7 m in diameter with 900 tonnes of surrounding shielding. Carbon
is used due to its low density and high melting point, the dumps are expected to
function after future LHC luminosity upgrades so they must absorb a beam energy
of up to 428 MJ. Upon dump, the cylinders will experience a maximum heat loading
of 1250 ◦C.
Beam cleaning occurs at two points on the ring. Betatron2 cleaning occurs at Point-
3, where primary and secondary collimators are placed at 6σ and 7σ from the beam
envelope respectively. At Point-7 the beam is cleaned of off-axis particles with a
single horizontal primary collimator followed by three vertical secondary collimators.
The view down a collimator is shown in Figure 3.6.
3.4 THE ALICE DETECTOR
A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) [15] is an LHC experiment installed at
Point-2. Its primary physics goal is to study in detail the collisions of lead nuclei at
2.76 TeV per nucleon. In such collisions the strongly interacting matter of the nucleus
can thermalise into a plasma in which the quarks and gluons are de-confined. ALICE
also studies and has published papers on pp interactions [16]. Heavy ion collisions
produce very large particle multiplicities with a dNCh/dη evaluated at η = 0 of
around 1600. Six layers of silicon tracking are installed around the beam line before
a large Time Projection Chamber (TPC) covering |η| < 0.9. This TPC provides
the detector with excellent momentum reconstruction and particle identification for
0.1 < pT < 10 GeV. The performance is limited, however, by the drift time of
2Particle oscillations transverse to the equilibrium orbit in the direction of motion.
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Figure 3.6: Photograph of an LHC collimator. c©CERN.
electrons in the inner volume of 100 µs and hence ALICE de-focus the beams when
the LHC is running at high luminosity so as to reduce the interaction rate in the
detector.
ALICE is additionally equipped with a Ring Imaging Cˇerenkov Detector (RICH) for
high momentum pion/kaon particle identification, a muon spectrometer for studying
the decay of J/ψ and mesons, a partial azimuthal acceptance Electromagnetic (EM)
calorimeter and forward multiplicity detectors which also act as timing and centrality
triggers.
3.5 THE CMS DETECTOR
The CMS [17] detector is a small volume, high density General Purpose Detector
(GPD) with a mass of 12.5 kTonne. It is located at Point-5 of the LHC. The physics
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program is comparable to that of ATLAS. At the centre of CMS is a large silicon
tracking volume, extending radially out to 1.1 m with up to 14 tracking layers.
This is followed by an Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECal) made of lead tungstate
crystals with up to 28.5X0 (See Section 4.3.1 for a discussion of X0 in ATLAS) in
the barrel and a Hadronic Calorimeter (HCal) consisting of brass and steel absorbers
with plastic scintillator and quartz fibre readout.
The entirety of the calorimetric and silicon tracking systems are contained within a
6 m diameter superconducting solenoid, generating a 3.8 T field at 18 kA. The return
yoke for the solenoid is a surrounding iron superstructure which is instrumented with
muon detectors.
3.6 THE LHCb DETECTOR
LHC – Beauty (LHCb) [18] differs from the other principle detectors in that it is a
forward spectrometer which only tracks particles produced in one direction along
the beam axis. To accommodate the detector, the interaction point is displaced by
11.25 m from the nominal centre of the detector cavern. LHCb studies with great
precision the decay of b and b¯ hadrons to investigate Charge-Parity (CP) symmetry
violation in the beauty sector.
Reconstruction of secondary decay vertices is key in studying b-hadron decays. LHCb
uses a novel vertex detector which is moved in situ to just 7 mm from the beam,
once beam stability has been confirmed by LHC operation. Moving away from the
interaction point along the beam axis, LHCb is equipped with a low-momentum
RICH and silicon strip tracker at 2–3 m, a dipole bending magnet at 5 m, straw tube
tracking at 7 m followed by a secondary high-momentum RICH at 10 m. This is
followed by an ECal, HCal and muon stations.
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3.7 THE LHCf EXPERIMENT
LHC – Forward (LHCf) [19] is located ±140 m from the ATLAS Interaction Point
(IP). When installed in the beam line, it sits upstream of the ATLAS Zero Degree
Calorimeter (ZDC) in the copper Target Absorber of Neutrals (TAN). The two
arms are similar in design, each containing a 54 X0 deep ECal allowing for the
reconstruction of forward photons up to multi-TeV energies.
LHCf reconstructs the two-photon pi0 invariant mass peak in the ultra-forward region
at η > 8.7. This gives constraints on MC models used to simulate ultra-high-energy
cosmic-ray showers [20].
3.8 THE TOTEM EXPERIMENT
TOTal cross section, Elastic scattering and diffraction dissociation Measurement at
the LHC (TOTEM) is installed downstream of the CMS detector [21]. It measures
elastic pp scattering in the regime 10−3 <∼ |t| <∼ 10 GeV2 where t is the square of the
four-momentum transfer. This allows for a luminosity independent measure of the
total cross section when combined with the forward inelastic pp rate, it also studies
diffractive topologies. TOTEM includes telescopes sensitive to charged particles in
the intervals 3.1 < |η| < 4.7 and 5.3 < |η| < 6.5, which are interfaced with the CMS
trigger.
The measurement of elastic and diffractive scattering pp cross sections is performed
with two sets of silicon detectors housed in Roman pots at 147 m and 220 m, which
can measure protons scattered at 5–10 µrad. This requires special run conditions
such that the beam divergence is small at the IP compared to the scattering angle.
This is achieved using special optics with small emittance and a very large3 β∗ of 1.5
km, such that the beams are as close to plane-parallel with each other as is feasible.
3The betatron function at the IP.
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Results from TOTEM are discussed later in Section 11.5.
3.9 THE MoEDAL EXPERIMENT
The Monopole and Exotics Detector At the LHC (MoEDAL) [22] detector is installed
around the LHCb interaction point. It is designed to search for highly ionising
stable or quasi-stable particles with low relativistic β, a characteristic of some exotic
theoretical particles such as magnetic monopoles and dyons [23].
Detectors such as ATLAS conventionally assume that the particles they detect are
travelling close to the speed of light. With the short trigger window at the LHC
of only 25 ns, this implies that a reconstructed particle in the ATLAS central muon
chambers will only be associated with the correct bunch crossing ID if its β >∼ 0.5. An
additional problem with measuring such particles is that they may be fully absorbed
within the detector. To prevent signal saturation, a large dynamic range is required
in the electronics measuring energy loss, as magnetic monopoles (in particular) are
predicted to have a significantly larger dE/dx than electrically charged particles.
MoEDAL detects highly ionising particles using layers of Nuclear Track Detectors
(NTDs) in a trigger-less manner. The NTD is etched with equally sized, collinear pits
when traversed by highly ionising particles as in Figure 3.7. After the detector has
been exposed to around 6 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, the NTD will be analysed
with optical scanners to identify any pits which are characteristic of highly ionising,
massive particles.
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Figure 3.7: Etched biconal (equal area entry and exit) pits in a CR39 NTD. Taken
from [22].
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CHAPTER 4
THE ATLAS DETECTOR
A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) (Figure 4.1) is by volume the largest detector
installed on the LHC ring. It is forward-backward symmetric and covers almost
the entire 4pi solid angle. The layout of the central ‘barrel’ detector forms a leek-
like structure with concentric rings of detector layers wrapping around the beam
line. The barrel is sandwiched between two endcap regions, where detector layers
are fanned perpendicular to the beam line. The following chapter describes the
individual sub detectors in more detail. It is based strongly on the ATLAS Technical
Design Report (TDR) [24].
4.1 ATLAS MAGNETIC SYSTEM
Large volumes of intense magnetic flux density are required to generate Lorentz
forces sufficient to bend the trajectory of high pT charged particles as they traverse
27
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Figure 4.1: Cut-out of the ATLAS detector. The detector is approximately 25 m
high, 44 m long and weighs 7000 tonnes. c©CERN.
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the detector and hence allow for the reconstruction of their momenta. ATLAS has
a complicated magnetic field map, generated by three sets of toroidal magnets and
one solenoid.
The solenoid magnet bathes the inner detector in a 2 T axial field when at the
nominal current of 7.7 kA in the windings. As the solenoid is placed closer to the
beam line than the calorimeters, it must be as thin and light as possible so as to
not adversely affect the energy measurements. Located at a radius of 2.46 m, the
solenoid is only 10 cm thick and contributes only 0.66 X0 (see Section 4.3.1). The
material budget is minimised by the solenoid sharing a vacuum vessel with the Liquid
Argon Calorimeter (LAr). The magnetic flux returns via the steel of the hadronic
calorimeter and its support structure.
The three other magnet systems produce a toroidal field which circulates around the
outside of the detector, giving a secondary measurement of the momentum of muons
which traverse muon chambers located in and around the toroids. The barrel toroid
is formed of eight giant ‘race-track’ coils, supported by eight inner and outer rings
of struts, which form much of the mechanical support of ATLAS. When operational,
the toroid stores 1.1 GJ of energy and generates a field of up to 2.5 T in the bore.
Two endcap toroids generate the field in the forward area. They are supported on
movable rails and are removed when the detector is being serviced. The eight coils
are contained in a single cold mass, bolted together for rigidity. Figure 4.2 shows
one of the endcap toroids during transport to the experimental pit.
4.2 ATLAS INNER DETECTOR
The subdetectors of the inner tracking detector, the Inner Detector (ID) in Fig-
ure 4.3, are the closest to the interaction point. The remit of the ID is to provide
robust tracking in the high radiation environment produced at LHC luminosities.
The tracking systems must provide sufficient resolution to resolve the secondary
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Figure 4.2: The ATLAS A side endcap toroid magnet en route to installation.
c©CERN.
decay vertices associated with relatively long lived states such as b-hadrons. The
ID provides tracking at |η| < 2.5 with additional electron identification capacity for
|η| < 2 and 0.5 GeV < pT < 150 GeV. Charged particles down to a pT of 100 MeV
are reconstructed in the innermost layers.
4.2.1 PIXEL DETECTOR AND SEMICONDUCTOR TRACKER
The Pixel Detector (PIX) is the innermost tracking detector and as such must be
highly resistant to radiation damage. The sensor boards are 250 µm n-type wafers,
highly oxygenated to increase radiation tolerance and with pixel readout on the n+-
implanted side. A double sided process was chosen as the n-type bulk effectively
becomes p-type after severe irradiation, but the n+ implant still allows the detector
to operate with a good charge collection efficiency even after this type-inversion.
ATLAS contains 1744 PIX boards in three layers. Each layer houses 47232 individual
pixels of nominal size 50 × 400 µm with intrinsic accuracy of 10 µm in R − φ and
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of the ID with subdetectors labelled. c©CERN.
11 µm in z.
The initial bias voltage is 150 V. However this is expected to rise to up to 600 V to
maintain a good charge collection efficiency after ten years of operation.
The Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) immediately follows the PIX detector. There are
15912 sensor boards installed in ATLAS using a more traditional single p-in-n process
for cost reasons. Each SCT barrel sensor consists of two arrays of 768 strip sensors,
sandwiched back-to-back with a stereo angle of 20 µrad to give limited information
on the point of impact along the strip. The active strips are each of dimension 120
mm by 80 µm, yielding a hit resolution of 17 µm in R−φ and 580 µm in z (from the
stereo). There are three layers of sensors in the barrel and nine in each endcap. The
initial bias voltage is 150 V, ultimately expected to rise to 350 V with cumulative
irradiation damage equivalent to a 1 MeV neutron fluence of 2× 1024 cm−2.
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4.2.2 TRANSITION RADIATION TRACKER
The Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) detector is installed after the SCT. It is
instrumented with polyimide drift tubes of 4 mm diameter and length 1.44 (0.37) m
in the barrel (endcaps). The straws are filled with a 70% Xe, 27% CO2 and 3% O2
mixture and each contains a gold plated tungsten anode wire kept at ground. The
tubes form the cathodes of the system and are operated at -1530 V. There are 52544
straw tubes in the barrel and a charged particle with pT > 0.5 GeV and |η| < 2.0
will typically traverse at least 36, with each straw providing 0.15 mm hit position
accuracy.
Transition radiation photons are emitted by particles moving between materials of
different dielectric constant. These are absorbed by the Xe gas, resulting in a larger
signal amplitude than from Minimum Ionising Particles (MIPs). Only electrons have
sufficient Lorentz factor, due to their low mass, to produce significant amounts of
transition radiation. The TRT front end electronics has separate high-pass and low-
pass filters to distinguish between tracking signals and transition radiation. For an
electron with pT > 2 GeV, typically seven to ten high-threshold hits are expected.
4.3 ATLAS CALORIMETER SYSTEMS
Calorimeters are installed at ATLAS to absorb electrons, photons and hadrons cre-
ated in the interaction, measuring their energy in the process. All calorimetric
systems installed at ATLAS are of sampling type, where regions of an active sam-
pling medium are alternated with a dense absorber material which promotes and
sustains cascading particle showers.
The main ATLAS calorimeters cover the range |η| < 4.9, utilising a variety of tech-
niques to satisfy the different physics requirements and cope with the varying radi-
ation environment over this large η range. In the central barrel region where there
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Figure 4.4: Cut away of the ATLAS calorimeter systems. c©CERN.
is overlap with the inner detector, the calorimeters are finely segmented to provide
maximum granularity and perform precision measurements of electrons and pho-
tons. The rest of the calorimeter is of coarser granularity and satisfies the needs
of jet reconstruction and EmissT measurements. An overview of the layout of the
calorimeters around the ID is shown in Figure 4.4.
4.3.1 ELECTROMAGNETIC CALORIMETRY
The ECal measures the energy of incident electrons and photons. It is LAr-based
(Liquid Argon) and consists of three separate modules, the barrel and two endcaps.
The detector utilises lead absorbers as its showering medium. The space between
the lead sheets is bathed in liquid argon, which forms the active medium and is read
out by layers of conductive copper sheets. Liquid argon was chosen for its intrinsic
radiation hardness and its stability of response over time. The calorimeter shares a
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cryostat with the inner detector solenoid to minimise the amount of inactive material
inside the calorimeter and an additional pre-sampler is placed before the solenoid in
the region |η| < 1.8. Both of these measures improve the calorimeter resolution. To
provide full hermetic coverage, the calorimeter has a so-called accordion geometry
allowing gap-less and symmetric φ coverage.
An EM shower is formed when a high energy electron or photon interacts with the
dense absorber material in the calorimeter. High energy electrons primarily radiate
bremsstrahlung photons, while photons pair-produce into e+e−. The characteristic
length scale of the interactions is the radiation length, X0. One X0 corresponds
to 7
9
of the mean free path of pair production by a high energy photon and the
mean distance over which a high energy electron will reduce in energy by a factor e.
The number of particles in the shower hence doubles approximately every radiation
length. The shower dies away when the mean energy per particle drops below the
critical energy for the absorber, Ec, after which, interactions with the calorimeter
are primarily through ionisation and Compton scattering. The depth of the shower
peak is given by
X = X0
ln (E0/Ec)
ln 2
, (4.1)
where E0 is the energy of the initial particle and Ec for lead is 7.43 MeV [25]. The
ECal at ATLAS is 22 X0 deep, which is sufficient to contain all kinematically accessible
showers. The transverse width of the shower is characterised by the Molie`re radius
RM = X0Es/Ec, where the scale energy Es =
√
4pi/αmec
2 = 21.2 MeV [26]. On
average, 90% of a shower is contained within a cylinder of radius RM .
4.3.2 HADRONIC AND FORWARD CALORIMETRY
The HCal calorimeters lie immediately outside of the ECal envelope. ATLAS uses both
LAr and steel-scintillator Tile calorimeters in its hadronic system. Hadronic showers
are not as collimated as their electromagnetic counterparts. A shower typically
consists of an electromagnetic core surrounded by a wider hadronic shower, which
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is mediated by nuclear excitation and spallation.
For hadronic showers, the counterpart to the radiation length is the nuclear interac-
tion length, λI . This is the length scale which is appropriate for hadronic cascades
such that particles reduce in energy by a factor of e per interaction length.
The Tile calorimeter barrel covers |η| < 1.0 with two extended barrels covering
0.8 < |η| < 1.7. It is another sampling calorimeter, which utilises steel as its
absorber and scintillating tiles as the active medium. The total thickness of the
calorimeter is 9.7 λI .
LAr is also used as the sampling material in the Hadronic Endcap Calorimeter (HEC)
due to its radiation hardness, but with copper rather than stainless steel as the
absorber. At very high η, a LAr Forward Calorimeter (FCal) is installed in each
endcap cryostat. This is a small, high density component which sits in a region
with significant energy fluxes from forward particles. It is approximately 10 λI
deep, consisting of one copper module optimised for EM showers and two tungsten
modules for hadronic interactions.
4.3.3 CALORIMETER ENERGY RESOLOUTION
The generic form of energy resolution for a sampling calorimeter is
σE
E
=
a
E
⊕ b√
E
⊕ c. (4.2)
Here a is the noise term, which is dependent on electronic noise in the detector
and pile-up from multiple simultaneous collisions. It is dominant at low energies,
< 10 GeV. b is the sampling term and relates to the choice of absorber and active
material, plus the thickness of the layers. The sampling term is most important at
intermediate energies ≈ 100 GeV. c is the constant term, which relates to the depth
of the calorimeter (and hence any leakage out of its rear) and any inhomogeneity
from cracks and dead regions. It dominates at high energy. In test beam data, the
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ATLAS FCal was shown to perform with a = (145.5±1.6) GeV, b = (24.5±0.84)√GeV
and c = (3.76± 0.06)%, exceeding the design goals of the calorimeter [27].
4.3.4 ZERO DEGREE CALORIMETERS
Two ZDCs are installed at ATLAS, ± 140 m from the interaction point where the
beam pipe splits from being a single tube through ATLAS to an individual tube for
each beam. Two beam pipes are required such that the counter rotating proton
beams can continue to be bent in the correct direction. The ZDC sits in slots inside
the TAN which is a large block of inert copper shielding. The ZDC detects highly
forward (∞ > |η| > 8.3) neutral particles produced in the interaction. The detector
occupies an important region of phase space for heavy ion PbPb collisions where it
provides a measure of the centrality1 of each collision from the detection of forward
spectator neutrons2. The ZDC is used as the primary trigger of low-centrality events
during heavy ion campaigns. For pp collisions, the ZDC enhances the acceptance of
ATLAS for minimum bias physics and also provides a minimum bias trigger input
into the Central Trigger.
When fully installed, each ZDC consists of 1 electromagnetic module 29 X0 thick,
followed by 3 hadronic modules of 1.14 λI each. The EM modules consist of 11
tungsten plates transverse to the beam into which are embedded a matrix of 8x12
quartz rods of 1 mm diameter. These lie parallel to the beam and are bent upward
at 90◦ from the back of the tungsten plates to be read out by multi-anode Photo-
Multiplier Tubes (PMTs). This gives the position of particles impacting the ZDC.
The EM modules of the ZDC share their slot in the TAN with the LHCf experiment
and were not installed during early running. The ZDC is temporarily removed from
the beam line during high luminosity pp running to minimize radiation damage to
the detector.
1The elliptical cross sectional overlap of the colliding nuclei.
2Neutrons outside the interaction ellipse which are liberated from the nucleus after the interac-
tion.
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4.4 ATLAS MUON SPECTROMETERS
High energy muons have a mean decay length of many kilometres in the laboratory
frame and are MIPs over a large range of momenta. The muon spectrometer is lo-
cated outside the calorimeters, where it gives a secondary measurement of the muon
momentum based on magnetic deflection in the large air-core volume of the toroidal
magnet system. The toroidal field created by the barrel and two endcap toroids is
designed to be orthogonal to the flight direction for most muon trajectories. The
toroids are instrumented with separate triggering and precision tracking chambers.
Three layers of detectors are installed around the barrel as well as in the endcaps,
where the detectors are arranged as three planes perpendicular to the beam pipe.
In the barrel, Muon Drift Tubes (MDTs) are used for precision tracking whilst in the
endcap Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs) are used. The MDTs consist of straw tube
chambers of 30 mm diameter. Their position resolution is 80 µm. The MDTs upper
counting rate of 150 Hz cm−2 is exceeded for nominal LHC collisions rates at |η| > 2,
which corresponds to the first layer of the endcaps. Here CSC multi-wire proportional
chambers are utilised. Each CSC module consists of four planes, each containing
parallel anode wires, with the centre-most wire pointing in the radial direction.
Cathode strips are segmented perpendicular and parallel to the wires, with position
measurements interpreted from charge induction on neighbouring strips. The CSC
has a position resolution of 60 µm in the bending plane and 5 mm in the non-bending
direction.
For the fast muon trigger, limited tracking information is transmitted within the
fixed 2.5 µs Level 1 (L1) latency whilst also identifying the correct BCID of the
muon. The Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) detector is used for this purpose in
the barrel. The RPC operates with two resistive plates separated by 2 mm using
insulating spacers which are charged to generate a field of 4.9 kV mm−1 in the gas
mixture across the gap. This allows for charge avalanches to flow to the anode
along ionisation tracks. At the nominal 9.8 kV operational voltage, a signal width
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of around 5 ns is generated by an incident MIP.
In the endcaps, the Thin Gap Chambers (TGCs) are used to provide the fast trigger
signal and to provide a second measure of the azimuthal coordinate of the muon
to complement the MDT. The TGCs are multi wire proportional chambers with a
wire-cathode distance of 1.4 mm being shorter than the wire-wire distance of 1.8
mm. Combined with a highly quenching gas mixture, the detector runs in quasi-
saturated mode (possessing a gain of 3× 105 from the gas, relatively low compared
to previous TGC implementation). The short drift distances lead to a fast response
with 99% of signals arriving within 25 ns. More information on the ATLAS muon
trigger is presented in Section 5.2.2.
4.5 LUCID DETECTOR
LUminosity measurement using Cˇerenkov Integrating Detector (LUCID) provides
ATLAS with on-line monitoring of the instantaneous luminosity. It consists of 1.5
m long tubes of 15 mm diameter filled with C4F10 gas, resulting in a Cˇerenkov
threshold of 10 MeV for electrons and 2.8 GeV for pions. There are 20 tubes per
side at ± 17 m from the interaction point, where they surround the beam pipe at
a radius of 10 cm (|η| ≈ 5.8). Cˇerenkov light is read out by a PMT at the end of
each tube. The benefit of a Cˇerenkov detector is that it is possible to determine the
number of particles passing through a tube by measurement of the pulse height.
The instantaneous luminosity is measured in situ from the rate of inelastic pp col-
lisions as sampled by LUCID in the forward region, under the principle that the
number of particles detected is proportional to the number of inelastic interactions.
The calibration and determination of the absolute uncertainty on the luminosity
measurement were performed via dedicated van der Meer (vdM) beam scans [28].
During a vdM scan the beams are stepped through each other in both x and y. The
fits to the Gaussian beam profiles allow for the absolute luminosity to be derived
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from the beam optics via the equation
L = nbfrn1n2
2piΣxΣy
. (4.3)
Here the luminosity L is a function of the number of bunches nb, the revolution
frequency fr, the numbers of protons per bunch in each beam n1, n2 and the widths
of the Gaussian beam profiles Σx, Σy [29].
LUCID also provides an input into the Central Trigger Processor (CTP), allowing it
to trigger a subset of events for further off-line analysis.
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CHAPTER 5
TRIGGERING AND DATA ACQUISITION
The interaction cross sections for many physics signatures of particular interest
at
√
s = 7 and 14 TeV have the tendency of being extremely small, picobarns
and smaller are not uncommon figures. The cancelled Superconducting Super
Collider (SSC) project in Texas, USA would have enhanced the cross section of
these rare processes by colliding at a significantly larger energy,
√
s = 40 TeV. The
LHC project, however, took an alternate approach and exchanged high collision en-
ergy with high collision intensity. The LHC has a design instantaneous luminosity,
L = 1034 cm−2s−1, which is an order of magnitude larger than planned for the SSC.
The onus falls on the detectors installed around the LHC to operate at this collision
rate and efficiently filter and store ‘interesting’ events in challenging environments.
This chapter will explore the mechanisms by which events are triggered by the
detector and will follow the real-time data path the ATLAS data take until they are
written to disk for permanent storage.
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Particular focus will be given to areas on which I have worked, Level 1 Calorimeter
Trigger (L1Calo) and the minimum bias trigger.
5.1 ATLAS TRIGGER ARCHITECTURE
The Trigger and Data AcQuisition (TDAQ) architecture is responsible for selecting
events from the detector that are deemed to be of interest. At nominal design
conditions, proton bunches cross in ATLAS every 25 ns1 with upward of 30 [30]
interactions per crossing. Multiplied by an average event size of 1.5 Mb, this gives
a data rate of 1.5 Pb s−1. The trigger must reduce this flood of commonplace
interactions to a trickle of rare processes and stay within the allowed transfer rate
to hard disk of 300− 600 Mb s−1. This reduction of rate by a factor 105 is achieved
using a three tier trigger system comprising L1 followed by Level 2 (L2) and finally
the Event Filter (EF). EF triggers are seeded off of L2 triggers whilst L2 triggers
seed off of L1 and the trigger operates step wise processing. This means that events
are rejected as soon as they no longer meet any of the requirements of the current
trigger menu. Figure 5.1 contains a flow diagram of the trigger.
5.2 FIRST LEVEL TRIGGER
The L1 trigger performs fast, coarse, analysis of every event within a fixed latency
of 2.5 µs. This latency budget comes from the front-end electronics in the detector,
which operate a 100 bunch crossing digital pipeline memory. The pipelines are used
to buffer the full data from each event while the L1 decision is calculated. If the
event is to be kept, the front-end electronics are signalled to retrieve and transmit
the event data from the pipeline.
1It should be emphasised that 25 ns at the speed of light equates to only 7.5 m, so when one
pair of bunches are colliding, the next pair are already at the innermost muon station and are just
about to traverse the calorimeter systems.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic overview of the ATLAS trigger systems. Taken from [31].
The CTP decides which events to keep. It issues a Level 1 Accept (L1A) whenever
an event has met sufficient criteria to pass its selection. The CTP bases its decision
on internal logic and external subsystems, the primary contributors being the Level
1 Calorimeter Trigger (L1Calo) and the Level 1 Muon Trigger (L1Muon). These L1
systems and additional minimum bias infrastructure with input to the CTP are
described below.
5.2.1 LEVEL ONE CALORIMETER TRIGGER
L1Calo utilises fast pattern recognition to locate local energy maxima in the calorime-
ter subsystems. It is described in detail in the ATLAS L1 trigger TDR [31].
L1Calo is implemented entirely in hardware, making heavy use of algorithms pro-
grammed into Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) and Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Analogue data from the calorimeter sub-systems are summed
using dedicated on-detector electronics to form trigger towers. There are 7168 such
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towers with a typical granularity of 0.1× 0.1 in η − φ.
The data are digitised in Analogue-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) within PrePro-
cessor Modules (PPMs) at the bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz and digital signal
processing is applied. As the pulse width from the calorimeters is significantly
longer than a bunch crossing, a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter is used to per-
form BCID. A Look-up Table (LUT) is then used to apply noise suppression and
pedestal subtraction, resulting in an 8-bit output value corresponding to approxi-
mately ET ≈ 1 GeV per count. This digitised energy acts as the input to the Cluster
Processor Modules (CPMs) and (after some additional summing of 2×2 trigger towers
into jet elements) the Jet Energy processor Modules (JEMs). A schematic overview
of L1Calo is presented in Figure 5.2
5.2.1.1 CLUSTER PROCESSORS
The CPMs identify local energy maxima utilising a sliding window algorithm illus-
trated in Figure 5.3. The input from the PPMs to the CPMs is a 2 dimensional array
of trigger towers in η and φ, each with an ET value from the EM and hadronic layers.
The sliding window is 4×4 trigger towers in size, equating to 16 towers from both the
EM and hadronic calorimeter layers (32 total). This search window is sequentially
shifted such that every tower occupies each of the 16 positions in the window once
per event. Local energy maxima are identified and declustering is applied to resolve
ambiguity which may arise as a consequence of overlapping window arrangements.
The search operation is parallelised using many CPMs, each responsible for a small
section of the trigger tower array. The CPMs are contained within four crates, each
of which looks at data from pi
2
of the azimuth. Each crate contains 14 CPMs with
individual modules scanning their sliding windows over a (4× 16) region of trigger
towers; though this requires data from a (7×19) region to cover all possible window
arrangements. When energy values for trigger towers close to boundaries are needed
by CPMs from more than one crate, the data are duplicated at the output of the
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Figure 5.2: Architecture of the L1Calo system. The black data paths represent
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utilised by the High Level Trigger and to be recorded by the readout systems. Taken
from [31].
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PPM and fed separately to two crates.
Data are also shared between the modules within a crate over a custom backplane.
This data duplication is referred to as the fan out and amounts to a fundamental
design limitation on the complexity of the system given the amount of programmable
logic which was commercially available on ASIC chips at the time of construction.
5.2.1.2 JET/ENERGY PROCESSORS
The input to the JEMs is a coarser array of jet elements with 9-bit ET resolution
(range ≈ 0−512 GeV). A jet element is a sum over (2×2) trigger towers and is the
base processing element in the JEMs. The choice of jet finding algorithm is flexible
and dependent on a number of criteria, including the amount of pile-up and the ET
scale of interest. The size of the sliding window is set per threshold to (2×2), (3×3)
or (4× 4) jet elements as required to fulfil the current physics goals.
There are 32 JEMs, split between two crates. The sliding window algorithm is
implemented on FPGAs rather than ASICs as the number of required modules did
not justify the cost of ASIC development. Fan-out of the jet elements follows a
similar strategy to that discussed for the CPMs
The secondary function of the JEMs is to calculate the global sums of scalar
∑ | ~ET|
and |∑ ~ET|, hereafter EmissT . For scalar-ET, the ET values of all the jet elements
including the FCal are summed. For the EmissT sum, LUTs are used to multiply by
cos(φ) and sin(φ) to form ~Ex and ~Ey. A third LUT then converts these to E
miss
T .
5.2.1.3 L1CALO OUTPUT
The results of the sliding window algorithms are collated by Common Merger Modules
(CMMs) which count multiplicities for different object types above ET thresholds.
For the cluster processors, multiplicities are formed for electron/photon and for
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Figure 5.3: Sliding window electron/photon and tau/hadron algorithm. The win-
dows location on the trigger tower array is permuted such that each tower lies once
in each of the 16 positions. Local maxima of energy are identified. Taken from [31].
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tau/hadron objects, with each discriminated against eight ET thresholds. The dif-
ference between the two cases is that for tau/hadron objects, energy is summed
in both the EM and hadronic calorimeters while for electron/photon objects only
the EM information is used. There is also the possibility to define electron/photon
objects as isolated by applying an energy veto in the EM ring surrounding the local
maximum and in the hadronic layer behind.
For the jet/energy processors, eight different jet object threshold are again used,
each having the option of utilising a different window size. These 24 multiplicities of
object and threshold are each stored as a 3-bit integer, hence taking the range 0 – 7,
and transmitted to the CTP. An example signature, EM20, corresponds to a 20 GeV
EM object. The global event value EmissT has eight thresholds while scalar-ET has
four. These are transmitted to the CTP as a 12-bit bitmap. All of the above occurs
in parallel at the 40 MHz bunch-crossing rate. The data rate to the CTP from L1Calo
is therefore 3.36 Gbit s−1.
5.2.2 LEVEL ONE MUON TRIGGER
L1 Muon utilises two fast trigger technologies, the RPC in the barrel and the TGC
in the endcaps (Section 4.4 for details). The geometry is such that most muons will
traverse three tracking stations, each with sufficient timing resolution to identify the
correct bunch crossing. The hardware which implements the algorithms is partly
located on the detector and partly in the service cavern. Muons are located by
searching in a road extrapolated from seed hits. The size of the road is dependent
on the pT of the muon. The coincidence logic allows for three low pT thresholds
(≈ 6–9 GeV) and three high pT thresholds (≈ 9–35 GeV). These are combined into
one set of six muon threshold multiplicities, which is transmitted to the CTP.
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Figure 5.4: Layout of the 16 counters making up one side of the MBTS detector.
The beam pipe runs through the gap in the middle.
5.2.3 LEVEL ONE MINIMUM BIAS TRIGGER
Trigger inputs are supplied from various sub detectors which are sensitive to inelastic
proton interactions and can hence be used for minimum bias studies [32].
The Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillator (MBTS) is a sensitive detector designed to
trigger on low momentum charged particles from inelastic proton interactions with
the minimum possible bias. It consists of 2 cm thick polystyrene scintillator counters
located ± 3.56 m away from the nominal IP in z. Each side is divided into two rings,
with the inner and outer segments covering the pseudorapidity ranges 2.82 < |η| <
3.84 and 2.09 < |η| < 2.82, respectively. Each ring is further subdivided azimuthally
into eight equal sized counters; giving a total of 16 counters per side as visualised
in Figure 5.4.
The light yield from the MBTS is read out via PMTs along wavelength shifting fibres.
Standardised Nuclear Instrumentation Module (NIM) [33] electronics are used to
amplify and discriminate the signal. The MBTS signals are input into the CTP which
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calculates L1 trigger items based on the multiplicity of counters above threshold
on either side of the detector and triggers the event if certain criteria are met as
described in more detail in Section 5.2.4.
The MBTS can supply up to 32 inputs, one for each counter. However this config-
uration was primarily used during MBTS commissioning as it takes up a lot of CTP
inputs, of which there is a finite supply. The input was therefore changed to the
summation of counters above threshold on the A and C sides of the detector, i.e.
two inputs.
Additional inputs are present from LUCID, the Beam Condition Monitors (BCM), the
Beam Pickup Detector (BPTX) and the ZDC which together form a range of triggers
sensitive to soft proton interactions which span different regions of the solid angle
with varying sensitivity.
5.2.4 CENTRAL TRIGGER PROCESSOR
The CTP accepts the above mentioned trigger inputs and provides some additional
internal inputs. There are two random trigger inputs, referred to as RD0 (high
rate) and RD1 (low rate). In addition there are two prescale clocks and eight bunch
group triggers. Bunch groups are a novel concept developed by ATLAS, each item
in the L1 trigger menu is combined with an appropriate bunch groups such that the
menu remains independent from the specifics of the LHC fill pattern. Details of the
eight bunch groups are given in Table 5.1, see Section 3.3 for details on the bunch
structure.
The L1 trigger menu is comprised of up to a hardware limit of 256 trigger items,
each of which is a logical combination of one or more trigger inputs. Each trigger
item also possesses a priority and a prescale factor. The priority is either high or
low and affects the dead-time as discussed below in Section 5.2.6, while the prescale
factor is used to suppress and control the rate of common signatures in a manner
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Table 5.1: Description of the eight bunch groups and their uses. A bunch group is a
non-exclusive collection of BCIDs derived for a given run from the LHC fill pattern.
They are combined with the trigger menu.
ID Name Description
BGRP 0 BCRVeto Every BCID except for the reserved bunches
which form the abort gap, used by the LHC to
safely dump the beams.
BGRP 1 Filled Physics bunch group, BCIDs with two colliding
bunches.
BGRP 2 CalReq Long gap, empty bunches. Used for laser cali-
bration.
BGRP 3 Empty Empty BCIDs for cosmics, noise and background
studies. No overlap with BGRP 7
BGRP 4 IsolatedUnpaired Unpaired (exactly one bunch, in either beam)
BCIDs with separation of at least three bunch
crossings from any other bunch.
BGRP 5 NonIsolatedUnpaired Unpaired BCIDs which do not satisfy BGRP 4.
BGRP 6 EmptyAfterPaired Empty BCIDs immediately following a filled
bunch.
BGRP 7 AllUnpaired The union of BGRP 3 and BGRP 4, for noise and
background studies.
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which is adjusted to match the instantaneous luminosity.
If one or more item passes the trigger logic, dead-time, and prescale requirements,
then a Level 1 Accept (L1A) signal is broadcast to all sub-detectors. The L1A is
received by sub-detector-specific Read-Out Drivers (RODs) which interface with their
front-end electronics. Each ROD gathers a data fragment for the event from its
associated digital pipeline memory and transmits this optically to its corresponding
Read-Out Buffer (ROB).
The L1 trigger reduces the data rate from the bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz down
to around 75 kHz. 120 GB s−1 of data fragments from events triggered by the CTP
are transferred into the Read-Out System (ROS) from where they are accessible to
the High Level Trigger (HLT). The L1 trigger operates at a latency of 20.6 µs with an
additional 4.4 µs available redundancy at the front-end digital pipelines. Table 5.2
lists the latency of the L1 subsystems.
5.2.5 REGIONS OF INTEREST
Upon issue of an L1A, higher granularity information is requested from the RODs
contained within the L1Calo and L1Muon subsystems. The geometric coordinates
of the trigger objects which pass thresholds in both systems are transferred to the
Region of Interest Builder (RoIB). A Region of Interest (RoI) specifies an (η, φ)
coordinate along with the corresponding L1 threshold which was passed. These are
sent directly to the Level 2 Supervisor (L2SV) discussed in Section 5.3.
The CTP also acts as a ROD, transmitting information about several bunch crossings
which is used to monitor the system.
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Table 5.2: Table of latencies in the L1 systems measured in bunch-crossings of 25 ns
with additional breakdown for the L1Calo system. This is a massively parallelised
operation, which is factored into the total latencies being shorter than the sum of
their individual components. The overall calorimeter trigger latency of 56.1 BC is
from the latencies sums for the cables, JEM preprocessor and sum ET calculation.
Latency
Contribution (BC)
Muon Trigger 54.0
Calorimeter Trigger 56.1
Cables to PPMs 20.6
Preprocessor for CPMs (e/γ, τ/h) 15.0
Preprocessor for JEMs (jets,ET) 17.0
Electron/photon hunting 14.0
Tau/hadron hunting 14.0
Jet hunting 18.0
EmissT calculation 18.5
Scalar ET calculation 18.5
CTP 4.0
Trigger Timing and Control (TTC) 3.1
Fibres to front-end electronics 16.0
Receivers for front-end electronics 3.0
Total Latency for L1A to reach all RODs 82.2
Digital Pipeline Length 100
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5.2.6 DEADTIME
Dead-time is the time during which the detector is unable to read out a new event due
to being busy handling a previous one. There are two types of dead-time generated
by the CTP, referred to as simple and complex. Simple dead-time is a minimum
period of four bunch crossings immediately following an L1A during which the ROS
is busy transferring an event from the detector to the ROBs. During this time, no
additional L1As are issued.
Complex dead-time is the consequence of a limit which is applied to the number of
L1As issued by the CTP within a short time frame, so as to not overload the ROBs.
The CTP achieves this by implementing a ‘leaky bucket’ algorithm. Each L1A causes
an event to be placed in an hypothetical bucket and events leak from the bucket
at a fixed rate. Dead-time occurs when the algorithm vetoes new triggers, this
happens if the bucket has grown sufficiently full. There are two such complex vetoes
which are activated at different thresholds and therefore allow separate limitations
on low-priority and high-priority L1 trigger items to be defined.
5.3 SECOND LEVEL TRIGGER & EVENT BUILDING
The L2 trigger is managed by the Level 2 Supervisor (L2SV). New events are as-
signed as they arrive to a free Level 2 Processing Unit (L2PU) for processing. Event
fragments are collated and L2 algorithms are executed on the L2PUs in software.
The L2PUs generally requests fragments topologically associated with the RoIs in
the event. These are transferred over the dedicated Level 2 Network (L2N) with
more fragments available on request, depending on the design and complexity of the
algorithm. On average, a decision is reached within 40 µs. Events which do not
pass at least one L2 algorithm chain are rejected and their data fragments removed
from the ROB.
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Events which do pass L2 processing are communicated to the Data Flow Manager
(DFM) via the L2SV, this signals that the event is to be fully built. The DFM controls
data flow in the Event Building Network (EBN), which is connected to the L2N via
a network switch. A Sub-Farm Input (SFI) is assigned to build each event accepted
by L2. It collects all of the data fragments for the event from the ROBs and holds
the fully built event in memory.
The L2 trigger results in a factor of 25 reduction in event rate, reaching an output
of around 3 kHz.
5.3.1 EVENT FILTER
The EF is the final stage of trigger processing. Fully built events from a SFI are
sent to a free Event Farm Processor (EFP) where information on the whole event
is available. Similarly to at L2, the EF algorithms in general only process in the
vicinity of the RoIs for each event but have access to finer alignment and calibration
constants, along with a more detailed model of the detector.
It takes 4 seconds on average for an EFP to process an event. If the event passes at
least one trigger chain then information from the EF is appended to the event and
a signal is sent to transfer the event to the Sub-Farm Output (SFO). Events are
accepted by the EF and saved permanently at an average rate of the order 200 Hz,
the limiting factor being the output bandwidth with each built event amounting to
around 1.5 Mb of data.
5.3.2 STREAMING
Events passing the EF are assigned to one ore more inclusive streams. Streaming
allows for physics events with similar characteristics (such as muons, EM objects)
to be grouped together for the purpose of later simplifying physics analysis, at
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the expense of some data duplication. Calibration streams are also defined, which
generally only contain data relevant to the operation of specific sub detectors and are
integrated into the detector operation. The express stream is an additional physics
stream which contains a representative mix of physics events being taken by the
trigger menu. The express stream writes out at approximately 10 Hz and is used to
both calibrate the run oﬄine and to assess the data quality.
Data are grouped into runs and luminosity blocks. A run will typically coincide
with an LHC fill and will last up to 12 hours, which is approximately the lifetime
of the beam in the machine. More than one run may be taken during a fill if data
taking has to stop temporarily due to a hardware or software fault. The luminosity
block normally changes every two minutes throughout the run. Alternatively a
new luminosity block is forced to start upon the modification of detector conditions
during a run such as changing the trigger menu or recovering a tripped ROD. The
integrated luminosity is calculated for each luminosity block.
CHAPTER 6
ATLAS COMPUTING
From disk to analysis, a complete software framework is required to manipulate the
recorded data and apply corrections. Finally extracting physics results from the
data.
ATLAS utilises a globally distributed computing framework to store, process and
analyse data produced by the detector and MC simulations. Due to the unprece-
dented amount of data produced by the experiment and associated simulation cam-
paigns, it is impractical for institutes or even entire countries in most cases to hold
and process local copies of the data. Rather, a distributed LHC computing grid
[34] is used to provide a top-down computing infrastructure originating from CERN
which utilises storage and computational capacity on a global scale.
Data distribution and processing occurs over multiple tiers of computing centres,
Tier-0 is located in the CERN computing centre and is where the data are streamed
to from all LHC experiments. Data from ATLAS is reconstructed initially at Tier-0.
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The express stream (see Section 5.3.2) is reconstructed first, during the so-called 36–
hour calibration loop. The reconstructed data of the express stream is sent to the
CERN Analysis Facility (CAF), where calibration constants for the run are derived
and data quality is checked with monitoring histograms. Examples of calibration
procedures are the locating of the beam spot1 and the identification of any dead
channels from hardware malfunctions during the run. These calibration constants
are updated in a ‘conditions’ database. The bulk of the data for the run, consisting
of all other physics streams, is reconstructed at Tier-0 after this calibration loop.
Tier-1 sites are generally located, one per participating country, at national insti-
tutes. They connect to Tier-0 at CERN via dedicated 10 Gb s−1 links. Tier-1 sites
hold partial or full replicas of the ATLAS dataset and contribute significant compu-
tational power to the data processing infrastructure, such as the re-reconstruction
of data and MC events with newer software caches.
The third level, Tier-2 sites are hosted mainly at universities and other technical
institutes which are involved with CERN. Tier-2 sites hold a sub-set of ATLAS data
and MC, with focus on the data formats used by physicists to perform their analyses.
These sites run the majority of end-user jobs. The load is balanced automatically
such that more popular data sets are replicated to more Tier-2 sites.
Under the ATLAS computing model, authorised ATLAS physicists can submit physics
analyses to run over any part of the data set. The analysis code is transmitted to
a remote site where the data are located. Once the analysis job has completed, the
output of the analysis is copied back to the user.
6.1 ATLAS SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK
The ATLAS software framework is named athena [35], it has been built upon an
existing framework called Gaudi. Individual software packages are written in C++
1The luminous volume from which the majority of interactions originate.
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and Python and the package structure is managed by the Configuration Management
Tool (CMT). Packages with similar scope and inter-dependence with each other are
grouped into projects, for example AtlasTrigger and AtlasReconstruction.
6.2 EVENT STORE
Different file types are defined for data which have received differing amounts of
post-processing after leaving the detector. A schematic illustration of how the data
are processed on the different tiers of the LHC grid is presented in Figure 6.1. The
formats are briefly described below.
RAW: The RAW, otherwise know as Byte Stream (BS), data are the output of the
TDAQ systems. As such the size of RAW output remains fixed and does not depend
on luminosity. RAW is the input to the prompt event reconstruction at Tier-0 and
is replicated to Tier-1 sites.
ESD: Event Summary Data (ESD) files contain the output of the ATLAS reconstruc-
tion algorithms, but also retain the detector hit information which forms the input to
the reconstruction. As such, it is possible to re-reconstruct ESD files when required,
due for example to modified parameters or a more recent software cache. This also
makes them the largest file format and their size increases with luminosity due to
the increased complexity in the reconstructed output of events with high pile-up.
An ESD has a typical size of 2 Mb per event and utilises the Pool Of persistent
Objects for LHC (POOL) ROOT Data Analysis Framework [36] format. They are
replicated to Tier-1 sites in addition to the RAW files.
AOD: The Analysis Object Data (AOD) format is a sub-set of the ESD, containing
only the final reconstructed, abstracted quantities which are used in the majority of
physics analyses. As a result they are around an order of magnitude smaller than
their equivalent ESDs but retain the same object-oriented POOL ROOT structure.
AODs are largely replicated to Tier-2 sites for user analysis.
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Derived Files: The derived DESD and DAOD data formats have undergone a selection
process and therefore no longer correspond one-to-one with their respective RAW
files. The selection processes, some or all of which may be employed are: Slimming
- removal of parts of an object which are not needed, for example the error matrices
of a reconstructed track, Thinning - removal of whole objects from a container,
such as all calorimeter clusters not in the vicinity of reconstructed jets, Trimming
- removal of whole containers, such as the entire calorimeter cluster container and
Skimming - removal of whole events. These selection criteria are carefully controlled
by physics analysis groups so as to construct datasets which are the most applicable
as inputs to their analyses.
TAG: Tag Data (TAG) files contain simple meta-data on each event, such as the
multiplicities of reconstructed objects. This is stored in a ROOT ntuple and imported
into a database to allow quick querying of the number of events available for a given
selection.
Flat Ntuples: Also known as Derived 3rd level Physics Data (D3PD) (D1PDs and
D2PDs are deprecated). Many different layouts of flat2 ntuples exist, targeting one
or a set of analyses. They are typically generated by physicists for their analysis
or by physics groups. Ntuples are constructed from regular or derived AODs, ESDs
or from other ntuples. Their flat structure renders them easy and fast to process,
making them a favoured input format for physics analysis.
Additional formats are also required for the production and manipulation of simu-
lated data.
EVNT: EVNT files hold the 4-vectors and production/decay vertices of particles from
the different event generators, used to simulate physics processes.
HITS and DIGI: Events are simulated in a virtual representation of the ATLAS detec-
tor using the Geant4 program which outputs analogue energy deposits in the active
regions of the detector. Once the event has been fully simulated these are digitised.
2Branches of primitives and C++ vectors, rather than complex objects.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of some of the common ATLAS data formats used
on the LHC computing grid and their production chain.
RDO: RDO is the MC equivalent of the RAW data format. It differs from RAW data
in that RDO files store data in an object-oriented basis. ATLAS reconstruction runs
over either RAW or RDO files to produce identical output3, from which point data
and simulation uses the same framework.
3With MC reconstruction additionally retaining generator level information.
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CHAPTER 7
STRONG INTERACTIONS AND DIFFRACTION
7.1 THE STANDARD MODEL OF PARTICLE PHYSICS
The Standard Model (SM) describes the the fundamental forces1 acting between the
elementary particles of nature. The SM is a SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) symmetry group.
The EM, strong and weak interactions are mediated by the exchange of gauge bosons
with integer spin. The field particles of the weak interaction are the W± and the
Z0, the field particle of the EM interaction is the γ and the field particles of the
strong interaction are the gluons. A non-zero Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) of
a scalar Higgs field allows for the massive W and Z bosons whilst preserving the
gauge invariance of the theory [37].
Matter particles are fermions of half-integer spin. They are grouped into three
families, the leptons e, µ and τ along with their electrically neutral neutrinos νe,
1With the notable exception of gravity.
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Figure 7.1: Mandlestam variables for a generalised scattering process.
νµ and ντ . There is one pair of quarks per generation, (ud), (cs) and (tb). Unlike
the leptons, these additionally interact with the strong force. Each fermion has an
anti-matter counterpart and each quark possesses one of three independent colour
quantum numbers.
7.2 STRONG INTERACTIONS
For the generalised scattering interaction AB → CD, the Mandlestam variables s
and t are defined
s = (A+B)2 = (C +D)2 ≈ 2A ·B ≈ 2C ·D (7.1)
t = (A− C)2 = (B −D)2 ≈ −2A · C ≈ −2B ·D. (7.2)
Here A, B, C and D are the 4-vectors of the incoming and outgoing particles. The
approximations are valid in the high energy limit such that particle mass may be
neglected. s equals the square of the centre of mass energy of the interaction and t
equals the squared 4-momentum transfer (a negative quantity). The interaction is
illustrated in Figure 7.1.
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is encapsulated in the SU(3) symmetry group of
the SM. The generators of this group, the Gell-Mann matrices, result in eight (32−1)
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orthogonal coloured gluons (combinations of the R, G, B, R, G and B colour fields).
The ninth combination is a colour singlet and hence must be excluded. Gluons, being
themselves coloured, self-interact. As a consequence, a possible model for the QCD
potential between two quarks is
V (r) = kr − αs
r
. (7.3)
Here k is a constant and αs is the coupling strength of the strong interaction.
Potential energy in the colour field increases linearly with the separation of quarks,
r, until it is energetically favourable to pair-produce a qq¯ pair.
αs is additionally dependent on the square of the four-momentum transfer in the
interaction, Q2. This sets the characteristic length scale resolved by the interactions.
It was shown that one can not simply assume a uniformly constant coupling due
to logarithmic divergences in loop diagrams which implies a dependence on the
energy scale, Q2. The strength of αs decreases with Q
2, leading to the behaviour
of asymptotic freedom of quarks at infinite energy [38]. This can qualitatively be
thought of in terms of an anti-screening effect of virtual gluons at low energy, which
arises from their self-interaction and more than cancels the screening effect of virtual
quark loops.
The evolution is described to first order in the regime Q2  Λ2QCD by the beta-
function
αs(Q
2) ≈ 1
β0 ln(Q2/Λ2QCD)
(7.4)
where β0 is a negative constant related to the number of quark flavours and ΛQCD ≈
200 MeV is a scale characteristic of the confinement transition. From this arises the
concept of confinement of quarks in colour-singlet states at low energies, where this
perturbative approach becomes invalid. Experimental data on αs are plotted for
energy scales up to 200 GeV in Figure 7.2
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Figure 7.2: Strength of αs as a function of energy scale, Q. Data from various
experiments are presented with their αs extraction using between second (NLO) and
fourth order (N3LO) perturbative expansions. Taken from [25].
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7.3 REGGE SCATTERING THEORY AND THE POMERON
Under a na¨ıve modelling of the growth with s of the total proton-proton cross section
(σppTot) based only on hadron exchange, the cross section is dominated at high s by
highly excited hadrons with large integer or half integer spin, J .
σppTot(s) ∝ sJ (7.5)
Such a rise violates the Froissart-Martin bound [39][40] which stipulates that the
total cross section should not rise faster than ln2 s.
In the formalism of the Regge theory of non-relativistic potential scattering [41],
angular momentum is not quantized but is instead treated as a continuous complex
quantity α(t). Observable resonances in the s channel occur at real values of α(t)
such that <[α(t)] is integer or half integer. Unstable hadrons additionally have an
imaginary component of α(t), proportional to their Breit-Wigner decay widths [42].
The amplitudes of these exchanges are approximated by
A(J, t) = β(t)
J − α(t) (7.6)
where the β function describes the coupling of these Regge poles to external particles.
Sets of resonances with increasing J but otherwise identical quantum numbers are
considered to have a unified influence in the form of a Regge trajectory, which is
parameterised by the linear equation
α(t) = α(0) + α′(t). (7.7)
The Regge trajectories whose lowest-lying s-channel resonances are with the ρ, f2, ω
and a2 mesons together form the generalised quasi-degenerate leading meson Regge
trajectory, often referred to as the Reggeon, R. The real component of this is
visualised in a Chew-Frautschi plot of J–M2 space, where M2 is the mass squared
of the resonance, as plotted in Figure 7.3 assuming analytic continuation from the
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Figure 7.3: Chew-Frautschi plot of M2 versus the real part of the complex angular
momentum α(t). Plotted are the Pomeron trajectory (see text) and the ρ trajectory,
which is quasi-degenerate with other low mass meson trajectories and is referred to
in this document as the Reggeon (R) trajectory. Derived from [43].
s to the t-channel.
It follows that the dependence of a t-channel process on the whole set of resonances
has an s dependence at fixed t given by the corresponding Regge trajectory extended
from M2 (positive, time-like) to t (negative, space-like) [41]. This prevents the
severe growth in the cross section from the contributions of large J states at large
s. The trajectory parameterised by the R is measured experimentally to intercept
at αR(0) ' 0.55 with slope α′R ' 1 GeV−2.
In order to successfully describe the high energy rise of experimental cross section
data, it was necessary to introduce a trajectory with the quantum numbers of the
vacuum, JPC = 0++, in addition to these non-singlet exchanges. This trajectory was
dubbed the Pomeron, P, after I. Ya. Pomerancˇuk. The simplest strongly interacting
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state which could lie on this trajectory in the s channel region is two gluons in a
‘glueball’ configuration. Some experimental hints of glueballs have been observed
such as a JPC = 2++ excitation with M ≈ 1.9 GeV by the WA91 collaboration [44].
The X(1900) is observed to decay to pi+pi−pi+pi− and to be isolated in phase space
from other particles, both characteristics of the singlet glueball. Other studies of low-
mass, centrally produced hadronic systems are being performed by the COmmon
Muon Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy (COMPASS) experiment
[45].
Having vacuum quantum numbers, the Pomeron may mediate elastic scattering and
it must couple equally to both particles and anti-particles to satisfy Pomerancˇuk’s
theorem that for hadrons A and B, the cross section [46]
σ(AB) −→s→∞ σ(A¯B). (7.8)
7.4 THE TOTAL CROSS SECTION
The optical theorem [47] relates the total cross section to the imaginary amplitude
TEl of the forward elastic cross section σEl in the limit t→ 0. Regge theory predicts
[41][48]
dσEl
dt
∝ s2α(t)−2 (7.9)
for fixed t. Thus, in the limits s→∞ and t/s→ 0
σpp→ppTot ∼
1
s
=(T pp→ppEl )
∣∣∣∣
t=0
∼ sα(0)−1. (7.10)
Experimental data for the total hadronic cross section for pp and pp¯ are presented
in Figure 7.4. The contribution to the total cross section from the R trajectory
scales like s−0.55 from (7.10). This is compatible with experimental data up to
the maximum CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) energy of
√
s = 63 GeV [49],
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however as s increases, the cross section is observed to slowly rise. A purely R
description with αR ∼ 0.55 is unable to model this, but the rise is introduced
through a P term with a super-critical2 intercept (). The (t < 0) part of the P
trajectory is measured experimentally and the intercept can also be extracted from
fits to total cross section data. Such a fit performed by Donnachie and Landshoff
[49] found αP(0) = 1.0808 and the slope is determined to be around 1/4 that of the
R slope, α′P ' 0.25 GeV−2.
This model of the total pp cross section as the sum of R and P contributions is
compatible with experimental data which have been taken up to
√
s = 57 TeV [50].
The supercritical P contribution rises faster than the Froissart-Martin bound of ln2 s
and hence if left unchecked will eventually violate unitarity. However other effects
such as Multi-Parton Interactions (MPI) are expected to become non-negligible at
asymptotic energies, which act to control this rise by slowly lowering the effective
P intercept [49]. The elastic and inelastic components of the total cross section are
explored in Section 7.6.
7.5 INELASTIC DIFFRACTION
In addition to the elastic Pomeron contribution to the total cross section pp → pp,
inelastic diffraction occurs, due to the composite nature of hadrons. Good and
Walker [54] first showed that partial attenuation of the proton wave function in a
peripheral collision would lead to a configuration in which the outgoing particle is
excited out of its ground state. Here the proton (or, each proton) will dissociate
into a larger mass system with proton quantum numbers.
When one proton dissociates, the invariant mass of the diffractively dissociated
system is labelled MX . When both protons dissociate, the systems are labelled MX
and MY such that MX > MY .
2An intercept α(0) > 1 such that  = α(0)− 1 is positive.
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Figure 7.4: σTot plus its elastic and inelastic constituents for pp and pp¯ data along
with a best fit parametrisations taken from TOTEM [51]. Pre-LHC and LHC data
from ATLAS [52] and ALICE [53] are shown along with cosmic ray air-shower data
up to
√
s = 57 TeV (from the Pierre Auger Observatory, [50]).
The fractional longitudinal momentum loss of the proton
ξX = M
2
X/s (7.11)
is a convenient kinematic variable with which to classify these events. This is related
in the |t| → 0 limit to the Feynman variable xF ' ξX−1, corresponding to the ratio
of the longitudinal momentum of the proton after the interaction to before the
interaction, xF = pz(p
′)/pz(p). To assess the possible range of diffractive masses,
MX , at
√
s = 7 TeV, one can consider two limiting cases. High mass diffraction
is ultimately limited by the coherence condition [55] ξX < (MpR)
−1, where Mp is
the proton mass and R is the interaction length. Assuming the Pion mass can be
used to characterise this range, R = M−1pi , gives an approximate upper bound of
log10 (ξX)
<∼ −0.8 or MX <∼ 2.8 TeV. The low mass limit is the first excitation which
preserves the proton quantum numbers, p → p + pi0. Diffractive dissociation at
√
s = 7 TeV hence must have log10 (ξX) ≥ −7.6 or MX ≥ 1.1 GeV.
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7.6 DISSECTION OF THE TOTAL CROSS SECTION
The bulk of proton interactions at LHC energies may be subdivided, somewhat
ambiguously, into different classifications. In elastic interactions, the protons are
scattered through very small angles, < 10 µrad, such that they can only be de-
tected with sensitive equipment located in the beam pipes. Ultimately TOTEM
and Absolute Luminosity for ATLAS (ALFA) [56] aim to measure the Coulomb-
Nuclear-Interference (CNI) region of pp elastic scattering at |t| ∼ 0.00065 GeV2.
In this regime the cross section is calculable to high precision using Next-to-Leading
Order (NLO) perturbative theory. However, experimentally probing this region re-
quires a β∗ of around 1 km which has yet to be achieved. TOTEM has so far measured
the |t| slope down to 0.02 GeV2 at a β∗ of 90 m (this regime is still dominated by
strong interactions) and obtains its measure of the total elastic scattering cross sec-
tion at
√
s = 7 TeV (σEl = 24.8± 0.2(stat)± 1.2(syst) mb) via extrapolation to the
optical point at |t| = 0 [51].
Inelastic collisions make up the remainder of the pp interaction cross section. So
called Non-Diffractive (ND) inelastic interactions primarily occur through the ex-
change of a colour octet at relatively small impact parameter. Due to the partonic
nature of the proton, multiple parton interactions are also commonplace. The colour
exchange results in the correlated dissociation of both protons, combined with gluon
radiation. The final state therefore consists in general of a high multiplicity of par-
ticles filling the entire η interval between the protons.
Spanning the continuum between elastic and totally inelastic collisions are the
diffractive dissociation interactions. Here a singlet-state is exchanged between the
protons. This may be an electroweak process but is dominated by Pomeron ex-
change at hadron colliders [57]. The diffractive excitations considered are the Single
Diffractive (SD) process pp → pX plus pp → Xp, in which there is a rapidity gap
between the X system and the scattered proton. The Double Diffractive (DD) pro-
cess pp → XY contains a rapidity gap between the X and Y systems and in the
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Figure 7.5: Schematic illustrations of event topologies. From top to bottom: Non-
Diffractive, Single Diffractive, Double Diffractive, Central Diffractive. Shaded areas
represent hadronisation of dissociated systems. The vertical direction corresponds
to rapidity.
Central Diffractive (CD) process pp→ pXp, two rapidity gaps are produced between
the system X and either scattered proton. CD, also known as double-Pomeron ex-
change, is a higher order process whose cross section is suppressed with respect to
SD by around a factor of ten at high energies [58]. These processes are illustrated
in Figure 7.5.
7.7 THE TRIPLE REGGE MODEL
The role of the Pomeron in inelastic single diffraction comes from consideration
of Mueller’s generalisation of the optical theorem [59] to the three body elastic
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Figure 7.6: Illustration of the application of Mueller’s generalisation of the optical
theorem to represent the inclusive inelastic interaction AB → CX as a triple Regge
amplitude.
scattering ABC → ABC via an unphysical decay amplitude ABC → X as illus-
trated in Figure 7.6. This so called triple Regge amplitude is valid in the limit
that s  M2X  t. Such a limit is applicable to soft diffraction at LHC energy
scales. In single diffraction, the Regge trajectories i and j from the rightmost di-
agram in Figure 7.6 must be Pomerons. The total amplitude is the sum over all
Regge trajectories with the triple Pomeron, PiPjPk term dominating, and with a
poorly established but probably non-negligible contribution from the PiPjRk term
at low ξX from its comparatively steeper slope. The triple Pomeron differential cross
section under Regge theory [60][61] reduces to
d2σSD(s)
dM2Xdt
' K(t)s2αP(0)+2α′Pt−2
(
1
M2X
)αP(0)+2α′Pt
(7.12)
where K(t) comprises numerical constants and couplings which are shown explicitly
in Section 8.1.2, αP(0) is the Pomeron intercept and α
′
P is the Pomeron slope. The
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Figure 7.7: pythia8 and phojet MC cross sections as a function of the logarithm
of ξ for SD (a) and DD (b). The ξY distributions on plot (b) are scaled by 0.5 for
display purposes.
DD expression is formulated in a similar manner [62].
For the small t, peripheral interactions which dominate, dσ/dM2X is roughly pro-
portional to 1/M2X and it follows that dσ/d log(M
2
X) is roughly constant. The cross
section in log(ξX) is not exactly flat due to the intercept of the Pomeron trajectory
not being exactly one, along with other factors which are discussed in Section 8.1.2.
The SD and DD cross sections from two MC models are plotted as a function of ξ in
Figure 7.7
7.8 KINEMATICS OF DIFFRACTIVE DISSOCIATION
From the definition of the rapidity of a particle with energy E and longitudinal
momentum pz,
y =
1
2
ln
(
E + pz
E − pz
)
(7.13)
it follows that the pseudorapidity of a diffractively produced, un-decayed particle of
mass MX is well approximated by
ηMX = ln
( √
s
MX
)
. (7.14)
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the final state particle distribution for the ‘fireball’
(isotropic) and multiperipheral (pT limited) decay models. Also shown is how the
shape of the dissociated system changes with increasing MX under the multipe-
ripheral model. This illustration was designed for Spp¯S energies [55]. The only
significant change to the model at LHC energies is the larger kinematically available
phase-space.
Different decay models of MX have been considered historically, such as the ‘fireball’
model in which the system X is decayed isotropically in its rest frame. It is then
boosted to the laboratory frame, resulting in a roughly Gaussian decay profile whose
width is independent of MX . The data, however strongly prefer a multiperipheral
decay model [55]. This produces a flat pseudorapidity distribution of particle pro-
duction over many units of pseudorapidity for large diffractive masses. The width
of the distribution in multiperipheral models grows with increasing diffractive mass.
It is given by
∆η(HWHM) ' ln
(
MX
< µ >
)
. (7.15)
Here µ =
√
p2T +m
2 is the transverse mass of the final state particles, predominately
pions. HWHM denotes the Half-Width-Half-Maximum. For symmetric distribu-
tions, this is the distance travelled from ηMX in either direction until the particle
density, dN
dη
, falls to one half of its value at ηMX . This is illustrated in Figure 7.8. It
follows that the diffractive system occupies the approximate pseudorapidity interval
from η = ln
(
< µ >
√
s
M2X
)
to η = ln
( √
s
< µ >
)
. (7.16)
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Figure 7.9: Single diffractive (a) and double diffractive (b) transverse energy density
as a function of ξX from the pythia8 MC generator. The distributions are normalised
to a single event in columns of ξX . The X system is forced to have originated from
the proton travelling in the −z direction. Thin and thick black lines mark the
fiducial acceptance of the ATLAS ID and calorimeter systems, respectively.
This is illustrated at
√
s = 7 TeV in Figure 7.9, where the event-averaged transverse
energy density of final state particles is plotted as a function of log10 (ξX) for SD
and DD events from a MC simulation. It is observed that for a given value of ξX ,
the transverse energy density remains relatively flat over the decay width of the
diffractive mass.
7.8.1 DIFFRACTIVE MASS VERSUS RAPIDITY GAP CORRELATION
The mass of a dissociated system may be inferred from the distribution of final
state particles in the diffractive system. In Figure 7.10, the pseudorapidity of the
final state particle from the system X which is closest in η to the scattered proton
in an SD MC, ηMax, is plotted. This particle defines the edge of the MX system.
The resultant scatter plot is fitted in slices of ξX to a Gaussian distribution. It is
observed that these Gaussians have width σ ∼ 1 unit of pseudorapidity. This is a
consequence of smearing during the hadronisation phase of MC generation.
A linear fit is taken through the means of the Gaussians to parametrise the rela-
tionship, yielding log10 (ξX) = (0.44 ± 0.05)ηMax − (3.74 ± 0.14). It is noted that
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Figure 7.10: Correlation between ξX and ηMax with a fitted linear trend line. SD
events simulated with the pythia8 MC are used. Error bars denote the widths of
Gaussian fits to slices in ξX of the distribution. The thick and thin horizontal lines
indicate the limits of the acceptance of the ATLAS calorimeter and inner detector,
respectively.
due to the |η| ≤ 4.9 coverage of the ATLAS calorimeter systems, ηMax is experi-
mentally measurable in a range corresponding to four orders of magnitude in ξX :
−6 < log10 (ξX) < −2.
7.8.2 GENERATOR LEVEL DIFFRACTIVE MASS RECONSTRUCTION
Two methods of reconstructing the MX and MY values from an MC event record
were considered. These are referred to as the lineage and ∆η methods. Using the
lineage method, the decay chain of each final state particle is traced back through
the event record vertex tree to the originating proton. When all final state particles
have been associated with the +z or −z proton, the invariant masses of the two
systems are calculated and identified as MX and MY . This method is guaranteed
to reconstruct the masses intended by the MC author, but requires access to the full
vertexing information from the event and, for some generators, details of how the
diffractive interaction is coded in the event record.
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Figure 7.11: ∆η method of reconstructing MX and MY from the largest pseudo-
rapidity gap between any two neighbouring final state particles illustrated for DD
(top) and SD (bottom) dissociation.
In the ∆η method, every final state particle is ordered in pseudorapidity and the
largest pseudorapidity interval between any neighbouring particles, ∆η, is identified.
The event is divided in two about this division and the invariant mass is calculated
for particles falling on the +z side of the divide and separately the −z side. These
two invariant masses are then identified as MX and MY as in Figure 7.11. This
method is advantageous in that it is generator-agnostic and only requires knowledge
of the final state, not the lineage used by the MC in the simulation. However the
method is only fully valid while the separation of the two systems is greater than
the mean separation of particles from hadronisation. This is not satisfied for very
large systems, as is observed in the comparison of MX as reconstructed by the two
methods in Figure 7.12. The misassignment of the gap in a small fraction of events
is shown to smear the kinematic reconstruction in approximately 10% of events with
ξX > 10
−3.
Due to its practical advantages, the ∆η method is used to reconstruct kinematic
hadron level3 quantities. The main measurement presented in this document re-
3The hadron level is discussed in Section 9.3.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of ξX calculated with the pseudorapidity gap and lineage
methods (see text) for SD (a) and DD (b) topologies from the pythia8 MC. Nor-
malised to unity in columns of ξX (lineage) for display purposes.
mains independent of event kinematics, however this technique is used to derive the
correction factors in Section 11.5, when ξX based corrections are applied to data.
This is a suitable approach as this method only deviates from the lineage method
when the particles forming the MX system already span almost the full ATLAS fidu-
cial acceptance.
7.8.3 ATLAS ACCEPTANCE FOR DOUBLE DIFFRACTION
DD events with ξY <∼ 10−6 are indistinguishable from SD events in ATLAS, since
the Y system is produced entirely outside the acceptance of the calorimeters at
|η| > 4.9. Without additional input, such as forward proton tagging, these events
can not be distinguished from the SD topology. In the pythia8 model, 71% of the
DD cross section satisfies this criteria, as shown in Figure 7.13. This degeneracy
fundamentally limits the efficacy of using the MC to separate out the SD and DD
components of the cross section.
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Figure 7.13: Kinematic plane of ξX vs. ξY for DD events with pythia8. The black
line is drawn at ξY = 10
−6. Events whose ξY is smaller than this are experimentally
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CHAPTER 8
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Three different MC models of soft, strong interaction physics are considered for
use in correcting the data and for comparison with the corrected data, pythia6,
pythia8 and phojet. These are described in this section along with herwig++
whose non-diffractive underlying event tune is also compared with the data. The
tunes of pythia used in the analysis are detailed in [63].
8.1 THE PYTHIA MONTE CARLO MODELS
8.1.1 PYTHIA CROSS SECTIONS
The pythia [64] simulation process begins with the modelling of the total cross
section for the chosen centre of mass energy,
√
s. A Donnachie and Landshoff [65]
parametrisation is used where the contributions from the Pomeron and Reggeon
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Figure 8.1: Subdivision of diffractive modelling in the pythia MC into a Pomeron
flux multiplied by a total P+ p→ X cross section.
trajectories are summed:
σppTot(s) = X
pps + Y pps−η. (8.1)
The s dependence from the Pomeron ( = 0.0808) and Reggeon (η = 0.5425) are
determined by the trajectory intercept and are both expected to be universal effec-
tive quantities, while Xpp = 21.70 mb and Y pp = 56.08 mb are coefficients specific
to pp interactions. The total cross section is subdivided into the components
σppTot(s) = σ
pp
El(s) + σ
pp
ND(s) + σ
pp
SD(s) + σ
pp
DD(s). (8.2)
Here σppEl is the cross section for elastic scattering, DD denotes double proton diffrac-
tive dissociation, SD denotes single proton diffractive dissociation taking into account
that either proton may dissociate and ND denotes inelastic non-diffractive.
Parametrisations for the cross section of the elastic, SD and DD contributions are
quantified separately, with the ND cross section taken to be the remainder
σppND = σ
pp
Tot − σppEl − σppSD − σppDD. The form factor of the elastic cross section is (through
use of the optical theorem as in Section 7.4) taken as a parametrisation of an expo-
nential slope.
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8.1.2 DIFFRACTION IN PYTHIA
pythia6 and pythia8 share much of the same formalism when modelling diffractive
events, pythia8 extends the model present in pythia6 to improve the treatment of
hard diffraction, making it more applicable to the LHC environment and introduces
a user-choice of cross section parametrisation.
In both versions of pythia, diffraction is modelled as a combination of a Pomeron
flux from one of the incident protons with a Pomeron-proton interaction cross section
as depicted in Figure 8.1.
The parametrisations of the SD and DD contributions to the cross section take the
form
d2σSD(s)
dtdM2X
=
g3P
8pi
β3P/p
1
M2X
eBSD(M
2
X ,s)t FSD(M
2
X , s),
d3σDD(s)
dtdM2XdM
2
Y
=
g23P
16pi
β2P/p
1
M2XM
2
Y
eBDD(M
2
X ,M
2
Y ,s)t FDD(M
2
X ,M
2
Y , s). (8.3)
Here the triple-Pomeron coupling factor is experimentally measured to be g3P ≈
0.318 mb
1
2 [66] and the proton-Pomeron coupling term βP/p relates to the Pomeron
term Xpp from (8.1). The simple 1
M2X
(
1
M2XM
2
Y
)
SD(DD) behaviour is modified in the
default Schuler and Sjo¨stand Pomeron flux parametrisation with the inclusion of
both an additional mass dependence in the exponential slope, B, and an ad-hoc
‘fudge factor’ F . This F factor is included to control the behaviour of the cross
section in regions of phase space where the approximations required for the triple
Regge description, |t| M2X  s are no longer valid. For SD, these are
BSD
(
M2X , s
)
= 2bp + 2α
′ ln
(
s
M2X
)
(8.4)
FSD
(
M2X , s
)
=
(
1− M
2
X
s
)(
1 +
cresM
2
res
M2res +M
2
X
)
. (8.5)
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And for DD,
BDD
(
M2X ,M
2
Y , s
)
= 2α′ ln
(
e4 +
ss0
M2XM
2
Y
)
(8.6)
FDD
(
M2X ,M
2
Y , s
)
=
(
1− (MX +MY )
2
s
)(
sM2p
sM2p +M
2
XM
2
Y
)
×
(
1 +
cresM
2
res
M2res +M
2
X
)(
1 +
cresM
2
res
M2res +M
2
Y
)
. (8.7)
α′ = 0.25 GeV−2 is identified as the slope of the Pomeron trajectory with typical
hadronic scale factor s0 = 1/α
′ = 4 GeV2, the intercept of the Pomeron trajectory
is taken to be unity αP(0) = 1. The factor of e
4 in BDD controls the behaviour
at large M2X and M
2
Y while the bp term protects BSD from shrinking too small at
large M2X . The Schuler and Sjo¨stand parametrisation contains a separate t slope for
double diffractive dissociation.
The first term in FSD and FDD kills the cross section as ξX or ξY → 1 (as a reminder,
ξX =
M2X
s
, similarly for ξY ). At this kinematic limit diffractive and non-diffractive
event topologies are indistinguishable. The second factor in FDD with dependence on
the proton mass, Mp, acts to suppress the cross section for mass combinations which
result in the two dissociated systems overlapping in rapidity space. The remaining
factor in both FSD and FDD enhances the cross section for the low-mass region where
resonant diffractive excitation of bound states is observed. Reasonable agreement
with data is obtained for values cres = 2, Mres = 2 GeV [66].
When simulating a diffractive process, the values of t, MX (and MY for DD) are
chosen by pythia with probability distributions derived from equations (8.3)-(8.7).
The decay mechanism of the dissociated systems MX (and MY for DD) is chosen as
a function of their mass.
For very low mass systems, MX < Mp + 1 GeV, the system is decayed isotropically
into a two body system. For higher masses, pythia6 decays all systems via a string
with the quantum numbers of the proton. This is stretched between a quark and
the remaining di-quark system, or from a quark to a gluon then back to the di-quark
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in a hairpin configuration. The final state hadrons are distributed in a longitudinal
phase space with limited transverse momentum as described in [55].
Starting from pythia8.130; a third, partonic treatment of the dissociated systems
is introduced [67]. This method is selected with gradually increasing probability for
dissociated masses larger than 10 GeV. By default, the H1 2006 Fit B Leading Order
(LO) Q2-dependent Diffractive Parton Density Function (DPDF) parametrisation is
used from [68]. The LO fit is used as pythia is a leading order generator. These
DPDFs at NLO are presented in Figure 8.2. The dissociation is then modelled as a
Pomeron-proton interaction at
√
sEffective = MX ,MY . Under this formalism, the full
standard machinery in pythia for Multi-Parton Interactions (MPI), parton showers
and hadronisation (as discussed in Section 8.1.4) is used in the Pomeron-proton
2 → 2 partonic interaction. Figure 8.3 shows the reconstructed track pT spectrum
for MC and data with a diffractive enhanced selection. Starting from pythia8.130; a
third, partonic treatment of the dissociated systems is introduced [67]. This method
is selected with gradually increasing probability for dissociated masses larger than
10 GeV. By default, the H1 2006 Fit B LO Q2-dependent DPDF parametrisation is
used from [68]. The LO fit is used as pythia is a leading order generator. These
DPDFs at NLO are presented in Figure 8.2. The dissociation is then modelled as a
Pomeron-proton interaction at
√
sEffective = MX ,MY . Under this formalism, the full
standard machinery in pythia for Multi-Parton Interactions (MPI), parton showers
and hadronisation (as discussed in Section 8.1.4) is used in the Pomeron-proton
2 → 2 partonic interaction. Figure 8.3 shows the reconstructed track pT spectrum
for MC and data with a diffractive enhanced selection. pythia6 is shown to produce
a significantly softer charged particle pT distribution than pythia8, which utilises
this improved model. The data are observed to be in good agreement with the
pythia8 prediction.
Examples of the three dissociation models discussed above are presented for pythia8
single diffractive dissociation events in Figure 8.4. Following from the discussion in
Section 7.8, the pseudorapidity versus pT distributions of the final state particles in
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Figure 8.2: NLO quark singlet and gluon distributions for the H1 2006 DPDF Fit A
and Fit B. The LO version of Fit B is used in this study. It is similar to the NLO
version presented here. The DPDFs show the colour singlet and gluon contributions
to the Pomeron as a function of the longitudinal momentum fraction of the struck
parton, z, for four values of four-momentum transfer squared, Q2. For fit A, a light
coloured line marks the central result with inner and outer error bands corresponding
to experimental and experiment al plus theoretical uncertainty respectively. For fir
B the solid line corresponds to the central value with the total uncertainty shown
as a dashed line. Taken from [68].
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Figure 8.3: Track pT spectrum for tracks with pT > 200 MeV in reconstructed MC
and data for a diffractive enhanced selection ∆ηF > 4 (see Section 10.1 for details),
each distribution normalised to unit area. Errors are statistical.
the example events are also presented in Figure 8.5(a)-(c).
8.1.3 ALTERNATE POMERON FLUXES IN PYTHIA8
pythia8 includes three alternative Pomeron flux parametrisations in addition to
the Schuler and Sjo¨stand flux described in Section 8.1.2.
The Bruni and Ingelman flux parametrisation [70], (8.8), also has a Pomeron in-
tercept of unity, though it models the t slope as the sum of two exponentials. A
Pomeron-proton cross section of 2.3 mb leads to a total integrated SD cross section
in agreement with UA4 [71],
d2σSD
dtdξX
∝ 1
ξX
[
6.38e8t + 0.424e3t
] 1
2.3
. (8.8)
In the Berger et al. Streng parametrisation [72][73] (8.9), numeric values for the
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M
X  = 1.38 GeV
M
X  = 14.2 GeV
M
X  = 259 GeV
a)
b)
c)
Figure 8.4: Examples of the three diffractive dissociation schemes from events gen-
erated at different masses. Ultra-low mass isotropic two body decay (a), high mass
partonic treatment with DPDFs from HERA (b) and low mass, hairpin string frag-
mentation (c). In all cases the full pythia particle flow chain is shown from the
initial state proton to the final state hadron level. The figures were made with
MCViz [69].
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Figure 8.5: Histograms of the final state particle pT as a function of η for pythia
events. Corresponding to the events with different diffractive masses in Figure 8.4
(a)-(c). And the inelastic non-diffractive event from the preamble on Page vi (d).
Each bar corresponds to a single hadron level particle (see Section 9.3) with the
height denoting its transverse momentum. The acceptance of the ATLAS detector is
denoted by dashed lines.
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parameters are taken from the rapgap MC [74] manual, including a supercritical
Pomeron, which enhances the flux for low mass states. The diffractive slope is
exponential in t with an additional mass dependence,
d2σSD
dtdξX
∝ β
2
P/p
16pi
ξ
1−2αP(t)
X e
−b0t. (8.9)
Here αP(t) is again the Pomeron trajectory with slope α
′ = 0.25 GeV2 and intercept
α(0) = 1.085. The slope parameter b0 takes the value 4.7 GeV
−2 and the Pomeron-
proton coupling is βP/p(0) = 58.74 GeV
−2.
For the Donnachie and Landshoff parametrisation [65], the mass dependence and
Pomeron trajectory of the Berger et al. Streng model are kept, but the exponential
t dependence is replaced by a power law according to (8.10).
d2σSD
dtdξX
∝ 9δ
2
4pi2
ξ
1−2αP(t)
X
[
4M2p − 2.8t
4M2p − t
1
(1− t/0.7)2
]2
. (8.10)
Here the parameter δ2 = 3.26 GeV−2 and Mp is the proton mass.
The MX dependences resulting from these Pomeron flux models are illustrated in
Figure 8.6.
8.1.4 NON-DIFFRACTIVE EVENTS IN PYTHIA
pythia simulates ND interactions with LO perturbative 2→ 2 partonic scatters. The
differential cross section is divergent at small pT, with the expression proportional
to
dp2T
p4T
This divergence is renormalised phenomenologically after the introduction
of a lower cut1 of pTmin. Colour screening is introduced, with 1/pTmin being used
for a colour-screening-distance. Beyond this distance, partons no longer resolve one
another’s colour charges and effectively decouple. Similarly, a parton saturation
simulation is introduced as a function of parton momentum fraction x to explicitly
1The cut-off is not sharp. A sum of contributions at different, fixed pTmin values are used.
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Figure 8.6: Logarithmic comparison of the MX distributions from different Pomeron
flux factors available in pythia8 and phojet. Normalised to unit area. Modified
version of figure from [75].
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reduce the growth of parton densities. Combined, these factors have the effect of
controlling the divergence of the cross section at high energies and small x values.
Even with the above regularisation, the basic pythia ND cross section still ex-
ceeds the experimentally measured total cross section. This is however under the
assumption of a single interaction per event, whereas many are possible. MPI, the
multiplicity of soft scatters in the event is dependent on the impact parameter, b,
of the protons. The average matter distribution of the protons in pythia is mod-
elled by a spherically symmetric double-Gaussian distribution [76]. The number of
independent interactions in the overlap volume of the protons is determined by a
Poisson distribution. MPI allows the interaction cross section to grow whilst remain-
ing consistent with the total cross section and preserves the concept of kno scaling
[77]. This states that the distributions of charged particles in inelastic interactions,
when normalised to the mean number of charged particles, are not a function of s
and are re-scalable at different energies. Data from the ISR and beyond are made
compatible with kno scaling via the inclusion of MPI.
An event only containing soft interactions is classified Non Diffractive. For events
with a hard scale, the MPI which is not part of the hard interaction is classified as
the Underlying Event (UE).
8.2 PHOJET MONTE CARLO
Diffraction in phojet [78][79] is implemented using a PPP model. For SD,
d2σSD(s)
dtdM2X
=
g3P
8pi
β3P/p
(
s
s0
)2∆P(
s0
M2X
)αP(0)
e2BP(M
2
X ,s)t, (8.11)
with a similar expression for DD. The parameter labels here are the same as in
Section 8.1.2. The diffractive slope, BP, is parameterised by a single exponential
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with mass dependent slope,
2BP(M
2
X , s) = 2bp + 2α
′ ln
(
2 +
ss0
2M4p + 2M
2
pM
2
X
)
. (8.12)
The Pomeron intercept in phojet is taken to be αP(0) = 1.08. This slope leads to
a smooth transition between elastic scattering and diffractive excitations.
To account for the modifications to the low-mass cross section from resonant ex-
change, the mass distribution is multiplied by a factor f(MD) where
f(MD) =

(M2X,min+M
2
∆)(M
2
X−M2X,min)
M2XM
2
∆
: M2X ≤M2X,min +M2∆
1 : M2X > M
2
X,min +M
2
∆
(8.13)
Here M2∆ = 1.1 GeV
2 and the minimum allowed diffractive mass in the model
MX,min = Mp +M∆, Mp is the proton mass.
The dissociated system is modelled using a Dual Parton Model [80][81] in which
the effects of a soft and hard Pomeron are combined. AGK [82] cutting rules are
used to transition from the Regge formalism to lowest order QCD for events with
|t| > 3 GeV2. Diffractive partonic interactions use DPDFs from HERA [83][84] and
string fragmentation is handled by jetset as in pythia [85].
phojet additionally implements the CD process of double Pomeron exchange at the
level of 1.7% of the total inelastic cross section.
8.3 HERWIG++ MONTE CARLO
The herwig++ MC has the capacity to simulate ND minimum-bias events via the
application of the generator’s UE model with the hard scatter matrix element set to
the identity matrix . A Donnachie-Landshoff based model is used separately [86] to
calculate a value of 81 mb for the total cross section.
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Similarly to pythia, herwig++ contains an UE model in which multiple scatters are
treated as being independent of each other. For fixed impact parameter this results
in a Poisson distribution for both soft and semi-hard scatters. The probability of a
particular scattering multiplicity is given by
Ph,n(b, s) =
µQCD(b, s)
h
h!
µsoft(b, s)
n
n!
exp (−µQCD(b, s)− µsoft(b, s)) , (8.14)
where Ph,n(b, s) is the probability of having exactly h semi-hard processes and n soft
scatters, determined by mean values µQCD(b, s)
h and µsoft(b, s)
n respectively. The
probability depends on both the impact parameter b and the centre of mass energy
squared s. The two regimes are divided about a point pcutT = 3.36 GeV such that
semi-hard processes produce objects with pT > p
cut
T while soft processes produce
objects with pT < p
cut
T . In the rare cases that h = 0 and n = 0, a pseudo-DD
topology is produced from the dissociation remnants of the beam protons.
herwig++ uses a cluster hadronisation model. Partons from the parton shower are
combined into colour singlet pairs called clusters, which are akin to excited hadronic
states. These clusters are continuously split until they have the required mass to
decay into hadrons. In recent releases, a Colour Reconnection (CR) mechanism
reconnects partons between cluster pairs to improve the modelling of the charged
particle multiplicity distribution in pp collisions [87].
8.4 TUNING OF MONTE CARLO CROSS SECTIONS
The cross sections for the SD and DD processes in pythia and phojet vary consid-
erably once integrated over ξX , ξY and t. The diffractive cross section in pythia8
is further enhanced over pythia6 with a corresponding reduction of the ND cross
section, based upon the preliminary ATLAS result [88].
For use in correcting the data, the relative contributions to the total cross section
from the different sub-processes are tuned from experimental data.
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Figure 8.7: Fraction of exclusively single sided MBTS events, RSS, in data and in MC
as a function of fD. The coloured symbols indicate the default MC fD values, whilst
the lines indicate the sensitivity to RSS as fD is varied from these defaults (while the
generator default ratio of fSD to fDD is fixed). Taken from [52], see text for further
explanation.
The overall fraction of diffraction (SD and DD) in the models, fD, is tuned in a model
dependent manner using the ATLAS result [52]. The variable RSS is defined as the
fraction of all MBTS triggered events with two or more counters above threshold on
one side of the detector and exactly zero counters on the other. This single-sided
event fraction is measured from ATLAS minimum bias data to be RSS = [10.02 ±
0.03(stat.)+0.10−0.40(syst.)]%. The sensitivity to fD of RSS is presented for various MC
models in Figure 8.7. For each MC, fD is tuned such that the RSS value matches
the result from data. This tune is sensitive to the MC diffraction dynamics so
different results are obtained for each MC. Values of fD ≈ 30% are determined for
the default versions of the MCs considered. However, the sensitivity of RSS to the
Pomeron intercept α
IP
(0) and the flux modelling results, for example in fD ≈ 25%
for pythia8 with the Bruni and Ingelman flux.
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The default fSD and fDD values in pythia and phojet do not take into account data
from the Tevatron. Measurements of pp¯ interactions at 1.8 TeV from The Collider
Detector at Fermilab (CDF) are used to constrain the SD and DD contributions in this
analysis. Although the diffractive component of the cross section is expected to grow
with the increased centre of mass energy, the ratio of single to double diffraction is
not predicted by Regge theory to vary strongly with
√
s as seen in the differences
in their form factors from (8.3). The CDF measurements of the SD [89] and DD [62]
cross sections are extrapolated via MC to the full kinematic range. In addition, the
measurement of the CD cross section [58] is used with phojet.
For the SD process, the Tevatron cross section is measured to be 9.46 ± 0.44 mb
for event satisfying 1.4 GeV2 < M2X < 0.15s [89]. For DD, a cross section of
4.43± 0.02(stat)± 1.18(syst) mb is measured for events with ∆η0 > 3, where ∆η0 is
the size of the pseudorapidity gap which spans central rapidity [62]. After correct-
ing for the acceptances of these requirements, relative to the full SD and DD cross
sections according to each MC model; pythia is constrained by the data to lie in
the range 0.29 < σDD/σSD < 0.68 and phojet in the range 0.44 < σDD/σSD < 0.94.
The fraction of CD in the phojet generator is compatible with the measured ratio
σCD/σSD = 0.093 [58] and is hence not modified in the nominal tune, rather it is
simply scaled in proportion to fSD. The nominal tuned values are taken at the centre
of the above bounds. The MC default and tuned nominal cross sections are listed in
Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1: Default and tuned MC cross sections at
√
s = 7 TeV
Process pythia6 pythia8 phojet
Default σND (mb) 48.5 50.9 61.6
Default σSD (mb) 13.7 12.4 10.7
Default σDD (mb) 9.2 8.1 3.9
Default σCD (mb) 0.0 0.0 1.3
Default fND (%) 67.9 71.3 79.4
Default fSD (%) 19.2 17.3 13.8
Default fDD (%) 12.9 11.4 5.1
Default fCD (%) 0.0 0.0 1.7
Tuned fND (%) 70.0 70.2 70.2
Tuned fSD (%) 20.7 20.6 16.1
Tuned fDD (%) 9.3 9.2 11.2
Tuned fCD (%) 0.0 0.0 2.5
8.4.1 MONTE CARLO TUNES
The specific MC versions used to correct the data were pythia6.4.21 with the tune
AMBT1 performed by ATLAS [90], pythia8.145 with the author tune 4C [63] and
phojet12.1.35 [79] with hadronisation and fragmentation handled in pythia6.1.15.
Updated versions pythia8.145 with 4C and pythia6.4.25 with AMBT2B [63] are used
when comparing tunes with the corrected data.
Details about these tunes may be found in their respective documents.
8.5 MONTE CARLO STATISTICS
The statistics of the MC samples used in the analysis are listed in Table 8.2. The
cross section-normalised MC statistics are 1.7 – 2.6 times those of the data sample
for the ND topology. For the diffractive regions, the MC statistics are a factor of 2.4
– 6.0 times larger than data.
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Table 8.2: MC Statistics. Non-round numbers are due to events lost throughout the
distributed analysis and data preparation campaigns.
ND SD DD CD
pythia8 750000 499991 315990 -
pythia6 674951 499992 473994 -
phojet 499965 199998 199994 99999
CHAPTER 9
EVENT SELECTION AND CUTS
9.1 DATA SAMPLE
The data for this analysis were collected during the first physics fill of the LHC at
√
s = 7 TeV. With the beam orbit declared stable by the LHC accelerator group,
ATLAS was permitted to ramp the high-voltage biases of the sensitive silicon based
tracking detectors to operational voltage. The first data at
√
s = 7 TeV with
stable beams and a fully operational detector were then collected between 13:24
and 16:38 on March 30th 2010. A data sample of 422776 minimum bias events was
recorded corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 7.1± 0.2 µb−1 at a maximum
instantaneous luminosity of 1.1× 1027cm−2s−1.
The conditions present in the accelerator and detector were excellent for minimum
bias physics. Only two proton bunches were injected into each beam; one pair col-
liding at both ATLAS and CMS and the other unpaired (to ATLAS) bunches colliding
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in ALICE and LHCb. Beams were therefore brought into coincidence within ATLAS
once every 89 µs, with a minimum gap of 22 µs between the traversal of each of
the two unpaired bunches. In addition, the space-charge in each bunch was kept
low at around 1010 protons per bunch. This resulted in a maximum number of
interactions per bunch-crossing µ = 0.005. Such low rates allowed for beam and
collision-induced radiation levels in the detector cavern to naturally dissipate in the
time between interactions.
9.1.1 TRIGGERING ON MINIMUM BIAS EVENTS
During early, low luminosity running, the ATLAS minimum bias trigger strategy was
centred around the MBTS detector as described in Section 5.2.3. In the L1 trigger,
MBTS items follow the nomenclature L1 MBTS X or L1 MBTS X Y. In the former
case, X denotes the total number of counters above threshold (summed over the A
and C sides of the detector) required to fire the trigger; and in the latter case X and Y
denote the multiplicity of counters on the A and C sides of the detector, respectively,
required to trigger the event. Trigger items which require a larger multiplicity of
counters are more biased to events with greater levels of particle production, and
items which require a logical-and of counters on both sides of the detector are more
biased to events with particle production over a large range or pseudorapidities.
The loosest trigger item, L1 MBTS 1, requires only one of the 32 MBTS counters
to be above threshold. Although this is most susceptible to erroneous triggers from
beam induced backgrounds, the collision rate was low enough during the first few
periods of data taking that all triggered events were recorded to tape. More stringent
MBTS requirements were then applied during off-line selection.
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9.1.2 EFFICIENCY OF THE MBTS
The efficiency of the MBTS is studied in [91] and [92]. Over the ID – MBTS overlap
region (2.09 < |η| < 2.5), the trajectories of charged particles with pT > 200 MeV
are extrapolated from the ID to the MBTS. The extrapolation is based on the recon-
structed track parameters and incorporates material effects along with the effects of
the magnetic field. For each counter in each event, the number of tracks extrapo-
lated to the counter is recorded. For the innermost counters, with no overlap with
the ID, the FCal overlap is utilised (3.1 < |η| < 3.8). Cells with E > 1 GeV are
considered to be above the noise level in both MC and data. These are extrapolated
back to the MBTS. The HEC overlap (2.5 < |η| < 3.2) is utilised similarly as a
cross-check.
A counter is said to be tagged if it is associated with exactly one extrapolated
track or calorimeter cell. By assuming the electronic noise distribution to be a
Gaussian centred on zero, the efficiency of the MBTS, MBTS, is defined to be the
number of tagged counters with charge Qc > 0.15 pC divided by the total number
of tagged counters, less twice the number of tagged counters with Qc < 0.0 pC. This
statistically subtracts any noise fluctuations.
MBTS =
NQc>0.15Tag
NTag −
[
2×NQc<0.0Tag
]
.
(9.1)
Here NTag is the number of tagged MBTS counters and N
Qc
Tag is the number of tagged
counters satisfying the specified charge collection requirement (> 0.15 or < 0.0
pC). Although not guaranteeing a single-particle response, a good approximation
is obtained by this method of requiring exactly one associated track or cell, as
the mean flux per counter solid-angle per event containing charged particles with
pT > 100 MeV is smaller than 0.5, as measured in [5].
The charge threshold of 0.15 pC is chosen to be well above the Gaussian electronic
noise peak which has width σ ≈ 0.02 pC.
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Figure 9.1: Two dimensional η − φ map of the efficiency of MBTS counters in data
(a) and MC (b) using the methods based on extrapolated tracks. Taken from [91].
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Figure 9.2: Charge collection distributions for two representative MBTS counters in
data and for various MC models. (a) shows a counter with relatively good agreement
and (b) a counter with poor agreement. Taken from [92].
In Figure 9.1, the two-dimensional hit map of the efficiency of A side counters is
presented in data (a) and MC (b) from reconstructed tracks. The overall agreement
is very good. The loss of efficiency at low η is consistent with expectation based
on the track extrapolation uncertainty and the loss of efficiency in φ at the counter
edges is visible as an 8-fold symmetry. The charge collected per counter is also
compared for two example counters in Figure 9.2. The counter in (a) shows a good
agreement while for the counter in (b), the raw agreement is poorer. This poor
modelling is corrected for in the following section.
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9.1.3 OFF-LINE MBTS SELECTION PROCESS
Data are collected with the L1 MBTS 1 trigger. The simulated MBTS response in
the MC is adjusted to match the conditions off-line.
Off-line, two MBTS counters are required rather than one. This improves the beam
background suppression discussed in Section 9.1.4. Data events are therefore re-
quired to contain two or more counters with charge deposition > 0.15 pC.
The thresholds in MC are tuned using the results of the study described in [91][92].
Overall it was shown that the MBTS response was 1% higher in MC than in data.
The MC thresholds applied are calculated separately in four detector regions; A side
inner, A side outer, C side inner and C side outer counters, such that the average
MC response in the region matches that of the data.
There was one MBTS counter which was not functioning due to a fault in its low
voltage power supply. This counter is not explicitly disabled in MC but its effect is
corrected for via the large MC threshold calculated for its detector regions.
In addition, a systematic study of the stability of the physics result with respect to
the MBTS counter thresholds was performed by varying the threshold of all counters
in each region in MC to match the counter in data from the same region whose
response was farthest from the mean. This is utilised in the systematic uncertainties
described in Section 10.3.1. Table 9.1 tabulates the nominal and systematically
shifted thresholds used in data and MC.
9.1.4 TREATMENT OF BACKGROUNDS AND PILE-UP
Event types classified as backgrounds for this analysis include beam backgrounds
which sub-categorise as beam gas, where an inelastic interaction occur between the
beam and residual gas molecules within the beam pipe in ATLAS and beam halo,
where ATLAS is traversed by muons (typically) created in beam gas interactions
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Table 9.1: MBTS counter threshold values applied off-line to data and both nominal
MC and MC systematically shifted to describe the farthest outlier in the data [92].
Data MC Nominal MC Systematic
Threshold [ pC ] Threshold [ pC ] Threshold [ pC ]
A Side Outer 0.15 0.28 0.18
A Side Inner 0.15 0.32 0.50
C Side Outer 0.15 0.26 0.38
C Side Inner 0.15 0.38 0.60
outside of the experimental cavern.
These events topologies tend to create particles which traverse the detector parallel
to the beam pipe at small radii. Track finding algorithms work by default under the
hypothesis that tracks originate from the IP. Therefore a signature of such beam
backgrounds is a large number of space-points in the Pixel detector which are not
associated to any reconstructed track.
In Figure 9.3, the multiplicity of unassociated Pixel space points is plotted in data
for paired and unpaired bunches1. In each case the events are required to pass the
off-line trigger requirement.
The two samples are normalised in the tail with > 1000 unassociated space-points.
235 events in the unpaired sample are above this multiplicity and the normalisation
factor is calculated to be 1.17. Scaling the whole unpaired sample up by this fac-
tor leads to an estimate of the total background contamination of 0.22%. This is
subtracted from the physics sample statistically as described in Section 10.3.2.
Studies showed that if the off-line trigger requirement was reduced to one MBTS
counter, this background contribution increases by a factor of 10.
Another complicated event type for this analysis is pile-up which occurs when multi-
ple inelastic proton-proton interactions take place in a single bunch-crossing. As this
1Bunch groups 1 and 7, respectively from Table 5.1. Paired denotes a bunch in each beam in
ATLAS and hence the possibility of a beam-beam collision whereas unpaired denotes a bunch in
only one beam, which is used to cleanly sample beam backgrounds.
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of number of unassociated space-points in paired and (nor-
malised) unpaired bunches with all MBTS requirements. Taken from [1].
analysis uses calorimeters which lie outside of the tracking volume, it is not possible
for all energy depositions to be associated with a reconstructed vertex, which is the
standard method of decomposing pile-up events. Indeed, no vertexing requirements
are made at all.
Through application of Poisson statistics on the interaction rate stated in Section 9.1,
the probability of more than one interaction occurring in a bunch-crossing is of order
2.5× 10−3. This is consistent with the 402 events in the data sample containing at
least two reconstructed primary vertices2. These events are excluded from further
study.
No correction is applied for pile-up events with fewer than two reconstructed primary
vertices as this contributions is further suppressed with respect to the two-or-more
primary vertex case. In addition, no reduction is made to the integrated luminosity
of the sample to account for the events rejected as pile-up as the correction is small
with respect to the luminosity uncertainty, which is a factor of 34 larger.
2Here we consider good quality reconstructed vertices, with four or more associated tracks.
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9.2 DEFINITION OF RECONSTRUCTED QUANTITIES
Raw electronic signals from the detector are subjected to algorithms which output
calibrated objects. The algorithms are designed to provide a strong correlation
between these objects and the underlying particles, whose interactions with the
active detector volumes are responsible for their formation.
Once all cuts and selection criteria explained in this section have been applied, the
selected tracks, topological calorimeter clusters and MC particles are all used as
input to the analysis.
9.2.1 TRACKING SELECTION
Tracks are reconstructed from silicon space-points and TRT hits recorded in the
active region of the ID. The inside-out tracking algorithms used by ATLAS are seeded
by hits in the inner silicon tracker. A search window around the seed at larger radii
is defined, whose size is dependent on the smallest pT to be reconstructed by the
algorithm. Hits within the window are assessed with Kalman filtering [93] and, if
accepted, are added to the track candidate. Ambiguity resolution is then performed
by assessing the quality of ambiguous solutions and favouring fully reconstructed
tracks over smaller track segments [94].
The efficiency of the reconstruction of charged particles was studied in [5], Figure 9.4
shows that the efficiency is determined to be ≈ 60% for charged particles with pT
= 200 MeV.
A modified version of the physics track selection from [5] is used to account for the
lack of a vertex requirement in this analysis. The track selection is presented in
Table 9.2
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Figure 9.4: Efficiency of reconstruction of charged particle tracks as a function of
pT derived from ND MC. This applies to tracks with |η| < 2.5 and events with two
or more tracks associated to the beam spot. Taken from [5].
Table 9.2: Selection cuts applied to reconstructed tracks. The BLayer is defined as
the first tracking layer in the Pixel detector, dPV0 and d
BS
0 are the transverse impact
parameters with respect to the primary vertex and beam spot, respectively, and zPV0
is the longitudinal impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex.
Cut Value Prerequisite
|η| < 2.5
pT > 100 MeV
N BLayer Hits > 0 Only if expected for trajectory
N Pixel Hits > 1
N SCT Hits > 2 For pT > 100 MeV
> 4 For pT > 200 MeV
> 6 For pT > 300 MeV
|dPV0 | < 1.5 mm Only if primary vertex found
zPV0 · sin(θ) < 1.5 mm Only if primary vertex found
|dBS0 | < 1.8 mm Only if no primary vertex found
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Figure 9.5: Per-cell RMS electronic noise in the calorimeters as a function of |η|.
Taken from [95].
9.2.2 CALORIMETER SELECTION
The ATLAS calorimeter systems span 9.8 units of pseudorapidity, utilising multiple
technologies and cell granularities, and occupying regions with greatly differing en-
ergy flux. In Figure 9.5, the per-cell RMS electronic noise in MeV is plotted for all
calorimeters as a function of |η|.
The treatment of cells in the calorimeter as a whole is unified by using the cell energy
significance, S = E/σNoise, where E is the pedestal-subtracted energy deposition
(such that the mean of the noise peak lies at zero) and σNoise is the RMS of the
electronic noise in the cell. Figure 9.6 shows the S distributions for the principal
calorimeter technologies. The pedestal subtracted energy results in a Gaussian noise
distribution centred on zero for the LAr based calorimeter technologies while the tile
calorimeter exhibits a double-Gaussian noise profile, observed in the broadening of
the noise distribution in Figure 9.6(d), when compared to the other systems. Overall,
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Figure 9.6: Calorimeter energy significance distributions in the EM barrel (a), the
HEC (b), the forward calorimeters (c) and the Tile calorimeter (d) (see text for de-
tails). The red curve corresponds to data taken with a random trigger in combination
with a veto on other minimum bias triggers including MBTS. This sample therefore
represents the pure noise contribution. The filled histogram and data points are
L1 MBTS 1 selected events in MC and data. The contribution from physics is visi-
ble in the positive tail. Taken from [1].
a good agreement between MC and data is observed over more than five orders of
magnitude in the long positive tails, associated with real physics events. Areas
where disagreement is observed are primarily expected to be due to deficiencies in
the pythia6 model. The agreement of the noise distribution at negative energy
between the random sample and the minimum bias physics sample is excellent up
to around five standard deviations.
Energy depositions in the calorimeter are collated via a topological clustering al-
gorithm [95], the default parameters of which are listed in Table 9.3. Clusters are
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Table 9.3: Parameters for the default hadronic ‘420’ (from the choice of parameters)
topological clustering algorithm.
Parameter Absolute Significance
|E|/σNoise
tSeed 4
tNeighbour 2
tCell 0
seeded from cells with absolute significance |S| > tSeed. The absolute significance is
used so that on average, the positive and negative tails of the noise distribution will
cancel each other out when the clusters are used in subsequent combinations3.
For each seed cell, all neighbour cells are queried. Neighbours are determined in three
dimensions including adjacent layers and adjacent calorimeter systems, the number
of neighbours varies with position, though a typical cell has ten neighbours. The
neighbour cells are included in the proton-cluster should they have |S| > tNeighbour
and proton-clusters are merged where multiple seeds share a neighbour above thresh-
old.
The procedure is iterated. At the beginning of each iteration, all neighbour cells
become new seed cells. The process stops when no additional neighbour cells satisfy
|S| > tNeighbour.
As a final step; all neighbour cells on the perimeter of the proton-clusters with
|S| > tCell are added to form the final topological clusters. This step ensures that
the tail of the shower is retained and provides additional sensitivity to low energy
depositions. Since in the default configuration tCell = 0, all perimeter cells are
included.
With 187616 cells in the ATLAS calorimeter systems, Poisson statistics dictate that
with tSeed = 4, there will be on average 12 clusters per event produced by noise fluc-
tuations, half of which will be from positive energy seeds. The distribution of these
3As input to anti-kt jet finding algorithms for example.
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noise clusters follows the density of cells in the calorimeter, and thus peaks in the
barrel region as inferred from Figure 9.7(a). This is problematic as contamination
from noise severely reduces the efficiency of reconstructing large rapidity gaps. Fur-
ther requirements are therefore made to suppress these topological clusters produced
by noise fluctuations.
9.2.2.1 CALORIMETER NOISE SUPPRESSION
A statistical technique is used to apply a more stringent noise suppression than that
of the default clustering algorithm. An energy significance cut Sth(η) is determined
as a function of pseudorapidity based on the density of calorimeter cells. The cut
is defined by dividing the calorimeter systems spanning |η| < 4.9 into 98 regions of
∆η = 0.1 and integrating the positive contribution of the Gaussian tail to obtain a
constant PNoise in (9.2) for each η region,
PNoise/N =
∫ ∞
Sth
e−S
2/2dS. (9.2)
Here S is energy significance, N is the number of cells from the LAr detectors in the
detector region4, PNoise is the desired noise probability and Sth is the deduced cut
value.
PNoise is optimised to the value 1.4× 10−4 by minimising the subsequent resolution
of reconstructed rapidity gap sizes with respect to gaps at the hadron level in MC.
As there are 98 regions, this corresponds to a global noise fluctuation probability
of 1.4% per event. The Sth(η) distribution which results in this probability along
with the total number of calorimeter cells per region are plotted in Figure 9.7. The
smallest cut is at the edge of the detector, Sth(4.9) = 4.8 while at central rapidity
the cell density increases considerably and the threshold correspondingly rises to
Sth(0.0) = 5.8.
4While the LAr systems exhibit a Gaussian noise profile, the electronic noise in the tile calorime-
ters is a double-Gaussian, as seen in Figure 9.6(d). The tile calorimeter is therefore not used during
noise suppression.
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Figure 9.7: Total number of cells per 0.1 units of η, integrated over all φ (a) and
cell threshold significance cut per region (b). Taken from [1].
For each calorimeter topological cluster, the cell with the highest energy significance
which does not come from the Tile calorimeter (see footnote 4 on page 113) is
required to have a significance S ≥ Sth(ηCell) where ηCell is the pseudorapidity of the
cell. If this is not satisfied then the cluster is rejected.
In Figure 9.8 the ET of all clusters in regions of ∆η = 0.2, integrated over all φ,
are plotted both with and without the noise suppression requirement. The subtle
double peak structure at ET = 400 MeV originates from the interactions of charged
particles in the magnetic field (Section 9.4.1) while the complicated structure at
ET < 300 MeV derives from the application of noise suppression on the large noise
peak. For clusters reconstructed with ET above 200 MeV, the noise suppression is
observed to reduce the cluster multiplicity at central pseudorapidity by a factor of
six while in the forward regions, it has little effect. A mis-modelling of the forward
energy flow is observed in the forward region, where the data are consistently higher
than MC. This discrepancy does not cause any serious mis-modelling effects with
our choice of gap reconstruction algorithm, as explained in Section 10.2.
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Figure 9.8: Cluster ET spectrum in |η| regions, showing MC (solid) and data (black
points) for all topological clusters and also MC (dashed) and data (red points) for
clusters passing the noise suppression requirements.
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Figure 9.9: The parent particle of photons at the hadron level (a). Breakdown of
the major constituents of the hadron level in the pythia MC for particles with pT
> 100 MeV (b).
9.3 DEFINITION OF GENERATOR LEVEL QUANTITIES
For the study of MC generator quantities, the hadron level5 is defined to include all
particles with proper lifetime greater than 10 ps. It should be noted that the pi0
does not satisfy this requirement. These are decayed by the generator; primarily to
γγ (the parents of all hadron level photons in MC is plotted in Figure 9.9(a)).
The hadron level therefore predominately consists of charged pions and photons,
along with a small fraction of protons, neutrons and kaons. A breakdown of final
state particles in MC is presented in Figure 9.9(b).
9.4 OVERALL PARTICLE DETECTION PROBABILITY
The lowest pT accessed by this analysis is 200 MeV. Utilising the cuts discussed
in Section 9.2.1 and Section 9.2.2, the probability of reconstructing an object with
5Although not all particles in the final state are hadrons, this definition is named for historic
reasons after the point in MC event generation at which hadronisation has been performed.
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pT > 200 MeV is quantified in different |η| regions according to the MC models as a
function of the highest pT hadron level particle generated in the same region. These
turn-on curves are presented in Figure 9.10. The efficiency of detecting particles with
pT > 200 MeV is shown to rise with pseudorapidity. In the most central region, the
low efficiency is partly due to the number of soft photons produced in minimum bias
events [96].
Though the per-particle reconstruction efficiency is slow to turn on, this is mitigated
by the large multiplicity of particles produced in minimum bias events [5].
An additional cross-check is performed on the reconstruction efficiency of neutral
particles in the most central region of the ID. Figure 9.11 shows the probability of
reconstructing one or more calorimeter clusters at mid pseudorapidity (|η| < 0.1)
which pass the noise suppression requirements and have ET > 200 MeV as a function
of the highest momentum track reconstructed in the same region.
There is a visible kink in the distributions shown in Figure 9.11 at pT = 400 MeV.
Above this both electrically charged and neutral particles deposit energy in the
central calorimeter (see Section 9.4.1). Below pT = 400 MeV, the plot reduces to
the neutral particle detection probability in the vicinity of charged particles. Though
the efficiency is small, good agreement is observed between MC and data.
9.4.1 LOW MOMENTUM B FIELD TRAPPING
Charged particles with pT < 400 MeV do not reach the first level of the calorime-
ter. Rather they spiral in the B field, lose momentum via multiple scattering, and
migrate to larger pseudorapidity. Figure 9.12 shows the result of extrapolating re-
constructed tracks to the first layer of the calorimeter as a function of both the
track pT and the production |η|. In Figure 9.12(a), the homogeneous distribution
of calorimeter impact points over the ID tracking volume for pT > 400 MeV shows
that the charged particles are impacting the calorimeter at their track-reconstructed
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Figure 9.10: Probability per |η| region of detecting at least one calorimeter energy
deposit with ET > 200 MeV or at least one reconstructed track with pT > 200 MeV
as a function of the highest pT hadron level particle generated in the |η| region.
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Figure 9.11: Probability of reconstruction of one or more calorimeter clusters,
passing noise suppression requirements and with ET > 200 MeV, in the region
|η| < 0.1, as a function of the highest pT track reconstructed in the same region.
The bin at zero contains events in which no charged particles are reconstructed with
pT > 160 MeV.
η. Low momentum particles have a sufficiently small radius of curvature that they
are unable to reach the central calorimeter, and it is observed that their impact
points migrate out to large η due to helical spiralling and multiple interactions.
Similar is shown in Figure 9.12(b), here particles which leave the ID at their track-
reconstructed η lie along the track-η =calorimeter-η line. The extrapolation of track
parameters takes into account the non-uniform ATLAS magnetic field map, multiple
scattering and energy loss of the particles. The material maps in ATLAS are com-
plex. Figure 9.13 shows the amount of material present in the calorimeter and ID
systems as a function of |η|.
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Figure 9.12: Extrapolated impact point in |η| in the first layer of the calorimeter,
plotted against the pT (a) and |η| (b) of reconstructed tracks. Non-diffractive MC,
normalised to a single event. See text for details.
In the context of the presented analysis, checks were performed to ascertain the effect
of calorimeter energy deposition from loopers on the gap finding. It was found that
after extrapolation, the low pT loopers had energies which were in general too low
to pass both the ET and noise suppression requirements of the calorimeter systems
at the extrapolated |η|. Furthermore, through detailed modelling in the detector
simulation, the effect of loopers which do produce significant energy depositions in
the calorimeter are corrected for in the unfolding process.
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Figure 9.13: Amount of material in radiation lengths traversed by a particle before
reaching the EM presampler and barrel EM calorimeter (labelled ‘Before accordion’)
as a function of |η| (a). Amount of material in interaction lengths before the barrel
EM calorimeter and each layer of the hadronic calorimeter subsystems as a func-
tion of |η| (b). The final unlabelled histogram in (b) is the total material before
the first active layer of the muon spectrometer. Amount of material in radiation
lengths within the ID thermal enclosure as a function of |η| (c). Equivalent plot for
interaction lengths in (d). Taken from [24].
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The minimum bias dataset triggered by the MBTS as described in Section 9.1 is
subjected to a search for forward rapidity gaps, the data are corrected for detector
effects using MC events which have been passed through the full ATLAS simulation.
The results from data corrected to the hadron level are compared to hadron level
MC.
10.1 RECONSTRUCTING RAPIDITY GAPS
An inclusive algorithm is used to calculate the largest forward rapidity gap in each
event. The algorithm is symmetric about central rapidity as in SD interactions, either
proton may dissociate. The larger of the forward gaps on the A and C sides of the
detector is labelled ∆ηF . This is defined in more detail to be the larger of the two
pseudorapidity regions max (|+ 4.9− η+|, | − 4.9− η−|). η+ and η−, respectively,
123
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denote the pseudorapidity of the most forward and most backward objects1 in the
event with pT > p
cut
T . We additionally define p
cutMin
T to be the lowest experimentally
accessed pcutT value. For this measurement, p
cutMin
T = 200 MeV.
∆ηF therefore corresponds to the largest continuous, empty, region of pseudorapidity
which stretches from the outermost object to the edge of the detector, even if a larger
gap is present elsewhere in the detector. An additional quantity, the forward rapidity
gap polarity is defined to be POSITIVE (NEGATIVE) if ∆ηF is calculated to start from
η = +4.9 (η = −4.9), respectively. For the SD topology, the polarity is therefore
designed to correspond to Sign(pz) of the intact proton.
This forward gap algorithm efficiently selects SD event topologies with large gaps
generated between the system X and the scattered proton, along with the DD topol-
ogy in the case where the lower mass Y system completely escapes the detector, i.e.
if all dissociated particles of Y have |η| > 4.9. This occurs for MY <∼ 7 GeV.
When reconstructing ∆ηF for values of pcutT > p
cutMin
T , a modified form of the algo-
rithm is used. Higher values of pcutT result, by definition, in fewer objects per event
with which to identify the pseudorapidity gap. With low object multiplicity, one or
more poorly reconstructed objects leads to a greater possibility of the reconstructed
∆ηF being identified as starting from the opposite edge of the detector from the
hadron level ∆ηF . When the data are unfolded, these mis-measured events con-
tribute to an un-physical discontinuity in the cross section around they symmetry
point η = 0 (∆ηF = 4.9). The algorithm is therefore modified to account for this
circumstance.
All calculations of ∆ηF for pcutT > p
cutMin
T do not search from both edges of the detec-
tor but instead use the forward rapidity gap polarity determined with pcutT = p
cutMin
T ,
1Here objects are hadron level particles, good reconstructed tracks or good reconstructed
calorimeter energy clusters. Depending on whether the reconstructed or hadron level is under
consideration. See Section 9.2 for further details.
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Figure 10.1: Example reconstruction of ∆ηF with a MC SD event at the
hadron level for pcutT = 200 and 800 MeV. Red bars denote the η and pT
of hadron level particles, dotted black lines denote the acceptance of the AT-
LAS calorimeters. ∆ηF (pcutT = p
cutMin
T = 200 MeV) = | − 4.9 + 1.0| = 3.9 for this
sample event as the forward gap starting from η = +4.9 is negligibly small.
The polarity of the event is therefore determined to be NEGATIVE, and hence
∆ηF (pcutT = 800 MeV) = | − 4.9 + 0.4| = 4.5.
∆ηF
(
pcutT > p
cutMin
T
)
=
 |+4.9− η+| : Polarity = POSITIVE|−4.9− η−| : Polarity = NEGATIVE (10.1)
The higher values of pcutT used are 400, 600 and 800 MeV. These values cover the
common range of particle transverse momenta in minimum bias interactions. An
illustration of the algorithm is presented in Figure 10.1 and code to reproduce the
analysis variables is presented in Appendix D, the data are catalogued online in the
HepData database [97] and Appendix C.
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10.1.1 BINNING
∆ηF is binned with consideration given to the geometry of the detector at the start
of the gap and the shape of the distribution. In the forward region 2.9 < |η| < 4.9
(∆ηF ≤ 2) a bin granularity of 0.4 in η is used. Elsewhere a bin granularity of 0.2
in η is used. Small gaps, characteristic of hadronisation fluctuations in ND events,
are reconstructed at small ∆ηF . The variation in the differential cross section is
therefore steepest in this region and the coarser bin size improves the bin purity.
Another consideration is the exponential reduction in the size of the solid angle
covered by a fixed η interval at high pseudorapidity. Due to the size of the cells
at the extremity of the FCal, it is unlikely for the centre of mass of a reconstructed
cluster to lie beyond |η| = 4.7.
With the calorimeters spanning 9.8 units of η, ∆ηF takes the range 0 (for events with
energy deposits at both extremes of the detector) to 10 (for totally empty events,
containing zero objects with pT > p
cut
T ).
10.2 DATA/MC COMPARISON AT RECONSTRUCTED LEVEL
Reconstructed quantities are compared between data and MC as a function of ∆ηF .
By using a range of MC models whose discriminating variables are close to, or prefer-
ably bracket, the data over the measured range of ∆ηF , the model uncertainty de-
rived from the subsequent use of the models in correcting the data will represent a
reliable uncertainty on the measurement.
All quantities are investigated in four ∆ηF regions2 which span the transition be-
tween non-diffractive and diffractive dominated regions and cover the range of event
topologies under investigation. In Figure 10.2 the multiplicity of calorimeter clusters
passing the selection requirements is plotted. This probes the particle multiplicity
2These are: 0 < ∆ηF < 2, 2 < ∆ηF < 4, 4 < ∆ηF < 6 and 6 < ∆ηF < 8.
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Figure 10.2: Per event multiplicity distribution of clusters passing the selection
requirements for pcutT = 200 MeV. Uncorrected distributions are presented in data
and MC for four different regions in ∆ηF . Taken from [1].
per event as a function of ∆ηF . For small gaps, 0 < ∆ηF < 2, the best description is
provided by phojet, with pythia8 providing the better description for larger gaps.
For small cluster multiplicities NC ' 5, pythia6 overestimates the data while both
pythia8 and phojet underestimate the distribution.
The corresponding pT distribution for these clusters is presented in Figure 10.3.
Here none of the MCs gives a complete description. For small gaps all models are
shown to provide a reasonable description whilst for intermediate gaps, pythia6
underestimates the pT distribution and the other models overestimate. For large
gaps, pythia8 provides the best description, but all models tend to underestimate
the slope.
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Figure 10.3: Per cluster pT distribution of clusters passing the selection requirements
for pcutT = 200 MeV. Uncorrected distributions are presented in data and MC for four
different regions in ∆ηF . Taken from [1].
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Figure 10.4: Per event multiplicity distribution of clusters failing the selection re-
quirements. Uncorrected distributions are presented in data and MC for four differ-
ent regions in ∆ηF . Taken from [1].
Calorimeter clusters which do not pass the noise suppression requirements from
Section 9.2.2 are plotted in Figure 10.4 (multiplicity distribution) and Figure 10.5
(pT distribution). Here again, a degree of mis-modelling is observed in the MCs, with
the regions at low pT and events with low multiplicities being the worst affected.
Over all of the distributions, the data are best modelled by pythia8.
From the distributions presented in this section it is concluded that none of the
MC models considered gives a full description of the data. Comparisons between all
three MC models are required to fully quantify the model uncertainty in correcting
the data, as only when an envelope spanning all three is considered are the data
reasonably modelled over the full range of event topologies.
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Figure 10.5: Per cluster pT distribution of clusters failing the selection requirements.
Uncorrected distributions are presented in data and MC for four different regions in
∆ηF . Taken from [1].
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Figure 10.6: Fully inclusive ∆ηF spectrum at the reconstructed level for data and
MC, both after applying the trigger requirement. Presented for all accessed values
of pcutT and normalised to unit area.
10.3 DATA CORRECTION PROCEDURE
The raw ∆ηF spectra for all values of pcutT are presented in Figure 10.6 for data and
hadron level MC after applying the triggering requirement.
The distribution for the lowest pT at 200 MeV shows two key features. For ∆η
F < 2
the spectrum exhibits an exponential slope, which is attributed to the probability of
rapidity fluctuations from hadronisation effects in the bulk of ND collisions. These
deposit energy in both the forward and backward regions of ATLAS. For ∆ηF > 3
the spectrum is relatively flat as a function of ∆ηF . Here the distribution probes in
detail the diffractive contribution. Increasing the pT cut decreases the slope of the
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exponential fall off of ND events which populate regions of larger rapidity gap.
Structure is observed in the distribution whose origin lies not in the underlying
physics of scattering or hadronisation, but rather in the details of the ATLAS detector.
Notably a rise in the differential cross section is observed at ∆ηF = 1.7. This
corresponds to the FCal—HEC transition region. In addition, the localised reductions
in cross section at ∆ηF = 3.2 and ∆ηF = 6.4 both correspond to a pseudorapidity
gap which extends to η = ±1.7, corresponding to the barrel—endcap transition in
the hadronic calorimeter systems, see Figure 9.13.
The data are corrected to remove the dependence on the experimental setup, ob-
served in all MC models as well as data. First correction factors are derived from
MC to correct the data for trigger efficiency at large gap sizes. Following this two
methods are considered for removing the effects of the detector; the application
of correction factors derived from bin-to-bin migrations as quantified in MC and a
more sophisticated application of Bayes theorem, which is applied through the MC
detector response matrix.
10.3.1 TRIGGER CORRECTION
Although the ATLAS detectors span 9.8 units of pseudorapidity, data events are se-
lected using the MBTS, which limits the acceptance for events with very large pseu-
dorapidity gaps. The trigger efficiency is quantified using MC. Different generators
are used to span the range of possibilities in the underlying dynamical assumptions
in diffractive models.
The trigger efficiency, as a function of ∆ηF at the hadron level, is defined as the
fraction of events which contain at least two MBTS counters above the appropriate
threshold levels from Table 9.1. In Figure 10.7 the trigger efficiency is presented for
each of the three principal MC models used to correct the data as a function of ∆ηF
and pcutT . At the lowest accessed p
cut
T = 200 MeV, the trigger efficiency for all models
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Figure 10.7: Efficiency of the MBTS trigger requirement as a function of ∆ηF for
pcutT = 200, 400, 600, 800 MeV in (a), (b), (c)) and (d) respectively.
is ≈ 100% for ∆ηF < 2. For 2 < ∆ηF < 7, pythia8 remains fully efficient while
with pythia6 and phojet the efficiency falls to ≈ 95%. In pythia6 this is due to
the effect of the softer diffractive particle pT spectrum. In phojet, the additional
CD topology creates systems in the centre of the detector whose particles can lie
in between the acceptance of the two MBTS detector planes which also results in a
small loss in efficiency.
For ∆ηF >∼ 8.3, no particles with pT > pcutT are generated within the acceptance
of the MBTS. The trigger efficiency falls steeply beyond this point as the fiducial
acceptance shrinks. At ∆ηF = 8, the efficiency in all models falls to ≈ 80% for
pcutT = 200 MeV. The measurements are therefore truncated at ∆η
F = 8 in the final
result as the MC-derived correction grows quickly from this point on.
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Figure 10.8: The normalised beam background distribution at the reconstructed
level (red). This is subtracted from the distribution obtained with the physics
trigger (black).
For larger values of pcutT , the trigger efficiency remains high for very large gaps. This
is due to low momentum particles which are below pcutT threshold and hence do
not contribute to the calculation of ∆ηF , but do leave a signal in the MBTS and
may therefore trigger the event. Because the ∆ηF reconstruction for these higher
values of pcutT also relies on the event polarity as determined at p
cut
T = 200 MeV (see
Section 10.1), these measurements are truncated at ∆ηF = 8 nonetheless.
Correction factors equal to the reciprocal of the efficiencies in Figure 10.7 are applied
in each bin to correct the data for trigger inefficiency. The differences between mod-
els are included in the overall systematic uncertainty as described in Section 10.4.1.
10.3.2 BEAM BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION
As discussed in Section 9.1.4, beam related backgrounds are subtracted from the
physics sample after normalising the luminosity of the data. The background sample
as triggered on unpaired bunches is shown in Figure 10.8 as a function of ∆ηF at
the reconstructed level. This corresponds to a 0.22% correction.
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10.3.3 UNFOLDING
Detector effects are manifest as systematic biases (primarily through reconstruction
inefficiencies), and smearing due to finite experimental resolution. Two methods
of correcting the data for detector effects using the MC simulations are considered.
The bin-by-bin correction procedure derives the correction factor in each bin as f =
NR/NG where NG is the number of events generated in a bin and NR is the number of
events reconstructed in a bin. Bin-by-bin corrections are applicable when migrations
are small and hence the bin purity is high. This method neglects the correlations
present between bins and has a relatively large dependence on the physics model.
It is used primarily to provide a cross check of the Bayesian method.
The Bayesian technique employed was developed as a computational unfolding
method by G. D’Agostini [98] and is implemented in the RooUnfold framework
[99]. Initially a response matrix is constructed for each MC model which relates the
true value of ∆ηF as determined at the hadron level to the reconstructed value of
∆ηF after the event has been passed through the detector simulation and recon-
struction software. As the data have already been corrected for trigger efficiency,
the response matrix is constructed from MC without any trigger requirement. One
could consider simply inverting the response matrix and multiplying the inverse
with the detector distribution in order to yield the corrected distribution. However
this method is problematic in practice as there is no reason to assume the response
matrix is non-singular and hence invertible. Even for invertible matrices, negative
terms in the inverse are unavoidable and this can lead to unphysical results such as
bins with negative content arising from fluctuations due to finite statistics.
Bayesian unfolding does not rely on direct matrix inversion3. Rather, Bayes statistics
are used to make a statistical inference of the underlying causal distribution in data
by utilising the hadron level distribution from the MC as a prior distribution. Bayes
theorem states that for nC independent causes (Ci) of an observed effect (E), the
3But does yield the inverse of the response matrix in the limit of infinite statistics.
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probability of the effect being due to cause Ci is expressed as
P (Ci|E) = P (E|Ci) · P (Ci)∑nC
k=1 P (E|Ck) · P (Ck)
. (10.2)
The probability that cause i results in the effect P (E|Ci) and the probabilities of
individual causes P (Ci) are both quantifiable in MC.
By expanding the definition to include multiple effects (nE) along with multiple
causes (in this analysis nC and nE are the number of ∆η
F bins at the hadron and
reconstructed level, respectively, and nC = nE), the Bayesian relation for conditional
probabilities becomes
P (Ci|Ej) = P (Ej|Ci) · P (Ci)∑nC
k=1 P (Ej|Ck) · P (Ck)
. (10.3)
For the presented analysis, a cause is the result of the forward gap finding algorithm
at the hadron level and each cause maps probabilistically to many effects where
the effect is the result of the forward gap finding algorithm at the reconstructed
level. This is stored in the response matrix R[nE, nC ] which acts as the input to the
P (Ej|Ck) term in (10.3).
In Section 10.2 it was concluded that pythia8 is the most reliable of the MC gener-
ators considered, and as such it is used to construct the nominal response matrix.
The matrices for all considered values of pcutT are presented in Figure 10.9. An anti-
diagonal component is visible for large values of pcutT , such as in Figure 10.9(d), which
is minimised through the use of the gap polarity as was discussed in Section 10.1.
The remaining small entries in the off-diagonals are primarily from DD events where
a small MY system is mis-reconstructed at one edge of the detector.
Running over the ATLAS data yields the measured multiplicities NObs(Ej) of effects
E1, E2, ..., EnE . These multiplicities are then assigned probabilistically to the causes
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Figure 10.9: Response matrices between the reconstructed and hadron level values
of ∆ηF for pcutT = 200, 400, 600, 800 MeV in (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively.
No trigger requirement was used and the distributions are normalised to unity in
columns for display purposes.
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C1, C2, ..., CnC using (10.3) to obtain
NUnf(Ci) =
nE∑
j=1
NObs(Ej) · P (Ci|Ej), (10.4)
with NUnf(Ci) being the estimator of the multiplicity of cause Ci (or in other words
the number of true events) given the distribution observed in the detector, NObs(Ej)
and the response matrix R[nE, nC ]. This is the unfolded distribution.
Iteration of the procedure is achieved by replacing P (Ci) with Pˆ (Ci) where Pˆ (Ci) =
P (Ci|NObs(Ej)), though each iteration enhances fluctuations.
10.3.4 UNFOLDED DISTRIBUTIONS
The data are unfolded with one and three iterations of the Bayesian method with
pythia8 as the prior distribution and also via calculation of simple bin-to-bin cor-
rection factors. The unfolded distributions are compared with each other in Fig-
ure 10.10. It is observed that a single application of the Bayesian unfolding is optimal
to correct the distribution, with subsequent applications driving unphysical statis-
tical fluctuations. The distribution with three iterations shows similar deviations to
the distribution unfolded with the bin-to-bin method, both reflecting the detector
geometry. Therefore Bayesian unfolding with a pythia8 prior and a single iteration
is chosen as the nominal unfolding method.
A visualisation of the global event migration taking place in the unfolding procedure
is presented in Figure 10.11. To avoid ambiguity in this paragraph, ∆ηFR and ∆η
F
H
correspond to the largest forward gap at the reconstructed level and the hadron level
respectively. Here the reconstructed ∆ηFR distribution in the range 0 < ∆η
F
R < 10
is subdivided into ten equal regions. The fractional makeup of each unfolded bin
of ∆ηFH arising from the ten different reconstructed regions of ∆η
F
R is plotted. It is
observed that migration of events reconstructed in the peak of the distribution at
0 < ∆ηFR < 1 to the plateau region at ∆η
F
H > 3 (solid green line) makes up between
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Figure 10.10: Comparison of results obtained with one and three iterations of
Bayesian unfolding and via bin-to-bin unfolding. The error bars are statistical.
The shaded region represents the total uncertainty as discussed in Section 10.4. The
whole distribution is shown in (a) while (b) shows a zoom of the region 2 < ∆ηF < 10
on a linear scale. The final bin at ∆ηF = 10 contains the low-mass invisible
(to ATLAS) diffractive cross section which does not result in any particles with
pT > 200 MeV within the detector acceptance.
1.5 and 4% of the differential cross section at large forward gap sizes. The size of this
migration is due to the large fraction of the total inelastic cross section contained
in the region 0 < ∆ηFR < 1. It is also important to monitor the overall migration of
events from the region ∆ηFR > 8, where the trigger efficiency is known to be poor and
the cross section is not well constrained, into the measured distribution at ∆ηFH < 8.
The measurement is truncated at ∆ηFH = 8 so we consider the final bin included
in the measurement at 7.8 < ∆ηFH < 8.0. Here the contribution from events which
were reconstructed at 8 < ∆ηFR < 9 (blue dashed line) is 10% and for 9 < ∆η
F
R < 10
(red dot-dash line) the contribution is 5% according to the pythia8 model. The
contribution to subsequent bins at smaller values of ∆ηFH reduces exponentially. We
consider this fraction of events migrating from the region of poor trigger efficiency
to be acceptable.
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Figure 10.11: Visualisation of event migration between bins taking place in the
Bayesian unfolding. The histograms denote the fraction of events placed at each
∆ηF at the hadron level arising from each of the ten indicated regions of ∆ηF at
the reconstructed level.
10.3.5 STATISTICAL ERROR
Poisson statistics apply to the observed distribution. However, after unfolding, each
observed event is redistributed probabilistically. The statistical uncertainty is there-
fore dependent on the covariance of the response matrix. The error was quantified
by running 1000 toy models, in which the measured distribution is smeared by a
Poisson distribution. The error was taken as the variation of the covariance matrix
over the toy models. This was compared with errors quantified directly from the
covariance of the response matrix. Both approaches were shown to yield compatible
errors.
The percentage statistical error on the measurement is shown as a function of ∆ηF
in Figure 10.12, along with the total systematic uncertainty which is discussed in
the next section.
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Figure 10.12: Statistical error quantified from 1000 toy MC iterations for pcutT = 200
MeV, compared with the total uncertainty band.
10.4 QUANTIFICATION OF SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTY
Many sources of uncertainty were considered while performing the analysis and
their impact on the final result evaluated. Unless stated otherwise, the pull of each
systematic uncertainty listed below is symmetrised about the nominal result. The
separate sources of systematic uncertainty are uncorrelated and hence are added in
quadrature, along with the statistical error for each data point, to form the total
uncertainty on the measurement. The systematic uncertainty is strongly correlated
between neighbouring bins.
10.4.1 MODEL UNCERTAINTY
In addition to the nominal correction MC, pythia8 4C, the trigger correction and
unfolding procedures are also performed with pythia6 AMBT1 and phojet, using
the tuned sub-process fractions from Section 8.4. Details of MC tunes are found in
Section 8.4.1.
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Figure 10.13: Systematic uncertainty arising from modelling of the final state
(pythia6) and assumptions on diffractive and other minimum bias dynamics (pho-
jet) for pcutT = 200 MeV. The contributions to the uncertainty are dominant for
small ∆ηF .
The lack of partonic diffraction is a known limitation in pythia6, as was observed
in Figure 8.3. From Section 10.2 however, it was seen that this omission resulted in
pythia6 providing a lower bound on the reconstructed cluster multiplicity and the
slope of the pT spectra over a range of forward gap sizes, whereas the other models
exhibit spectra which are in general harder than that observed in data. A pythia6
prior is therefore used as a conservative estimator of the effect of the modelling of
the final state.
phojet is used since it offers alternative ξX , ξY and t distributions and ND mod-
elling. The deviation of the result when the data are corrected using a phojet
prior is taken as the uncertainty due to dynamical assumptions in modelling the
diffractive dynamics.
Both model uncertainties are evaluated separately in each measurement interval
and contribute symmetrically to the total uncertainty. They form the dominant
uncertainty in the measurement over a wide range of gap sizes. The uncertainty
bands are plotted in Figure 10.13.
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Table 10.1: Systematic variation of the fractions fSD and fDD as percentages of fD for
the pythia8 MC. These bounds are derived from the constraint 0.29 < σSD/σDD <
0.68, see Section 8.4.
MC Default Lower Bound Tuned Nominal Upper Bound
fSD 59.4% 77.8% 69.1% 62.1%
fDD 40.6% 22.2% 30.9% 37.9%
10.4.2 UNCERTAINTY ON THE DIFFRACTIVE CONTRIBUTIONS
The uncertainty on the relative contributions to the diffractive cross section can
influence the unfolding procedure. The amount of DD present in particular affects
the size of the migrations as was discussed in Section 10.3.3.
The relative fSD/fDD uncertainty is derived using pythia8. The bounds are calcu-
lated by propagating the limits on the ratio of the cross sections from Section 8.4.
The values used to determine the fSD/fDD uncertainty are listed in Table 10.1 and
the effect on the measurement is presented in Figure 10.14(a). The systematic un-
certainty is less than 1% over the full measured range.
An additional uncertainty is quantified on the sub-leading double Pomeron CD pro-
cess modelled by phojet. When tuning phojet in Section 8.4, the CD component
was left at the generator default. The fCD/fSD ratio in phojet is modified to sat-
isfy the Tevatron measured value fCD/fSD = 0.093 (see Section 8.4). The systematic
uncertainty in this change of the amount of CD modelling in phojet is quantified
against phojet using the tuned nominal values and is symmetrised. This is pre-
sented in Figure 10.14(b) where it is observed to contribute an uncertainty of less
than 1% in the diffractive dominated plateau.
10.4.3 ENERGY SCALE UNCERTAINTY
The uncertainty in the energy scale calibration of the calorimeter systems propagates
into a corresponding uncertainty in the measurement. The energy scale in the
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Table 10.2: Systematic variation of the fractions fSD and fCD as percentages of fD
in the phojet MC. The nominal tune is derived from the centre of the constraint
bound at σSD/σDD = 0.69 whilst leaving CD unchanged, and then subsequently
modified to satisfy σCD/σSD = 0.093 leaving DD unchanged to quantify the CD
systematic.
MC Default Tuned Nominal CD Systematic
fSD 67.1% 54.2% 57.0%
fDD 24.6% 37.5% 37.5%
fCD 8.3% 8.3% 5.6%
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Figure 10.14: Systematic uncertainty arising from changing the ratio of fSD/fDD and
from modification of the ratio fCD/fSD for p
cut
T = 200 MeV.
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Table 10.3: Kinematic cuts applied to individual and pairs of topological clusters
within each η bin to enhance the pi0 → γγ signal in data and MC.
pT of Cluster pT of Pair ∆η or ∆φ of Pair
|η| < 2.37 > 200 MeV > 600 MeV > 0.15
2.37 < |η| < 3.50 > 100 MeV > 450 MeV > 0.30
3.50 < |η| < 4.80 > 50 MeV > 450 MeV > 0.30
central region is constrained through a comparison of the energy reconstructed in
isolated calorimeter clusters with the momentum determination of an associated ID
track [100][101][102]. For |η| < 2.3, these E/p studies constrain the energy scale
uncertainty to be below 5% for transverse momenta down to a few hundred MeV,
with no strong dependence on pT.
At higher η, beyond the tracker acceptance, the deviation between data and MC in
the mass peaks of the pi0 → γγ signal [96] is used. The pi0 mass peak is reconstructed
by dividing the detector into bins in η whose sizes are matched to detector regions
of similar performance. The average bin size is ∆η = 0.6. A pi0 candidate requires
exactly two topological clusters in the same η bin which pass the cuts in Table 10.3.
The pT cut values were chosen to give a good signal-to-background ratio while the
∆η and ∆φ separation requirements reduce contamination from split topological
clusters.
The shape of the combinatorial background is independently confirmed via the ran-
dom combination of topological clusters from different events. This event-mixed
sample has the disadvantage that it lacks contributions from additional resonances
and reflections which may be present in the combinatorial background of topological
clusters from the same event but yields consistent results nonetheless. An example
of a forward pi0 mass peak is presented in Figure 10.15.
From Figure 9.9(b), this EM response is applicable to approximately one third of
particles in the final state. Additional factors, as described below, are added in
quadrature to account for the uncertainty in the response to hadronic showers from
the mesons and baryons which dominate the other two thirds of the final state.
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Figure 10.15: Reconstruction of the pi0 mass peak in the most forward region. MC
pi0 → γγ and background templates are shown separately. Taken from [103].
The hadronic energy scale relative to the EM scale is taken from the test beam results
in [104]. Charged pions, muons and electrons from the CERN SPS in the energy range
EBeam = 10–200 GeV were fired into EM and hadronic endcap as well as forward
calorimeter modules. The endcap modules were arranges to model the response of
the systems in ATLAS at |η| ≈ 2.73 with the FCal set-up modelling |η| ≈ 3.2. The
lowest probe energy was EBeam = 10 GeV. An additional hadronic scale uncertainty
of 8% in the FCal and 4% in the HEC are derived from the deviations between the
data and MC responses to the 10 GeV test beam analysis [1].
The combined hadronic energy scale uncertainties are applied to all topological
clusters. The final uncertainties applied in different pseudorapidity regions are listed
in Table 10.4.
The effect of the energy scale uncertainty on the measurement is quantified using
MC. Two special MC samples are produced in which the energy deposition from
simulated particles is enhanced or suppressed by the amounts given in Table 10.4,
the jump in uncertainty at 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 is due to the hadronic barrel–endcap
transition region. The contribution from simulated electronic noise is left unchanged.
In constructing these samples, the shifts are applied to the response of ‘real’ particles
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Table 10.4: Energy scale uncertainty values used in the analysis. The values are
obtained by combining results from E/p studies, pi0 → γγ studies and hadronic test
beam data.
Scale Uncertainty
|η| < 1.37 5%
1.37 < |η| < 1.52 21%
1.52 < |η| < 2.30 5%
2.30 < |η| < 3.20 13%
3.20 < |η| < 4.90 12%
at the cell level and the systematically shifted sets of cells are subsequently passed
through the standard reconstruction algorithms. This procedure therefore addresses
the sensitivity of the measurement to the topological clustering algorithm whilst
correctly treating the additional noise suppression requirements.
The difference between of the nominal measurement and that where the data are
corrected with the two systematically shifted MC samples is taken as a source of
uncertainty. This is presented in Figure 10.16. The maximum uncertainty on the
measurement from this source is 12% at ∆ηF = 2.6, where calorimeter information
alone is used to identify the gap and the hyperbolic enhancement of the equivalent
E cut with respect to the fixed pT cut is small.
10.4.4 MBTS RESPONSE UNCERTAINTY
Following from the quantification of the MBTS efficiency in Section 9.1.2, the MBTS
response was modified in MC to the values listed in Table 9.1. The variation in the
thresholds propagates to a less than 1% systematic uncertainty over the measured
region, as plotted in Figure 10.17(a).
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Figure 10.16: Systematic uncertainty arising from systematic modification of the
energy scale for MC simulated particles in calorimeter cells (for pcutT = 200 MeV).
10.4.5 TRACKING UNCERTAINTY
From [5], the dominant source of uncertainty in the charged particle track recon-
struction efficiency comes from inaccuracies in modelling the material of the ID
within the simulation. The measurement uncertainty coming from material effects
is derived by using a special MC sample in which the material budget of the ID
support is enhanced by 10%. The effect on the amount of material traversed by
charged particles as a function of |η| is presented in Figure 9.13.
The pythia6 MC is simulated with the enhanced material detector geometry and
the systematic deviation of the forward gap measurement is taken with respect to
the nominal pythia6 forward gap distribution and symmetrised. The softer particle
pT spectrum in pythia6 compared with pythia8 enhances the magnitude of the
uncertainty slightly. The final measurement is sensitive to the placement of detector
services in ATLAS. The resulting uncertainty on the cross section therefore varies
considerably as a function of ∆ηF . The maximum material uncertainty is 2% as
shown in Figure 10.17(b).
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Figure 10.17: Systematic uncertainty arising from modification of the MBTS response
in MC (a) and the addition of 10% extra dead material to the ID support structures
for pcutT = 200 MeV (b).
10.4.6 LUMINOSITY UNCERTAINTY
The ATLAS luminosity determination with LUCID is described in Section 4.5.
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity for the analysis dataset as calibrated
via the vdM scan is 3.4%.
10.5 EVOLUTION OF UNCERTAINTY WITH pcutT
In Figure 10.18 the three dominant sources of uncertainty, the model dependence
quantified with pythia6 and phojet priors and the energy scale uncertainty are
shown along with the statistical error for each value of pcutT . For p
cut
T ≥ 400 MeV
the, model dependence from phojet remains the dominant source of uncertainty for
small forward gaps, whilst the energy scale or pythia6 dominate the uncertainty
on the diffractive plateau. For pcutT = 600 and 800 MeV, the contribution to the
uncertainty from pythia6 in the diffractive plateau grows considerably due to the
soft pT spectrum generated by the pythia6 diffractive model, as investigated in
Section 8.1.2.
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Figure 10.18: Statistical error on points and dominant systematic uncertainties for
pcutT = 200, 400, 600 and 800 MeV. Note the enlarged scale on the y-axis in (c) and
(d).
CHAPTER 11
RESULTS
A great deal more is known than has been proved.
Richard Feynman
11.1 FORWARD GAP CROSS SECTION AT pcutT = 200 MeV
The unfolded ∆ηF distribution for pcutT = 200 MeV is presented in Figure 11.1. The
MC samples are normalised to the luminosity of the data, assuming the total inelastic
cross section according to each model. The majority of the cross section is contained
at small ∆ηF . The agreement between the data and the MC generators considered is
within the experimental uncertainty in the first bin where no forward gap is found,
but deviates significantly in subsequent bins, with phojet overestimating the cross
section by a factor of 1.8 at ∆ηF = 1.0. All the considered models overestimate
the cross section in this ND dominated region, with pythia8 providing the best
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Figure 11.1: Differential inelastic forward gap cross section for particles with pT>
200 MeV and ∆ηF < 8. Shaded band represents the total uncertainty. The lines
show the hadron level predictions of phojet, pythia6 and pythia8. In (b) – (d),
the individual contributions of the ND, SD, DD and, for the case of phojet, CD
components are shown separately.
description of both the normalisation and slope of the falling differential cross section
with increasing forward gap size.
The plateau in the differential cross section at large gap sizes is studied in more de-
tail in Figure 11.2, where the forward gap spectrum is plotted on a linear scale. The
cross section in the region 3 < ∆ηF < 8 is approximately 1 mb per unit pseudora-
pidity. This near flat cross section is expected in Pomeron models as a consequence
of the approximate 1/M2X dependence of the cross section on the diffractive mass
(see Section 7.7). Using the correlation between ∆ηF and − ln ξX discussed in Sec-
tion 7.8.1, events in this region at
√
s = 7 TeV are predicted to have diffractive
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Figure 11.2: Differential forward gap inelastic cross section for particles with pT>
200 MeV and 2 < ∆ηF < 8. Error bars represent the total uncertainty. The lines
show the hadron level predictions of phojet, pythia6, pythia8 and pythia8 with
the Donnachie-Landshoff Pomeron flux. In (b) – (d), the individual contributions of
the ND, SD, DD and, for the case of phojet, CD components are shown separately.
masses 20 < MX < 250 GeV, as this satisfies s  M2X and M2X  t, the triple
Pomeron amplitude from Regge theory dominates throughout this plateau.
phojet provides the best model of the normalisation in this region. It is the only
generator to model the CD contribution and contains a significantly smaller DD
contribution than is present in pythia. However, none of the generators considered
are able to recreate the small rise in the differential cross section observed for large
gaps. Figure 11.2(a) shows in addition pythia8 with the super-critical Donnachie-
Landshoff Pomeron. This model produces a rise in the cross section which is faster
than that observed in the data.
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11.2 FORWARD GAP CROSS SECTION AT pcutT > 200 MeV
In [105] the authors demonstrate that the simulated probability of a large rapidity
gap arising from fluctuations in hadronisation in ND events is strongly dependent on
the choice of either Lund string or cluster hadronisation (see Section 8.1, Section 8.3)
models. It also depends strongly on the choice of pcutT .
The deviation between models is shown to be maximal for large rapidity gaps at a
threshold pcutT = 500 MeV. Here the probability of a rapidity gap of ∆η = 5 being
produced1 by such fluctuation is shown to be a factor of five times greater with
cluster hadronisation than with the Lund string method.
This difference between model predictions is explored experimentally here for the
first time by making measurements at additional values of pcutT = 400, 600 and
800 MeV. By viewing the ∆ηF distributions together in Figure 11.3(a), the primary
feature observed as pcutT grows is the reduction in differential cross section at small
gaps and a corresponding increase in the differential cross section at large gap sizes.
This is a logical outcome as by increasing pcutT , fewer hadron level particles are
included in the gap finding algorithm, hence increasing the size of the reconstructed
gap.
In Figure 11.3(b)–(d), the differential cross section is compared with pythia6,
pythia8 and phojet, all of which are Lund string based MC models. The full
differential cross section is shown along with the ND contribution according to each
model. In all models, the ND contribution is shown to retain an exponential form
as pcutT increases. As ∆η
F is an inclusive distribution, the total cross section is the
same for all plots2. The reduction in slope with increasing pcutT is compensated by a
reduction in the cross section at smaller gap size. The contribution to the differential
1∆η as used in [105] is defined as the largest pseudorapidity gap separation between any two
neighbouring particles in η at the hadron level, with pT > pcutT . This (without the pT cut) is the
same as the ∆η described in Section 7.8.2.
2True when integrated up to ∆ηF = 10. However the distributions presented are truncated at
∆ηF = 8 due to the aforementioned trigger efficiency constraint.
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Figure 11.3: Differential inelastic cross section for particles for different values of
pcutT in (a) and for pT > 400, 600, 800 MeV in (b), (c) and (d) respectively. Total
uncertainty is shown and uncertainties are correlated between choices of pcutT . To-
tal MC predictions for pythia6, pythia8 and phojet are shown along with their
corresponding ND components.
cross section from diffraction becomes more similar in shape to that from ND pro-
cesses as pcutT increases. Overall phojet provides the poorest match to data, with
a consistent overestimation of the differential cross section for ∆ηF ≈ 2. pythia8
provides the best description, which improves with increasing pcutT .
11.3 CLUSTER HADRONISATION MODELS
As motivated in the previous section, there is strong theoretical interest in comparing
data with a cluster based hadronisation model. The herwig++ MC model is chosen,
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as described in Section 8.3. Data at all considered values of pcutT are compared to
the herwig++ue7-23 tune in Figure 11.4.
The ue7-2 tune contains no explicit model of diffraction. However, the model pro-
duces a significant fraction of events at large values of ∆ηF , overestimating the
differential cross section by up to a factor of four in the region 2 < ∆ηF < 7 and
containing an enchantment at ∆ηF = 6 which persists at all values of pcutT . Two mod-
ifications to ue7-2 are made in an attempt to understand and remove these features
of the ∆ηF spectrum. With the colour reconnection (see Section 8.3) machinery
switched off, the differential cross section reduces at large gap sizes but the features
are still present. Similarly herwig++ can generate empty events when both zero
semi-hard and zero soft interactions are chosen by the two Poisson distributions in
(8.14). These events have a pseudo-DD topology, consisting solely of the dissociated
remnants of both protons. Vetoing these events again reduces the fraction of events
with large gaps, but still fails to remove fully the events observed at large ∆ηF and
the bump at ∆ηF = 6.
Although it is the interpretation of the authors of this analysis that a triple Regge
interpretation of events at large gap sizes is the most appropriate, herwig++ is able
to partially match the spectrum observed without any explicit diffractive model.
11.4 BEST FIT FOR POMERON INTERCEPT
For events with large gaps, ∆ηF > 5, there is negligible contribution to the cross
section from non-diffractive interactions according to all Lund string based models.
The slow rise in the cross section at large gap size is attributed to the PPP term
in Regge models, for a supercritical Pomeron trajectory with intercept above unity.
This was demonstrated in Figure 8.6 for both the Donnachie and Landshoff (DL) and
Berger and Streng models. When the standard Schuler and Sjo¨strand Pomeron flux
3http://herwig.hepforge.org/MB_UE_tunes/input_cards/LHC-UE7-2.in
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Figure 11.4: Differential inelastic forward gap cross section for different values of
pcutT , compared with the ue7-2 tune of herwig++. The additional lines show the
change in the distribution upon switching off colour reconnection, removing zero
scatter events and the combination of both.
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in pythia8 is replaced by the DL flux with default trajectory αP(t) = 1.085 + 0.25t,
a rise in cross section at large gap sizes which is qualitatively similar to data is
observed, as is seen in Figure 11.2(a). It therefore seems reasonable that the DL flux
with smaller αP(0) may give an optimal description of the data.
High statistics4 hadron level MC templates were constructed over the range of al-
lowed supercriticalities  (where  = αP(0)− 1, see Section 7.4) in the pythia8 DL
implementation. MC was generated for values in the range 0.02 ≤  ≤ 0.15 in steps
of 0.005 with additional higher granularity steps of 0.002 in the range 0.04–0.06.
The ND, SD and DD samples were mixed with the fitted fractions from Section 8.4.
The fitting procedure is a χ2 minimisation of the templates to the data using the
MINUIT package [106]. The ten data points in the range 6 < ∆ηF < 8 are fitted to
each  template separately with the overall normalisation allowed to float as one free
parameter in the fit. When the normalisation has been found which results in the
smallest value of χ2, this χ2 is recorded. These χ2 values, one per -template, lie on
a parabola. The  which best fits the data is found at the parabola minimum. This
minimum is determined by fitting the parabola to a 2nd order polynomial and the
statistical uncertainty is determined by moving up the parabola from the minimum
in both directions until the χ2 has increased by 1 unit [106].
To quantify the systematic uncertainty, the procedure is repeated after shifting
the measurement according to each correlated systematic in turn. The same sym-
metrisation is applied to the resulting systematic uncertainties as is discussed in
Section 10.4. The total systematic uncertainty is the sum in quadrature of the de-
viations of the systematics with respect to the nominal result. The nominal and
systematically shifted parabola are plotted in Figure 11.5.
The result obtained, αP(0) = 1.058 ± 0.003(stat.)+0.034−0.039(syst.), is in agreement with
[49] and [68]. The fitting procedure was repeated with the maximum allowed varia-
tion within the MC model of the Pomeron trajectory slope (α′P = 0.1 and 0.4 GeV
−2)
415 million events per template.
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Figure 11.5: χ2 parabola for the nominal result and each correlated systematic shift
for pythia8 templates with varying  with the Donnachie and Landshoff flux. The
extra material and CD curves are deviations from the pythia6 and phojet minima,
respectively. They are therefore presented with an appropriate offset in these figures.
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and with the Berger and Streng Pomeron flux model. The fitted  for these three
parametrisations (αP(0) = 1.054, 1.060, 1.056, respectively) are all comparable with
the statistical error.
With nine Degrees of Freedom (DoF), the quality of fit χ2/DoF = 1.5. The normali-
sation of the fit, defined as ∫ 8
6
dσ
d∆ηF
d∆ηF (11.1)
is presented as a function of  in Figure 11.6(a). For the best fit this gives a nor-
malisation of 2.15 mb over the fitted region with statistical error and stability5 both
less than 1%.
It was observed in Figure 8.7 that there is a correlation between to fD and . By
taking the value of fD which corresponds to the measured result, a model dependent
tune of the diffractive fraction is achieved. This was performed with the pythia8
model by interpolating between results with the DL flux for  = 0.06, 0.085 and 0.1
as shown previously in Figure 8.7 from [52]. The appropriate values of fD for these
models are presented in Figure 11.6(b), along with a linear interpolation through
the best fits and their associated uncertainties. For the nominal result obtained here
of  = 0.058, the best fit value of the diffractive fraction for events triggered by the
MBTS (ξX >∼ 5× 10−6) with the DL flux is fD( = 0.058) = 25.6+2.8−0.9%.
Taking the pythia8 MC with  = 0.058 and combining the diffractive and non-
diffractive samples with fD = 0.256 and the tuned fraction fSD/fDD from Section 8.4,
the full forward gap distribution is plotted in Figure 11.7. The description of the
data within the fitted region 6 < ∆ηF < 8 is excellent. However, the MC underesti-
mates the differential cross section by up to 40% in the range 1 < ∆ηF < 5. This
region encompasses the transition from the non-diffractive to the diffractive dom-
inated domains. There are various possibilities which could be responsible for the
deficiency in the simulation such as the contribution from sub-leading exchanges,
the missing CD contribution or mis-modelling of the tail of the ND forward gap dis-
5The variation of the cross section normalisation over the range of  allowed by the systematic
uncertainty, 0.024 <  < 0.097.
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Figure 11.6: Integrated cross section normalisation in the range 6 <= ∆ηF < 8 of
the χ2 fit to the MC templates as a function of supercriticality  (a). The best fit
values, in blue, for the fraction of diffraction, fD, for three values of  using the
pythia8 MC with the DL flux (from [52]). In red, the value of fD for the fitted value
of  extracted via linear interpolation (b).
tribution. Overall the MC is observed to lie below the data. However this is partly
a consequence of extrapolating the fitted cross section from the region 6 < ∆ηF < 8
to the whole distribution. For ∆ηF < 1.6, the MC prediction lies within the exper-
imental uncertainty (with a small exception in the first bin). The majority of the
cross section is contained within this small ∆ηF region.
11.5 ξX DEPENDENCE ON INELASTIC CROSS SECTION
Being an inclusive distribution, an integral over all measured ∆ηF corresponds to
the total inelastic cross section excluding the events with forward gaps ∆ηF > 8.
Integrating up to different maximum ∆ηF values allows comparison with indepen-
dent measurements of the inelastic cross section in different ranges. In Figure 11.2
it was observed that for forward gaps ∆ηF ≥ 3, the contribution to the differential
cross section from ND events is small according to MC models. The integral of the
forward gaps distribution is calculated from a forward gap size of zero up to a vari-
able maximum ∆ηFCut where 3 < ∆η
F
Cut < 8. As the end point ∆η
F
Cut is always in
a diffractive dominated region, this integrated cross section in gap size is correlated
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Figure 11.7: Differential inelastic cross section for pT > 200 MeV. Data are com-
pared to a version of pythia8 with the DL flux which has been tuned in the region
6 < ∆ηF < 8.
to an integrated cross section over ξX .
With a small correction, the ∆ηF integral can therefore be expressed as an integral
of the inelastic cross section down to some minimum value of ξX . The correction
procedure utilises the kinematic correlation between the ξX of a diffractive system
and the absolute pseudorapidity range it spans. This relation is plotted in Fig-
ure 7.10 and yields a conversion function to translate from the ∆ηF domain to the
ξX domain of log10(ξCut) = −0.45∆ηFCut − 1.52 as was described in Section 7.8.1.
The model uncertainty on this conversion is quantified by repeating the procedure
with the phojet MC, which results in the same slope but a modified intercept of
−1.56.
A small MC derived correction factor and its associated uncertainty are calculated
at each value of ∆ηFCut over the range 3 < ∆η
F
Cut < 8 (corresponding to a ξCut of
1.3× 10−3 > ξX > 7.6× 10−6). The nominal MC is pythia8 using the DL flux with
tuned  = 0.058 and the tuned fND, fSD and fDD values. The correction factor is
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defined as ∫ 1
ξCut
dσ
dξX
dξX∫ ∆ηFCut
0
dσ
d∆ηF
d∆ηF
(11.2)
and corrects the data for the following:
• A correction is applied to SD events to remove the finite 200 MeV pT cut of
the measured distribution. The finite pT cut causes slightly larger gaps to be
reconstructed than would have been the case were it possible to measure to
arbitrarily low pT in ATLAS and therefore provides a positive contribution to
the correction factor.
• A correction is applied for the fraction of ND events which contain a large
forward gap such that ∆ηF > ∆ηFCut. This provides a negative contribution to
the correction for the smallest values of ∆ηFCut and vanishes for large ∆η
F
Cut.
• For DD events, the correction removes the finite pT cut as for SD events. In
addition, as was noted in Section 7.8.3, approximately 30% of DD events with
ξY >∼ 10−6 are reconstructed by the forward gap algorithm as having ∆ηF ≈ 0
regardless of their true ξX . This is due to the two large diffractive systems
depositing energy in both the forward and backward regions of ATLAS. The
correction factor corrects such events based on the ξX value of the larger system
as taken directly from the MC. This correction is largest at small ∆ηFCut, this
is because a small ∆ηFCut equates to a large ξX . It is observed in Figure 7.13
that the majority of events which satisfy ξY >∼ 10−6 also have large ξX , this is
to be expected as by definition ξX > ξY .
Model induced systematic uncertainties in the correction are quantified by using
pythia 8 with the default Schuler and Sjo¨strand flux and phojet. Additional
systematics are determined by systematic variation of the tuned fractional cross
sections.
Figure 11.8 shows the nominal correction factor over the range of the measurement
and the total systematic uncertainty on the correction. The correction is at most
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+1.1% at ∆ηFCut = 8 (ξCut = 7.6× 10−6) and has a maximal systematic uncertainty
of ±1.1% at ∆ηFCut = 3 (ξCut = 1.3× 10−3).
The inelastic cross section integrated over the range 0 < ∆ηF < ∆ηFCut and corrected
to ξCut < ξX < 1 is plotted in Figure 11.9 with all sources of systematic uncertainties
in Section 10.4.1 included, along with the systematic uncertainty in the conversion
from ∆ηFCut to ξCut. For both shown ATLAS measurements, the vertical error bars
represent all sources of uncertainty excluding that on the luminosity measurement,
which is dominant, whilst the shaded area represents the total uncertainty. For the
TOTEM measurement the error bars represent the statistical error whilst the shaded
area represents the total uncertainty. MC curves are presented for the default ver-
sions of pythia6, pythia8 and phojet, along with two versions of the RMK model
(see below). The uncertainties between neighbouring data points for the presented
analysis are strongly correlated. The datapoints are available in Appendix C.
The recent Ryskin, Martin and Khoze (RMK) [107][108] model implements a PPP
model for high ξX diffraction, along with a low mass ‘Good & Walker’ [54] approach
based on an s-channel approach in which proton and excited proton eigenstates are
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scattered elastically with different probabilities. This results in an enhancement of
the low mass cross section compatible with UA4 data [109]. The two RMK curves
shown in Figure 11.9 are calculated using different radii for the low ξX elastically
scattered eigenstates, with the lower curve being the preferred model and the upper
curve being representative of the flexibility in the model whilst remaining compatible
with pre-LHC data [107][108].
The data allow for the tuning of the rate-of-change of the diffractive cross section
over two orders of magnitude in ξX . While the MC models considered are shown to
have reasonable shape agreements, the normalisation is not well described. This is
partly due to the modelling of the inelastic non-diffractive cross section, upon which
the diffractive cross section is presented.
Upon assuming a linear extrapolation through the ATLAS results to the total inelas-
tic cross section, as roughly favoured by the considered models in this region. A
disagreement is observed with the TOTEM result at around the 2σ level. This could
be an indication of the presence of additional enhancement to the diffractive cross
section for very low diffractive masses, ξX < 5× 10−6.
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CHAPTER 12
CONCLUSION
Clean, low background, low pile-up data from the LHC has allowed for many analyses
studying the large dominantly non-pertubative cross section of hadron interactions.
ATLAS has so far published 11 papers on soft physics, all corrected to the hadron
level, and with yet more in preparation. The scope of the analyses has shifted
over time from the measurements of simple event quantities to the complex inter-
correlation of particles over many orders of magnitude [110][111].
Rapidity gaps have long been known to be a strong classifier of diffractive exchanges
in the high energy interactions of composite hadrons. In this document, significant
steps have been taken in understanding this poorly understood component of the
inelastic cross section, pushing down the sensitivity of the ATLAS detector in the pro-
cess to just above its electronic noise levels. The inelastic cross section is presented
differentially in forward rapidity gap size for gaps up to eight units of pseudorapidity.
This allows for comparison with various models in a diffraction dominated plateau
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over two orders of magnitude in ξX . By additionally correcting the data to different
values of pcutT , the evolution in slope of the exponential fall of the cross section with
increasing gap size from the effects of hadronisation is studied in a novel manner.
First interpretations of these results are presented. The supercriticality,  = α
IP
(0)−
1, of the Pomeron trajectory has a large experimental backing from the slow rise of
the total inelastic cross section with increasing
√
s. It is confirmed here from the
enhancement to the low-ξX diffractive cross section that the  term introduces into
the triple Regge model. This enhancement is fitted in the context of the Donnachie
and Landshoff Pomeron flux parametrisation with the MC machinery of pythia8. A
value of  compatible with fits to the total cross section performed by Donnachie and
Landshoff is obtained, αP(0) = 1.058±0.003(stat.)+0.034−0.039(syst.). Such a parametrisa-
tion, when combined with modifications to the cross sections of the different inelastic
processes, allows for a good modelling of the data for small and large values of the
forward gap size distribution. Further modifications are still required to fully match
the data as this model underestimates dσ
d∆ηF
by a factor of three at ∆ηF = 3.
By exploiting the kinematic correlation between rapidity gap size and the size
of the underlying diffractive mass, the inelastic cross section is additionally pre-
sented as an integral over ξX for events which satisfy ξX > ξCut in the range
(7.6× 10−6 < ξCut < 1.3× 10−3). The data are compared with MC models along
with the TOTEM measurement of the total inelastic cross section. Upon assuming a
linear extrapolation of the ATLAS data to all ξX , a discrepancy is observed between
the two results at the 2σ level, which is not well described by current models. Future
measurements at ultra-low ξX will help to resolve this tension.
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APPENDIX A
DETECTOR CONTROL SYSTEMS
The DCS is a distributed command and control network, used to monitor and interact
with the infrastructure of ATLAS [112]. The remit of the system is to provide a
standardised interface to the detector hardware along with monitoring capacity for
operational quantities such as voltages and active cooling systems. The DCS is not
responsible for machine or human safety; faults serious enough to jeopardise the
safety of the detector or human life are the responsibility of the Detector Safety
System (DSS) [113]. The DSS will attempt to transition the detector into a safe state
upon fault and may instigate an evacuation. Information is shared between DCS and
the DSS but the former is prohibited from interfering with the actions of the DSS.
A.1 LAYOUT OF THE DCS
The back-end of the ATLAS DCS has a top-down structure split into three logical
layers. At the highest level are the Global Control Station (GCS) systems, these sit
above the Subdetector Control Station (SCS) systems and in turn sit above many
Local Control Stations (LCSs), forming an inverted tree hierarchy. As each node has
exactly one parent, it is possible to partition the detector, assigning an individual
user control of part of the tree. Only vertical communication is supported within
the hierarchy; commands issued responsively by the system or manually by users
propagate vertically down from their point of issue and state-information about the
tree nodes propagates upwards.
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Figure A.1: Overview of the back-end and front-end of the ATLAS DCS, following
the TDAQ SCS tree. TDAQ only possesses one LCS but other, larger sub detectors
possess significantly more.
At the top of the tree is the ATLAS node. This node is typically owned by the GCS
which operates on the DCS PC in the ATLAS control room. During normal operation,
this desk will take control of the whole detector. Additional systems at the GCS level
provide data sharing interfaces with other on-line systems and operate a read-only
web interface.
Each SCS encompasses the operation of a whole sub detector. They form the lowest
point from which the detector may be partitioned. Each SCS generally provides a
summary overview of the state of its respective sub detector.
Finally at the lowest level, the LCS PCs provide the interface with the detector
hardware. Each may host up to 12 Controller Area Network (CAN) bus interfaces,
a CAN being a standardised serial bus allowing for communication between micro-
controllers and the host PC. Each LCS holds in memory the state information for
its responsible hardware and interprets any commands which propagate down to it,
translating them appropriately and broadcasting them over the CAN.
An overview of the DCS is presented in Figure A.1
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A.2 THE ATLAS FINITE STATE MACHINE
The back end control structure of the ATLAS DCS operates as a Finite State Machine
(FSM). Each node in the inverted tree hierarchy is either a Device Unit (DU), a
Logical Unit (LU) or a Control Unit (CU). At the leaf-node level, each monitored
piece of hardware is encapsulated under a DU, which is responsible for monitoring the
physical hardware and deriving an appropriate status. LUs are abstracted collections
of DUs and other LUs/CUs, which represent a physical system. For example, an LU
may represent a crate of hardware, containing one DU for each module installed in
the crate. The status of an LU is derived from the status of its branches/leaves. A
CU is operationally indistinct from an LU. However only CUs may be partitioned.
Each node in the FSM tree possesses two independent characteristics, the state and
the status of the node. This approach, unique to ATLAS, separates the condition
of the hardware from its operational status. The node state holds information
about the current physical state of the hardware. Simple states such as OFF and
ON are defined. Some hardware such as High Voltage (HV) power supplies use addi-
tional transitory states such as RAMPING and higher-level LU nodes use states such
as SHUTDOWN to indicate that all of the LUs children nodes are off.
The status of a node represents the well-being of the hardware. A hardware module
running fully within acceptable parameters will have the status OK. Should a pa-
rameter exceed typically a 10% margin from nominal then the state will transition
to WARNING denoting that there may be an underlying problem and the hardware
should receive attention. Typically a 15% deviation will result in an ERROR state
which could affect the operation of the detector or a FATAL state which has serious
operational impact and should be followed up immediately.
In keeping with the top-down arrangement of the system, state and status informa-
tion propagates upwards through the tree. Upon change of state/status, the FSM
is programmed with rule sets to perform automated action. This is generally the
automated shutdown of any hardware which propagates an ERROR status.
A.3 PVSS
ATLAS DCS is implemented in ProzessVisualisierungs und Steuerungs-System (PVSS),
provided by ETM. PVSS was chosen as the most suitable Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition (SCADA) package by the CERN Joint ContrOls Project (JCOP) and
has subsequently been deployed for all LHC experiments. Binaries are available for
Windows and Linux. Many machines on the DCS network run Scientific Linux. How-
ever some proprietary CAN servers only operate under Windows so the TDAQ LCS
which interfaces with the hardware continues to run Windows XP. PVSS maintains
an internal database of data points. A data point is akin to the concept of a class
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template in object-oriented programming. Multiple instances of a datapoint are
analogous to multiple objects of a given type. A datapoint may contain variables
of many types such as booleans, floating point numbers etc. and these variables
may be mapped to read their values from hardware over the CAN. They may also
perform calculations and interface with oﬄine archives and alarm systems.
Manipulation of data points is handled via a scripting language while PVSS manages
additional functionality such as the historic archiving of data points to a database
and the configuration of alarms which warn operators about data points with non
ideal status. Many standardised tools and libraries have been developed in PVSS
by JCOP for common use among the LHC experiments. These have been further
developed by central ATLAS DCS.
A.4 TDAQ DETECTOR CONTROL SYSTEMS
TDAQ DCS monitors the hardware installed in the service cavern, which is responsible
for forming the L1 trigger decision. The majority of the hardware is monitored at
the level of the Wiener VME crates which house the electronics. For initial running
in 2009, this comprised the trigger hardware for the TGC, CTP and the L1 receivers
for L1Calo. No automated action is taken by the FSM on Wiener crates as they
contain internal logic which defines their response to errors. They do still however
propagate their state and status. The crates are connected to the FSM via a custom
JCOP Wiener component. The L1Calo branch differs in that it uses a bespoke system
of much greater granularity to monitor each hardware module within the Wiener
crates, recording the voltage drops, current draws and temperatures of individual
components.
Since 2008, TDAQ DCS has been maintained and progressively upgraded to include
new hardware and monitoring. Some examples of how TDAQ DCS has evolved as
part of the service work described in this thesis are briefly documented.
The 16 crates which comprise the RPC trigger hardware had their CAN connection
migrated from their initial home under the RPC SCS to TDAQ, this brought them in
line with the other L1 hardware and they were integrated into the TDAQ FSM.
Connectivity issues were identified in 2011, where communications were on occasions
lost over one of the CAN buses while the bus appeared to remain connected. Active
monitoring was introduced at the server level and individual bus level. The CAN
server is monitored via the time-stamp of the last updated datapoint. Each of the
five individual Wiener CAN buses are also monitored via a statistical datapoint which
computes the difference in the up-time of one crate on each bus over a timespan of five
minutes. Should this difference fall to zero, the up-time value no longer increases
linearly with time, which is highly symptomatic of a communication failure. An
alarm is raised to the DCS shifter if any communications fail. The information is
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displayed graphically to the operator as in Figure A.2(a).
In addition to their crate level monitoring, CTP had access to other module level
operational monitoring parameters interfaced with the ATLAS information service.
This information is included in TDAQ DCS for display, archiving and alarm purposes.
The data are interfaced using DCS-DAQ-Communication (DDC) and incorporated into
the CTP FSM graphical interface as displayed in Figure A.2(b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.2: Active monitoring of CAN server communications and hardware on
individual CAN buses (a). Additional information imported into DCS via DDC for
CTP (b).
APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS PAPER
Here follows the analysis presented in this thesis as published in
Eur. Phys. J. C 72 (2012) 1926
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Abstract Pseudorapidity gap distributions in proton-
proton collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV are studied using a
minimum bias data sample with an integrated luminos-
ity of 7.1 µb−1. Cross sections are measured differen-
tially in terms of ∆ηF , the larger of the pseudorapidity
regions extending to the limits of the ATLAS sensi-
tivity, at η = ±4.9, in which no final state particles
are produced above a transverse momentum threshold
pcutT . The measurements span the region 0 < ∆η
F < 8
for 200 < pcutT < 800 MeV. At small ∆η
F , the data
test the reliability of hadronisation models in describ-
ing rapidity and transverse momentum fluctuations in
final state particle production. The measurements at
larger gap sizes are dominated by contributions from
the single diffractive dissociation process (pp → Xp),
enhanced by double dissociation (pp → XY ) where
the invariant mass of the lighter of the two dissocia-
tion systems satisfies MY <∼ 7 GeV. The resulting cross
section is dσ/d∆ηF ≈ 1 mb for ∆ηF >∼ 3. The large
rapidity gap data are used to constrain the value of the
Pomeron intercept appropriate to triple Regge models
of soft diffraction. The cross section integrated over all
gap sizes is compared with other LHC inelastic cross
section measurements.
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1 Introduction
When two protons collide inelastically at a centre-of-
mass energy of 7 TeV in the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC), typically around six charged particles are pro-
duced with transverse momentum1 pT > 100 MeV per
1 In the ATLAS coordinate system, the z-axis points in
the direction of the anti-clockwise beam viewed from above.
unit of pseudorapidity in the central region [1–3]. On
average, the rapidity difference between neighbouring
particles is therefore around 0.15 units of rapidity, with
larger gaps occurring due to statistical fluctuations in
the hadronisation process. Such random processes lead
to an exponential suppression with gap size [4], but
very large gaps are produced where a t-channel colour
singlet exchange takes place. This may be due to an
electroweak exchange, but occurs much more frequently
through the exchange of strongly interacting states. At
high energies such processes are termed ‘diffractive’ and
are associated with ‘Pomeron’ exchange [5, 6].
The total cross section in hadronic scattering exper-
iments is commonly decomposed into four main com-
ponents: elastic (pp → pp in the LHC context), single-
diffractive dissociation (SD, pp→ Xp or pp→ pX , Fig-
ure 1a), double-diffractive dissociation (DD, pp→ XY ,
Figure 1b) and non-diffractive (ND) contributions. The
more complex central diffractive configuration (CD,
pp→ pXp, Figure 1c), in which final state particles are
produced in the central region with intact protons on
both sides, is suppressed relative to the SD process by
a factor of around 10 at high energies [7]. Together, the
diffractive channels contribute approximately 25–30%
of the total inelastic cross section at LHC energies [8].
Following measurements at the LHC of the elastic [9],
total [10] and total inelastic [8, 10] cross sections, this
article contains the first detailed exploration of diffrac-
tive dissociation processes.
Polar angles θ and transverse momenta pT are measured with
respect to this axis. The pseudorapidity η = − ln tan(θ/2) is a
good approximation to the rapidity of a particle whose mass is
negligible compared with its energy and is used here, relative
to the nominal z = 0 point at the centre of the apparatus, to
describe regions of the detector.
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Fig. 1: Schematic illustrations of the single-diffractive dissociation (a), double-diffractive dissociation (b) and
central diffractive (c) processes and the kinematic variables used to describe them. By convention, the mass MY
is always smaller than MX in the double dissociation case and MY =Mp in the single dissociation case,Mp being
the proton mass.
Understanding diffractive processes is important in
its own right, as they are the dominant contribution
to high energy quasi-elastic scattering between hadrons
and, via ideas derived from the optical theorem [11],
are also related to the total cross section. They are of-
ten interpreted at the parton level in terms of the ex-
change of pairs of gluons [12,13] and are thus sensitive
to possible parton saturation effects in the low Bjorken-
x regime of proton structure [14–16]. Diffractive cross
sections also have relevance to cosmic ray physics [17]
and may be related to the string theory of gravity [18].
At the LHC, diffractive dissociation must be well under-
stood for a good description of the additional inelastic
proton-proton interactions (pile-up) which accompany
most events. It also produces a significant uncertainty
in approaches to luminosity monitoring which rely on
measurements of the total, or total inelastic, cross sec-
tion [19].
Diffractive dissociation cross sections have been mea-
sured previously over a wide range of centre-of-mass
energies. Early measurements are reviewed in [20–24].
SD measurements have been made in pp¯ scattering at
the SPS [25, 26] and the Tevatron [27, 28], and also in
photoproduction [29, 30] and deep inelastic scattering
[31–33] at HERA. Limited high energy DD [26, 29, 34]
and CD [7,35,36] data are also available. In most cases,
the momentum transfer is too small to permit an inter-
pretation in terms of partonic degrees of freedom [37].
Instead, phenomenological models such as those based
on Regge theory have been developed [22,38,39], which
underlie the Monte Carlo generators typically used to
predict the properties of soft inelastic collisions [40–42].
Mixed approaches have also been developed which em-
ploy perturbative QCD where possible [43, 44]. Large
theoretical uncertainties remain in the detailed dynam-
ics expected at the LHC.
Direct measurements of the masses MX and MY of
the dissociated systems are difficult at ATLAS, since
many of the final state particles are produced beyond
the acceptance of the detector. However, the dissocia-
tion masses are closely correlated with the size of the ra-
pidity region in which particle production is completely
suppressed due to the net colour-singlet Pomeron ex-
change. This correlation is exploited in this paper, with
cross sections reported as a function of the size of a
pseudorapidity region which is devoid of final state par-
ticle production. These unpopulated pseudorapidity re-
gions are referred to in the following as ‘rapidity gaps’,
or simply ‘gaps’.
To maximise the pseudorapidity coverage and sensi-
tivity to charged and neutral particle production, rapid-
ity gaps are identified using both the ATLAS calorime-
ters and tracking detectors. The specific observable stud-
ied is ∆ηF , the larger of the two ‘forward’ pseudora-
pidity regions extending to at least η = ±4.9 in which
no particles are produced with pT > pcutT , where p
cut
T
is varied between 200 MeV and 800 MeV. ND contri-
butions appear at small gap sizes, with pcutT and ∆η
F
dependences which are sensitive to fluctuations in the
hadronisation process. For small pcutT choices, the large
gap size region is dominated by SD events and DD
events in which one of the dissociation masses is small.
2 Experimental Method
2.1 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector is described in detail elsewhere
[45]. The beam-line is surrounded by the ‘inner detec-
tor’ tracking system, which covers the pseudorapidity
range |η| < 2.5. This detector consists of silicon pixel,
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silicon strip and straw tube detectors and is enclosed
within a uniform 2T solenoidal magnetic field.
The calorimeters lie outside the tracking system. A
highly segmented electromagnetic (EM) liquid argon
sampling calorimeter covers the range |η| < 3.2. The
EM calorimeter also includes a pre-sampler covering
|η| < 1.8. The hadronic end-cap (HEC, 1.5 < |η| < 3.2)
and forward (FCal, 3.1 < |η| < 4.9) calorimeters also
use liquid argon technology, with granularity decreas-
ing with increasing |η|. Hadronic energy in the central
region (|η| < 1.7) is reconstructed in a steel/scintillator-
tile calorimeter.
Minimum bias trigger scintillator (MBTS) detectors
are mounted in front of the end-cap calorimeters on
both sides of the interaction point and cover the pseu-
dorapidity range 2.1 < |η| < 3.8. The MBTS is divided
into inner and outer rings, both of which have eight-fold
segmentation. The MBTS is used to trigger the events
analysed here.
In 2010, the luminosity was measured using a Cˇeren-
kov light detector which is located 17m from the inter-
action point. The luminosity calibration is determined
through van der Meer beam scans [19, 46].
2.2 Event selection and backgrounds
The data used in this analysis were collected during the
first LHC run at
√
s = 7 TeV in March 2010, when the
LHC was filled with two bunches per beam, one pair
colliding at the ATLAS interaction point. The peak in-
stantaneous luminosity was 1.1×1027 cm−2 s−1. Events
were collected from colliding proton bunch crossings in
which the MBTS trigger recorded one or more inner
or outer segments above threshold on at least one side
of ATLAS. After reconstruction, events are required to
have hits in at least two of the MBTS segments above
a threshold of 0.15pC. This threshold cut suppresses
contributions from noise, which are well modelled by a
Gaussian with 0.02pC width. No further event selection
requirements are applied.
The data sample corresponds to an integrated lu-
minosity of 7.1± 0.2 µb−1 and the number of recorded
events is 422776. The mean number of interactions per
bunch crossing is below 0.005, which is consistent with
the approximately 400 events which have multiple re-
constructed vertices. Pile-up contamination is thus neg-
ligible.
The data sample contains a contribution from beam-
induced background, mainly due to scattering of beam
protons from residual gas particles inside the detector
region. This contamination is estimated using events
collected in unpaired bunches and is subtracted statis-
tically in each measurement interval. Averaged over the
full measurement region, it amounts to 0.2% of the sam-
ple. More complex backgrounds in which beam-induced
background is overlaid on a physics event are negligi-
ble.
2.3 Reconstruction of rapidity gaps
The analysis of final state activity in the central region
(|η| < 2.5) is based on combined information from inner
detector tracks and calorimeter modules. In the region
2.5 < |η| < 4.9, beyond the acceptance of the inner de-
tector, calorimeter information alone is used. The track
selection is as detailed in [1]. Energy deposits from final
state particles in the calorimeters are identified using a
topological clustering algorithm [47,48], with a further
requirement to improve the control over noise contribu-
tions, as described below.
The identification of rapidity gap signatures relies
crucially on the suppression of calorimeter noise con-
tributions. The root-mean-squared cell energies due to
noise vary from around 20 MeV in the most central
region to around 200 MeV for the most forward re-
gion [49]. The shapes of the cell noise distributions in
each calorimeter are well described by Gaussian distri-
butions of standard deviation σnoise, with the excep-
tion of the tile calorimeter, which has extended tails.
The default clustering algorithm [48] is seeded by cells
for which the significance of the measured energy, E, is
S = E/σnoise > 4. However, with this threshold there
are on average six clusters reconstructed per empty
event due to fluctuations in the noise distributions. To
suppress noise contributions to acceptable levels for gap
finding, clusters of calorimeter energy deposits are thus
considered only if they contain at least one cell outside
the tile calorimeter with an energy significance above
an η-dependent threshold, Sth. This threshold is de-
termined separately in pseudorapidity slices of size 0.1
such that the probability of finding at least one noisy
cell in each η-slice has a common value, 1.4×10−4. This
choice optimises the resolution of the reconstructed gap
sizes with respect to the gaps in the generated final state
particle distributions according to MC studies. Since
the number of cells in an η-slice varies from about 4000
in the central region to 10 in the outer part of the FCal,
the cell thresholds vary between Sth = 5.8 in the cen-
tral region and Sth = 4.8 at the highest |η| values in
the FCal.
The level of understanding of the calorimeter noise
is illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the distributions
of the cell significance S for each of the liquid argon
modules. MBTS-triggered data from colliding bunch
crossings are compared with a Monte Carlo simulation
4 The ATLAS Collaboration
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Fig. 2: Cell energy significance, S = E/σnoise, distribu-
tions for the EM (a), HEC (b) and FCal (c) calorime-
ters. Each cell used in the analysis is included for ev-
ery event, with the normalisation set to a single event.
MBTS-triggered minimum bias data (points) are com-
pared with events randomly triggered on empty bunch
crossings (histograms) and with a Monte Carlo simula-
tion (shaded areas).
and with events which are required to exhibit no ac-
tivity in the non-calorimeter components of the detec-
tor, triggered randomly on empty bunch crossings. The
signal from pp collisions is clearly visible in the long
positive tails, which are well described by the simula-
tion. The data from the empty bunch crossings show the
shape of the noise distribution with no influence from
physics signals. The empty bunch crossing noise distri-
butions are symmetric around zero and their negative
sides closely match the negative parts of the MBTS-
triggered data distributions. The noise distribution is
well described over seven orders of magnitude by the
MC simulation, the small residual differences at pos-
itive significances being attributable to deficiencies in
the modelling of pp collision processes.
The measured energies of calorimeter clusters which
pass the noise requirements are discriminated using a
given value of pcutT , neglecting particle masses.
The calorimeter energy scale for electromagnetic show-
ers is determined from electron test-beam studies and
Z → e+e− data [50], confirmed at the relatively small
energies relevant to the gap finding algorithm through
a dedicated study of pi0 → γγ decays. The calorimeter
response to hadronic showers is substantially lower than
that to electromagnetic showers. In the central region,
the scale of the hadronic energy measurements is de-
termined relative to the electromagnetic scale through
comparisons between the calorimeter and inner detec-
tor measurements of single isolated hadrons [51–53].
Beyond the acceptance region of the tracking detec-
tors, the difference between the electromagnetic and
the hadronic response is determined from test-beam re-
sults [54–56]. For the purposes of discriminating against
thresholds in the gap finding algorithm, all cluster en-
ergy measurements are taken at this hadronic scale. An
interval in η is deemed to contain final state particles
if at least one cluster in that interval passes the noise
suppression requirements and has a transverse momen-
tum above pcutT , or if there is at least one good inner
detector track with transverse momentum above pcutT .
2.4 Definition of forward rapidity gap observable
The reconstructed forward gap size ∆ηF is defined by
the larger of the two empty pseudorapidity regions ex-
tending between the edges of the detector acceptance at
η = 4.9 or η = −4.9 and the nearest track or calorime-
ter cluster passing the selection requirements at smaller
|η|. No requirements are placed on particle production
at |η| > 4.9 and no attempt is made to identify gaps
in the central region of the detector. The rapidity gap
size relative to η = ±4.9 lies in the range 0 < ∆ηF < 8,
such that for example ∆ηF = 8 implies that there is
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no reconstructed particle with pT > pcutT in one of the
regions −4.9 < η < 3.1 or −3.1 < η < 4.9. The upper
limit on the gap size is constrained via the requirement
of a high trigger efficiency by the acceptance of the
MBTS detector.
The measurement is performed in ∆ηF intervals of
0.2, except at the smallest values ∆ηF < 2.0, where
the differential cross section varies fastest with ∆ηF
and the gap end-point determination is most strongly
dependent on the relatively coarse cell granularity of
the FCal. The bin sizes in this region are increased to
0.4 pseudorapidity units, commensurate with the reso-
lution.
The default value of the transverse momentum thre-
shold is chosen to be pcutT = 200 MeV. This value lies
within the acceptance of the track reconstruction for
the inner detector and ensures that the efficiency of
the calorimeter cluster selection is greater than 50%
throughout the η region which lies beyond the tracking
acceptance.
As described in Section 3.4, the data are fully cor-
rected for experimental effects using the Monte Carlo
simulations introduced in Section 3.2. The rapidity gap
observable defining the measured differential cross sec-
tions are thus specified in terms of stable (proper life-
time > 10 ps) final state particles (hereafter referred to
as the ‘hadron level’), with transverse momentum larger
than the threshold, pcutT , used in the gap reconstruction
algorithm.
3 Theoretical Models and Simulations
3.1 Kinematic Variables and Theory
As illustrated in Figure 1a and b, diffractive dissoci-
ation kinematics can be described in terms of the in-
variant masses MX and MY of the dissociation sys-
tems X and Y , respectively (with MY = Mp in the
SD case), and the squared four-momentum transfer t.
In the following, the conventionMY < MX is adopted.
The cross section is vastly dominated by small values of
|t| <∼ 1 GeV2, such that the intact proton in SD events
is scattered through only a small angle, gaining trans-
verse momentum pT ≃ √|t|. Further commonly used
kinematic variables are defined as
ξX =
M2X
s
, ξY =
M2Y
s
, (1)
where s is the square of the centre-of-mass energy.
Diffractive dissociation cross sections can be mod-
elled using Regge phenomenology [38,39,57], with Pom-
eron exchange being the dominant process at small ξX
values. For the SD case, the amplitude is factorised into
a Pomeron flux associated with the proton which re-
mains intact, and a total probability for the interac-
tion of the Pomeron with the dissociating proton. The
latter can be described in terms of a further Pomeron
exchange using Muller’s generalisation of the optical
theorem [11], which is applicable for s ≫ M2X ≫ m2p.
The SD cross section can then be expressed as a triple
Pomeron (IPIPIP) amplitude,
dσ
dt dM2X
= G3IP(0)s2αIP(t)−2
(
M2X
)αIP(0)−2αIP(t)
f(t) (2)
where G3IP(0) is a product of couplings and αIP(t) =
αIP(0) + α′IPt is the Pomeron trajectory. The term f(t)
is usually taken to be exponential such that dσ/dt ∝
eB(s,M
2
X) t at fixed s and MX , B being the slope pa-
rameter. With αIP(0) close to unity and |t| small, equa-
tion (2) leads to an approximately constant dσ/d ln ξX
at fixed s. The DD cross section follows a similar depen-
dence at fixed ξY . The deviations from this behaviour
are sensitive to the intercept αIP(0) of the Pomeron tra-
jectory [58,59] and to absorptive corrections associated
with unitarity constraints [43, 44].
The rapidity gap size and its location are closely
correlated with the variables ξX and ξY . For the SD
process, the size ∆η of the rapidity gap between the
final state proton and the X system satisfies
∆η ≃ − ln ξX . (3)
The ∆ηF observable studied here differs from ∆η in
that ∆ηF takes no account of particle production at
|η| > 4.9. For the SD process, where the intact proton
has η ≃ ± 12 ln(s/m2p) ≃ ±8.9, the gap variables are re-
lated by ∆ηF ≃ ∆η − 4. Equations (2) and (3) thus
lead to approximately constant predicted cross sections
dσ/d∆ηF for SD and low MY DD events. With the
high centre-of-mass energy of the LHC and the exten-
sive acceptance of the ATLAS detector, events with ξX
between around 10−6 and 10−2 can be selected on the
basis of their rapidity gap signatures, corresponding ap-
proximately to 7 < MX < 700 GeV.
Previous proton-proton scattering [25] and photo-
production [29,30] experiments have observed enhance-
ments relative to triple-Pomeron behaviour at the small-
est MX values in the triple Regge region. This effect
has been interpreted in terms of a further triple Regge
term (IPIPIR) in which the reaction still proceeds via
Pomeron exchange, but where the total Pomeron-proton
cross section is described by a sub-leading Reggeon (IR)
with intercept αIR(0) ≃ 0.5 [58]. This leads by analogy
with equation (2) to a contribution to the cross section
which falls as dσ/dM2X ∝ 1/M3X . In the recent model
of Ryskin, Martin and Khoze (RMK) [43], a modified
triple-Pomeron approach to the large ξX region is com-
bined with a dedicated treatment of low mass diffrac-
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tive dissociation, motivated by the original s-channel
picture of Good and Walker [60], in which proton and
excited proton eigenstates scatter elastically from the
target with different absorption coefficients. This leads
to a considerable enhancement in the low ξX cross sec-
tion which is compatible with that observed in the pre-
LHC data [25].
3.2 Monte Carlo Simulations
Triple Pomeron-based parameterisations are implemen-
ted in the commonly used Monte Carlo (MC) event
generators, pythia [40, 41] and phojet [42, 61]. These
generators are used to correct the data for experimental
effects and as a means of comparing the corrected data
with theoretical models.
By default, the pythia model of diffractive dissoci-
ation processes uses the Schuler and Sjo¨strand param-
eterisation [62] of the Pomeron flux, which assumes a
Pomeron intercept of unity and an exponential t depen-
dence eB(ξX ,ξY )t. Three alternative flux models are also
implemented. The Bruni and Ingelman version [63] is
similar to Schuler and Sjo¨strand, except that its t de-
pendence is given by the sum of two exponentials. In the
Berger and Streng [64,65] and Donnachie and Landshoff
[66] models, the Pomeron trajectory is linear, with vari-
able parameters, the default being αIP(t) = 1.085+0.25t
[67], consistent with results from fits to total [58, 59]
and elastic [68] hadronic cross section data. Whilst the
model attributed to Berger and Streng has an exponen-
tial t dependence, the Donnachie and Landshoff version
is based on a dipole model of the proton elastic form
factor. For all flux parameterisations in pythia, addi-
tional factors are applied to modify the distributions in
kinematic regions in which a triple-Pomeron approach
is known to be inappropriate. Their main effects are to
enhance the low mass components of the dissociation
spectra, to suppress the production of very large masses
and, in the DD case, to reduce the probability of the
systems X and Y overlapping in rapidity space [41,62].
Above the very low mass resonance region, dissoci-
ation systems are treated in the pythia6 generator us-
ing the Lund string model [69], with final state hadrons
distributed in a longitudinal phase space with limited
transverse momentum. In pythia8, diffractive parton
distribution functions from HERA [31] are used to in-
clude diffractive final states which are characteristic of
hard partonic collisions, whilst preserving the ξX , ξY ,
s and t dependences of the diffractive cross sections
from the pythia6 model [70]. This approach yields a
significantly harder final state particle transverse mo-
mentum spectrum in SD and DD processes in pythia8
compared with pythia6, in better agreement with the
present data. The default pythia multiple parton in-
teraction model is applied to ND events and, in the case
of pythia8, also within the dissociated systems in SD
and DD events.
The specific versions used to correct the data are
pythia6.4.21 (with the AMBT1 tune performed by
ATLAS [71]) and pythia8.145 (with the 4C tune [72]).
Updated versions, pythia8.150 and pythia6.4.25 (using
the 4C and AMBT2B tunes, respectively), are used for
comparisons with the corrected data (see Table 1). The
4C tune of pythia8 takes account of the measurement
of the diffractive fraction fD of the inelastic cross sec-
tion in [8], whilst keeping the total cross section fixed,
resulting in a somewhat smaller diffractive cross section
than in pythia6.
The phojet model uses the two component dual
parton model [73] to combine features of Regge phe-
nomenology with AGK cutting rules [74] and leading
order QCD. Diffractive dissociation is described in a
two-channel eikonal model, combining a triple Regge
approach to soft processes with lowest order QCD for
processes with parton scattering transverse momenta
above 3 GeV. The Pomeron intercept is taken to be
αIP(0) = 1.08 and for hard diffraction, the diffractive
parton densities are taken from [75, 76]. Hadronisation
follows the Lund string model, as for pythia. The CD
process is included at the level of 1.7% of the total in-
elastic cross section. The specific version used is pho-
jet1.12.1.35, with fragmentation and hadronisation as
in pythia6.1.15.
After integration over t, ξX and ξY , the cross sec-
tions for the diffractive processes vary considerably be-
tween the default MC models, as shown in Table 1. The
DD variation is particularly large, due to the lack of ex-
perimental constraints. For use in the data correction
procedure, the overall fractional non-diffractive (fND)
and diffractive (fD = fSD + fDD + fCD = 1− fND) con-
tributions to the total inelastic cross section are mod-
ified to match the results obtained in the context of
each model in a previous ATLAS analysis [8]. Despite
the close agreement between the diffractive fractions
fD ∼ 30% determined for the three default models (see
the ‘Tuned’ fractions in Table 1), the fD parameter is
rather sensitive to the choice of Pomeron flux model and
to the value of αIP(0), for example reaching fD ∼ 25%
for the Bruni and Ingelman flux in pythia8 [8].
The default phojet and pythia models do not take
into account Tevatron data which are relevant to the
decomposition of the diffractive cross section into SD,
DD and CD components, so these fractions are also ad-
justed for the present analysis. Based on CDF SD [28]
and DD [34] cross section data, extrapolated to the
full diffractive kinematic ranges in each of the mod-
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Table 1: Predicted ND, SD, DD and CD cross sections,
together with the fractions of the total inelastic cross
section fND, fSD, fDD and fCD attributed to each pro-
cess according to the default versions of the MC models
(pythia8.150, pythia6.4.25 and phojet1.12.1.35), used
for comparisons with the measured cross sections. The
modified fractions used in the trigger efficiency and mi-
gration unfolding procedure, tuned as explained in the
text, are also given.
Cross section at
√
s = 7 TeV
Process pythia6 pythia8 phojet
σND (mb) 48.5 50.9 61.6
σSD (mb) 13.7 12.4 10.7
σDD (mb) 9.2 8.1 3.9
σCD (mb) 0.0 0.0 1.3
Default fND (%) 67.9 71.3 79.4
Default fSD (%) 19.2 17.3 13.8
Default fDD (%) 12.9 11.4 5.1
Default fCD (%) 0.0 0.0 1.7
Tuned fND (%) 70.0 70.2 70.2
Tuned fSD (%) 20.7 20.6 16.1
Tuned fDD (%) 9.3 9.2 11.2
Tuned fCD (%) 0.0 0.0 2.5
els, constraints of 0.29 < σDD/σSD < 0.68 and 0.44 <
σDD/σSD < 0.94 are derived for the pythia and pho-
jet models of diffraction, respectively. The tuned ratios
used in the correction procedure are taken at the cen-
tres of these bounds. The CD contribution in phojet is
compatible with the measured Tevatron value of 9.3%
of the SD cross Section [7] and σCD/σSD is therefore
kept fixed, with fCD increasing in proportion to fSD.
Table 1 summarises the tuned decomposition of the in-
elastic cross section for each MC model.
Despite the substantial differences between the ap-
proaches to diffraction taken in phojet and pythia,
the two models both employ the Lund string model [69]
of hadronisation. In order to investigate the sensitiv-
ity of the data at small gap sizes to the hadronisa-
tion model for ND processes, comparisons of the mea-
sured cross sections are also made with the herwig++
generator [77] (version 2.5.1 with the UE7-2 tune [78,
79]), which uses an alternative cluster-based model. The
herwig++ minimum bias generator takes the total in-
elastic cross section to be 81 mb, based on a Donnachie-
Landshoff model [80]. Perturbatively treated semi-hard
processes are distinguished from soft processes accord-
ing to whether they produce objects with transverse
momentum above a fixed threshold which is taken to be
3.36 GeV. Partons produced from the parton shower are
combined into colour singlet pairs called clusters, which
can be interpreted as excited hadronic resonances. The
clusters are then successively split into new clusters
until they reach the required mass to form hadrons.
The most recent herwig++ versions contain a mech-
anism to reconnect partons between cluster pairs via
a colour reconnection (CR) algorithm, which improves
the modelling of charged particle multiplicities in pp
collisions [81]. Similarly to pythia, herwig++ contains
an eikonalised underlying event model, which assumes
that separate scatterings in the same event are inde-
pendent. At fixed impact parameter, this leads to Pois-
son distributions for both the number of soft scatters
and the number of semi-hard processes per event. There
is thus a small probability for ‘empty’ events to occur
with no scatterings of either type. Under these circum-
stances, particle production occurs only in association
with the dissociation of the beam protons, in a man-
ner which is reminiscent of diffractive dissociation pro-
cesses.
3.3 Comparisons between Monte Carlo simulations
and uncorrected data
For use in the correction procedure, MC events are
processed through the ATLAS detector simulation pro-
gram [82], which is based on geant4 [83]. They are
then subjected to the same reconstruction and analysis
chain as is used for the data.
The quality of the MC description of the most im-
portant distributions for the correction procedure is
tested through a set of control plots which compare the
uncorrected data and MC distributions. These include
energy flows, track and calorimeter cluster multiplicities
and transverse momentum distributions, as well as lead-
ing cell energy significances in different pseudorapidity
regions. All such distributions are reasonably well de-
scribed. Examples are shown in Figures 3a-d, where the
total multiplicities of calorimeter clusters which pass
the selection described in Section 2.3 are shown for
events in four different regions of reconstructed forward
rapidity gap size. Whilst none of the MC models gives
a perfect description, particularly at small multiplici-
ties, the three models tend to bracket the data, with
pythia6 showing an excess at low multiplicities and
pythia8 and phojet showing a deficiency in the same
region.
A further example control distribution is shown in
Figure 3e. The probability of detecting at least one
calorimeter cluster passing the noise requirements with
pT > p
cut
T = 200 MeV in the most central region (|η| <
0.1) is shown as a function of the pT of the leading
track reconstructed in the same η region. In cases where
this track has pT below around 400 MeV, it spirals in
the solenoidal field outside the acceptance of the EM
8 The ATLAS Collaboration
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Fig. 3: Comparisons of uncorrected distributions between data and MC models. (a)-(d) Total calorimeter cluster
multiplicities NC for events reconstructed with (a) 0 < ∆ηF < 2, (b) 2 < ∆ηF < 4, (c) 4 < ∆ηF < 6 and (d)
6 < ∆ηF < 8. (e) Probability of detecting significant calorimeter energy in the most central region |η| < 0.1 as a
function of the highest transverse momentum max(pTrackT ) of the tracks reconstructed in the inner detector in the
same |η| range. The bin at zero corresponds to events where no charged track with pT > 160 MeV is reconstructed.
(f) Forward rapidity gap distribution for pcutT = 200 MeV. The final bin at ∆η
F = 10 corresponds to cases where
no reconstructed particles have pT > pcutT .
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calorimeter. The plotted quantity then corresponds to
the detection probability for neutral particles in the
vicinity of a track. Good agreement is observed between
MC and data.
The shape of the uncorrected ∆ηF distribution for
pcutT = 200 MeV is compared between the data and the
MC models in Figure 3f. The binning reflects that used
in the final result (Section 2.4) except that contribu-
tions with ∆ηF > 8, where the trigger efficiency be-
comes small, are also shown. None of the models con-
sidered are able to describe the data over the full ∆ηF
range, with the largest deviations observed for small
non-zero gaps in phojet. All of the models give an
acceptable description of the shape of the distribution
for large gaps up to the limit of the measurement at
∆ηF = 8 and beyond.
Considering all control plots together, pythia8 pro-
vides the best description of the shapes of the distribu-
tions. Hence this generator is chosen to correct the data.
The deviations from pythia8 of pythia6 and phojet,
which often lie in opposite directions and tend to en-
close the data, are used to evaluate the systematic un-
certainties on the unfolding procedure.
3.4 Corrections for Experimental Effects
After the statistical subtraction of the beam-induced
background in each interval of ∆ηF (Section 2.2), the
data are corrected for the influence of the limited accep-
tance and small particle detection inefficiencies of the
MBTS using the MC simulation. For the ND, SD and
DD processes, the trigger efficiency is close to 100% for
∆ηF < 7, dropping to around 80% at ∆ηF = 8. Since
the topology of CD events sometimes involves hadronic
activity in the central region of the detector, with gaps
on either side, a larger fraction fail the trigger require-
ment, with efficiencies of close to 100% for ∆ηF < 3
and between 85% and 95% for 3 < ∆ηF < 8.
The data are corrected for migrations between the
reconstructed and hadron level ∆ηF values, due to
missed or spurious activity and cases where a final state
particle is observed in a different η interval from that
in which it is produced. The migration corrections are
obtained using a Bayesian unfolding method [84] with
a single iteration. The priors for the unfolding proce-
dure with each MC model are taken after tuning the
diffractive cross sections as described in Section 3.2.
The migration matrix between the reconstructed and
hadron level forward gap distributions according to the
pythia8 MC is shown for pcutT = 200 MeV in Figure 4.
An approximately diagonal matrix is obtained.
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Fig. 4: Migration matrix between the reconstructed and
hadron level values of ∆ηF for pcutT = 200 MeV, accord-
ing to pythia8. The distribution is normalised to unity
in columns and is shown to beyond the limit of the
measurement at ∆ηF = 8.
4 Systematic Uncertainties
The sources of systematic uncertainty on the measure-
ment are outlined below.
MC Model and Unfolding Method Dependence: The trig-
ger efficiency and migration correction procedure is car-
ried out using each of the pythia6, pythia8 and pho-
jet models. The deviation of the data unfolded with
phojet from those obtained with pythia8 is used to
obtain a systematic uncertainty due to the assumed
ξX , ξY and t dependences in the unfolding procedure.
The model dependence due to the details of the final
state particle production is obtained from the differ-
ence between the results obtained with pythia6 and
pythia8. Both of these model dependences are evalu-
ated separately in each measurement interval and are
applied symmetrically as upward and downward uncer-
tainties. They produce the largest uncertainty on the
measurement over most of the measured range. For
pcutT = 200 MeV, the contributions from the pythia6
and phojet variations are of similar size. Their com-
bined effect is typically at the 6% level for large ∆ηF ,
growing to 20% for gaps of around 1.5 pseudorapid-
ity units. At larger pcutT values, the pythia6 source
becomes dominant. The dependence on the unfolding
technique has also been studied by switching between
the default Bayesian method [84], a method using a Sin-
gular Value Decomposition of the unfolding matrix [85]
and a simple bin-to-bin method. The resulting varia-
tions in the measured cross section are always within
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the systematic uncertainty defined by varying the MC
model.
Modelling of Diffractive Contributions: In addition to
the differences between the Monte Carlo generators,
additional systematic uncertainties are applied on the
modelling of the fractional diffractive cross sections.
The SD and DD cross sections in the pythia8model are
each varied to the limits of the constraints from Teva-
tron data described in Section 3.2. The fraction fDD is
enhanced to 11.3% of the total inelastic cross section,
with fSD reduced to 18.5% to compensate. At the op-
posite extreme, fSD is enhanced to 23.2% of the cross
section, with fDD reduced to 6.6%. These changes result
in an uncertainty at the 1% level for ∆ηF > 3. A sys-
tematic uncertainty on the CD cross section is obtained
by varying the CD and SD cross sections in phojet
between the tuned values and σCD/σSD = 0.093, corre-
sponding to the CDF measurement in [7]. This variation
also results in a 1% uncertainty in the large gap region.
Calorimeter Energy Scale: The uncertainty on the calo-
rimeter energy scale is constrained to be below the 5%
level down to energies of a few hundred MeV in the
central region, |η| < 2.3, through comparisons between
isolated calorimeter cluster energy measurements and
momentum determinations of matched tracks in the in-
ner detector [51–53]. This method is not available for
larger |η| values beyond the tracking acceptance. How-
ever, as |η| grows, the default pcutT = 200 MeV thresh-
old corresponds to increasingly large energies, reaching
beyond 10 GeV at the outer limits of the FCal. The
uncertainty on the response to electromagnetic show-
ers in this energy range is determined as a function of
|η| from the maximum observed deviations between the
data and the MC simulation in the peaks of pi0 → γγ
signals, under a variety of assumptions on background
shapes and cluster energy resolutions. The relative re-
sponse to charged pions compared with the electromag-
netic scale has been studied in the relevant energy range
for the FCal [55, 86] and HEC [54, 86] test-beam data,
with systematic uncertainties of 8% and 4%, respec-
tively, determined from the difference between data and
MC. Adding the uncertainties in the electromagnetic
scale and in the relative response to hadrons in quadra-
ture, energy scale uncertainties of 5% for |η| < 1.37,
21% for 1.37 < |η| < 1.52 (transition region between
barrel and end-cap), 5% for 1.52 < |η| < 2.3, 13% for
2.3 < |η| < 3.2 and 12% for 3.2 < |η| < 4.9 are ascribed.
In addition to the absolute calorimeter response, these
values account for systematic effects arising from dead
material uncertainties and from the final state decom-
position into different particle species. In the unfold-
ing procedure, the corresponding systematic variation
is applied to energy depositions from simulated final
state particles in MC, with noise contributions left un-
changed. The clustering algorithm is then re-run over
the modified calorimeter cells. The scale uncertainty
variation is thus considered both in the application of
the pcutT threshold to the clusters and in the discrimina-
tion of cells within selected clusters against the signif-
icance cut used to veto noise. The resulting fractional
uncertainties on the differential cross sections at the de-
fault pcutT = 200 MeV are largest (reaching ∼ 12%) in
the region ∆ηF <∼ 3, where the gap identification re-
lies most strongly on the calorimeter information. For
larger gaps, the well measured tracks play an increas-
ingly important role in defining the gap size and the
cross section is dominated by low ξX diffractive events
for which particle production in the gap region is com-
pletely suppressed. The sensitivity to the calorimeter
scale is correspondingly reduced to a few percent.
MBTS Efficiency: The description of the MBTS effi-
ciency in the MC models leads to a potential system-
atic effect on the trigger efficiency and on the off-line
MBTS requirement. Following [8], the associated uncer-
tainty is evaluated by increasing the thresholds of all
MBTS counters in the simulation to match the max-
imum variation in the measured response in data ac-
cording to studies with particles extrapolated from the
tracker or FCal. This systematic error amounts to typ-
ically 0.5 − 1% for ∆ηF > 2 and is negligible at the
smallest ∆ηF .
Tracking Efficiency: The dominant uncertainty in the
charged particle track reconstruction efficiency arises
due to possible inadequacies in the modelling of the
material through which the charged particles pass [1].
This uncertainty is quantified by studying the influence
on the data correction procedure of using an MC sample
produced with a 10% enhancement in the support ma-
terial in the inner detector. The resulting uncertainty
is smaller than 3.5% throughout the measured distri-
bution.
Luminosity: Following the van der Meer scan results
in [46], the normalisation uncertainty due to the uncer-
tainty on the integrated luminosity is 3.4%.
Each of the systematic uncertainties is determined
with correlations between bins taken into account in the
unfolding by repeating the full analysis using data or
MC distributions after application of the relevant sys-
tematic shift. The final systematic error on the differen-
tial cross section is taken to be the sum in quadrature
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of all sources. Compared with the systematic uncertain-
ties, the statistical errors are negligible at the smallest
gap sizes, where the differential cross section is largest.
For gap sizes ∆ηF >∼ 3, the statistical errors are at the
1% level and are typically smaller than the systematic
errors by factors between five and ten.
5 Results
5.1 Differential cross section for forward rapidity gaps
In this section, measurements are presented of the in-
elastic cross section differential in forward rapidity gap
size, ∆ηF , as defined in Section 2.4. The data cover the
range 0 < ∆ηF < 8. In the large gap region which is
populated by diffractive processes, the cross section cor-
responds to a t-integrated sum of SD events in which ei-
ther of the colliding protons dissociates and DD events
with ξY <∼ 10−6 (MY <∼ 7 GeV). The data span the
range ξX >∼ 10−5. Diffractive events with smaller ξX
values are subject to large MBTS trigger inefficiencies
and thus lie beyond the kinematic range of the mea-
surement.
As discussed in Section 2.4, the lowest transverse
momentum requirement for the gap definition which is
directly accessible experimentally is pcutT = 200 MeV.
Figure 5a shows the differential gap cross section for
this choice of pcutT , which is also given numerically in
Table 2. The uncertainty on the measurement is typ-
ically less than 8% for ∆ηF > 3, growing to around
20% at ∆ηF = 1.5 before improving to around 10% for
events with little or no forward gap. The data are com-
pared with the predictions of the default settings of the
pythia6 (labelled ‘pythia6 atlas ambt2b’) pythia8
(‘pythia8 4c’) and phojet models. In Figures 5b-d,
the results are compared with each of the MC models
separately, with the default decomposition of the cross
section into ND, SD, DD and CD contributions accord-
ing to the models (Table 1) also indicated.
5.2 Small gap sizes and constraints on hadronisation
models
At ∆ηF <∼ 2, all models agree that the ND process is
dominant and the expected [4] exponential decrease of
the cross section with increasing gap size, characteristic
of hadronisation fluctuations, is the dominant feature of
the data. According to the models, this region also con-
tains DD events which have ξY >∼ 10−6, such that the
Y system extends into the ATLAS detector acceptance,
as well as both SD and DD events with very large ξX ,
such that no large rapidity gap is present within the re-
gion |η| < 4.9. The default MC models tend to lie above
the data in this region, a result which is consistent with
the overestimates of the total inelastic cross section ob-
served for the same models in [8]. The pythia8 model
is closest in shape to the data, which is partly due to
the modification of fD in the most recent versions made
in light of the previous ATLAS data [8]. Both pythia
models are closer to the small ∆ηF data than phojet,
which exhibits an excess of almost a factor of two for
∆ηF ∼ 1.
As can be inferred from comparisons between the
predicted shapes of the ND contributions in the dif-
ferent MC models (Figures 5b-d), there are consider-
able uncertainties in the probability of obtaining large
hadronisation fluctuations among low transverse mo-
mentum final state particles [87]. Studying the depen-
dence of the measured differential cross section on pcutT
provides a detailed probe of fluctuations in the hadro-
nisation process in soft scattering and of hadronisation
models in general. The measurement is thus repeated
with different choices of pcutT , applied both in the rapid-
ity gap reconstruction and in the definition of the mea-
sured hadron level cross section. To avoid cases where
the largest gap switches from one side of the detec-
tor to the other when low pT particles are excluded by
the increased pcutT choice, the side of the detector on
which the gap is located is fixed to that determined at
pcutT = 200 MeV for all measured cross sections.
A comparison between the results with pcutT = 200,
400, 600 and 800 MeV is shown in Figure 6a. Figures 6b-
d show the results for pcutT = 400, 600 and 800 MeV,
respectively, compared with the pythia8, pythia6 and
phojet MC models. The ND contributions according
to each of the models are also shown. As pcutT increases,
the exponential fall becomes less steep, so larger ∆ηF
values become more heavily populated and the non-
diffractive and diffractive contributions in the models
become similar. Also, the uncertainties due to the MC
model dependence of the unfolding procedure grow.
The influence of changing from pcutT = 200 MeV
to pcutT = 400 MeV is small at large ∆η
F , where the
cross section is dominated by small ξX diffractive events
and particle production is kinematically forbidden over
a wide range of pseudorapidity. For ∆ηF <∼ 4, where
ND contributions become important, a significant frac-
tion of events are assessed as having larger gaps for
pcutT = 400 MeV than for p
cut
T = 200 MeV. As the value
of pcutT increases to 600 and 800 MeV, soft ND events
migrate to larger ∆ηF values, giving significant contri-
butions throughout most of the distribution and con-
firming [1] that the production of final state particles
with more than a few hundred MeV is rare in minimum
12 The ATLAS Collaboration
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Fig. 5: Inelastic cross section differential in forward gap size ∆ηF for particles with pT > 200 MeV. The shaded
bands represent the total uncertainties. The full lines show the predictions of phojet and the default versions of
pythia6 and pythia8 T˙he dashed lines in (b-d) represent the contributions of the ND, SD and DD components
according to the models. The CD contribution according to phojet is also shown in (d).
bias events, even at LHC energies. All MC models are
able to reproduce the general trends of the data, though
none provides a full description.
It is interesting to investigate the extent to which
the alternative cluster-based approach to hadronisation
in the non-diffractive herwig++ model is able to de-
scribe the data at small gap sizes, where the contribu-
tion from ND processes is dominant. A comparison of
the data at each of the pcutT values with herwig++ is
shown in Figure 7. Four versions of the UE7-2 tune are
shown, with variations in the details of the model which
are expected to have the largest influence on rapidity
gap distributions. These are the default version (UE7-
2), a version in which the colour reconnection model
is switched off (UE7-2, No CR) and similar versions
which exclude events with no scatterings of either the
soft or semi-hard types (UE7-2, No Empty Evts and
UE7-2, No Empty Evts, No CR). At small gap sizes, all
versions of the model produce an exponential fall with
increasing gap size, though the dependence on ∆ηF is
not steep enough in the default model and is too steep
when colour recombination effects are switched off.
Despite not containing an explicit diffractive com-
ponent, the default herwig++ minimum bias model
produces a sizeable fraction of events with large gaps,
overshooting the measured cross section by up to factor
of four in the interval 2 < ∆ηF < 7 and producing an
enhancement centred around ∆ηF = 6. When colour
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Fig. 6: Inelastic cross section differential in forward gap size ∆ηF for different pcutT values. (a) Comparison between
the measured cross sections. The full uncertainties are shown. They are correlated between the different pcutT choices.
(b-d) Comparison between the data and the MC models for pcutT = 400, 600 and 800 MeV. The non-diffractive
component in each MC model is also shown.
reconnection is switched off, this large gap contribution
is reduced considerably, but remains at a similar level to
that measured in the range 3 < ∆ηF < 5. The enhance-
ment near ∆ηF ≈ 6 is still present. The events with
zero scatters in the herwig++ underlying event model
provide a partial explanation for the large gap contribu-
tion. Removing this contribution reduces the predicted
large gap cross section, but the non-exponential tail
and large ∆ηF enhancement persist. For all scenarios
considered, the alternative cluster based hadronisation
model in herwig++ shows structure which is incom-
patible with the data.
5.3 Large gap sizes and sensitivity to diffractive
dynamics
At large ∆ηF , the differential cross section exhibits a
plateau, which is attributed mainly to diffractive pro-
cesses (SD events, together with DD events at ξY <∼
10−6) and is shown in detail in Figure 8. According
to the phojet MC model, the CD contribution is also
distributed fairly uniformly across this region. Over a
wide range of gap sizes with ∆ηF >∼ 3, the differential
cross section is roughly constant at around 1 mb per
unit of rapidity gap size. Given the close correlation
between ∆ηF and − ln ξ (Section 3.1), this behaviour
is expected as a consequence of the dominance of soft
14 The ATLAS Collaboration
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Fig. 7: Inelastic cross section differential in forward gap size ∆ηF for pcutT = (a) 200 MeV, (b) 400 MeV, (c)
600 MeV and (d) 800 MeV. The data are compared with the UE7-2 tune of the herwig++ model. In addition to
the default tune, versions are shown in which the colour reconnection model is switched off and in which events
with zero scatters are excluded (see text for further details).
diffractive processes. All MC models roughly reproduce
the diffractive plateau, though none gives a detailed de-
scription of the shape as a function of ∆ηF .
When absolutely normalised, the pythia predic-
tions overshoot the data throughout most of the diffrac-
tive region, despite the tuning of fD to previous ATLAS
data [8] in these models. The excess here is partially a
reflection of the 10% overestimate of the pythia pre-
diction in the total inelastic cross section and may also
be associated with the large DD cross section in the
measured region, which exceeds that expected based
on Tevatron data [34] and gives rise to almost equal SD
and DD contributions at large ∆ηF . For phojet, the
underestimate of the diffractive fraction fD is largely
compensated by the excess in the total inelastic cross
section, such that the large gap cross section is in fair
agreement with the measurement up to ∆ηF ≈ 6. The
DD contribution to the cross section in phojet is heav-
ily suppressed compared with that in the pythia mod-
els.
Integrated over the diffractive-dominated region
5 < ∆ηF < 8, corresponding approximately to
−5.1 <∼ log10 (ξX) <∼ −3.8 according to the MC models,
the measured cross section is 3.05 ± 0.23 mb, approxi-
mately 4% of the total inelastic cross section. This can
be compared with 3.58 mb, 3.89 mb and 2.71 mb for
the default versions of pythia8, pythia6 and phojet,
respectively.
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Fig. 8: Inelastic cross section differential in forward gap size ∆ηF for particles with pT > 200 MeV and ∆ηF > 2.
The error bars indicate the total uncertainties. In (a), the full lines show the predictions of phojet, the default
versions of pythia6 and pythia8, and pythia8 with the Donnachie-Landshoff Pomeron flux. The remaining plots
show the contributions of the SD, DD and ND components according to each generator. The CD contribution
according to phojet is also shown in (d).
As can be seen in Figure 8, the differential cross
section rises slowly with increasing ∆ηF for ∆ηF >∼ 5.
Non-diffractive contributions in this region are small
and fall with increasing ∆ηF according to all models,
so this rise is attributable to the dynamics of the SD
and DD processes. Specifically the rising cross section is
as expected from the IPIPIP term in triple Regge mod-
els with a Pomeron intercept in excess of unity (see
equation (2)). In Figure 8a, a comparison is made with
the pythia8 model, after replacing the default Schuler
and Sjo¨strand Pomeron flux with the Donnachie and
Landshoff (DL) version using the default Pomeron tra-
jectory, αIP(t) = 1.085+0.25t (‘pythia8 dl’). It is clear
that the data at large ∆ηF are not perfectly described
with this choice.
Whilst the data are insensitive to the choice of αIP′,
there is considerable sensitivity to the value of αIP(0).
The data in the cleanest diffractive region ∆ηF > 6
are used to obtain a best estimate of the appropriate
choice of the Pomeron intercept to describe the data.
SD and DD pythia8 samples are generated with the
DL Pomeron flux for a range of αIP(0) values. In each
case, the default αIP′ value of 0.25 GeV−2 is taken and
the tuned ratios of the SD and DD contributions appro-
priate to pythia8 from Table 1 are used. The χ2 value
for the best fit to the data in the region 6 < ∆ηF < 8
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is obtained for each of the samples with different αIP(0)
values, with the cross section integrated over the fitted
region allowed to float as a free parameter. The opti-
mum αIP(0) is determined from the minimum of the
resulting χ2 parabola.
The full procedure is repeated for data points shifted
according to each of the systematic effects described in
Section 4, such that correlations between the uncertain-
ties on the data points are taken into account in eval-
uating the uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty is
dominated by the MC model dependence of the data
correction procedure, in particular the effect of unfold-
ing using pythia6 in place of pythia8, which leads to
a significantly flatter dependence of the data on ∆ηF
at large gap sizes.
The result obtained in the context of the pythia8
model with the DL flux parameterisation is
αIP(0) = 1.058± 0.003(stat.)+0.034−0.039(syst.) . (4)
The data are thus compatible with a value of αIP(0)
which matches that appropriate to the description of
total hadronic cross sections [58,59]. When the Berger-
Streng Pomeron flux, which differs from the DL ver-
sion in the modelling of the t dependence, is used in
the fit procedure, the result is modified to αIP(0) =
1.056. The effects of varying αIP′ between 0.1 GeV−2
and 0.4 GeV−2 and of varying the fSD and fDD frac-
tions assumed in the fit in the ranges given in Section 4
are also smaller than the statistical uncertainty. Com-
patible results are obtained by fitting the higher pcutT
data.
A comparison between the data and a modified ver-
sion of pythia8, with αIP(0) as obtained from the fit,
is shown in Figure 9. Here, the diffractive contribution
to the inelastic cross section fD = 25.6% is matched2
to the fitted value of αIP(0) using the results in [8]. To-
gether with the cross section integrated over the region
6 < ∆ηF < 8 as obtained from the fit and the tuned ra-
tio fDD/fSD from Table 1, this fixes the normalisation of
the full distribution. The description of the data at large
∆ηF is excellent and the exponential fall at small ∆ηF
is also adequately described. There is a discrepancy in
the region 2 < ∆ηF < 4, which may be a consequence
of the uncertainty in modelling large hadronisation fluc-
tuations in ND events (compare the ND tails to large
∆ηF in Figure 8b, c and d). It may also be attributable
to sub-leading trajectory exchanges [29, 31] or to the
lack of a CD component in the pythia model.
2 Since only data at large ∆ηF are included in the fit, the
result for αIP(0) is insensitive to systematic variations in fD.
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Fig. 9: Inelastic cross section differential in forward gap
size ∆ηF for particles with pT > 200 MeV. The data
are compared with a modified version of the pythia8
model with the DL flux, in which the Pomeron intercept
αIP(0) is determined from fits to the data in the region
6 < ∆ηF < 8. See text for further details.
5.4 The integrated inelastic cross section
By summing over the ∆ηF distribution from zero to
a maximum gap size ∆ηFCut, the integrated inelastic
cross section can be obtained, excluding the contribu-
tion from events with very large gaps∆ηF > ∆ηFCut. As
discussed in Section 3.1, there is a strong correlation be-
tween the size of the gap and the kinematics of diffrac-
tion (see e.g. equation (3) for the SD process). The cross
section integrated over a given range of gap size can
thus be converted into an integral over the inelastic pp
cross section down to some minimum value ξCut of ξX .
The variation in the integrated inelastic cross section
with ∆ηFCut can then be used to compare inelastic cross
section results with different lower limits, ξCut.
The integral of the forward gap cross section∫ ∆ηFCut
0
dσ
d∆ηF
d∆ηF
is obtained for ∆ηFCut values varying between 3 and 8
by cumulatively adding the cross section contributions
from successive bins of the measured gap distribution.
The correspondence between maximum gap size and
minimum ξX used here is determined from the pythia8
model to be log10 ξCut = −0.45∆ηFCut − 1.52. The un-
certainty on this correlation is small; for example the
phojet model results in the same slope of −0.45 with
an intercept of −1.56. This correlation is applied to
convert to an integral∫ 1
ξCut
dσ
dξX
dξX .
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A small correction is applied to account for the fact
that the gap cross section neglects particles with3 pT <
pcutT = 200 MeV and includes a contribution from ND
processes. This correction factor is calculated using
pythia8 with the DL flux, and the optimised αIP(0)
and fD values, as determined in Section 5.3. The inte-
gration range is chosen such that the correction is al-
ways smaller than ±1.3%. The systematic uncertainty
on the correction factor, evaluated by comparison with
results obtained using phojet or pythia8 with the de-
fault Schuler and Sjo¨strand flux, together with the sys-
tematic variations of the tuned fractions fSD and fDD
as in Section 4, is also small.
The integrated inelastic cross section is shown as a
function of ξCut in Figure 10, where it is also compared
with a previous ATLAS result [8] and with the TOTEM
extraction of the full inelastic cross section [10], de-
rived from a measurement of the elastic cross section
via the optical theorem. The errors on all of the ex-
perimental data points are dominated by the luminos-
ity uncertainties. The previous ATLAS result was also
based on MBTS-triggered data, but is quoted at the
ξX value corresponding to 50% trigger efficiency, which
is slightly beyond the range accessed here. Extrapolat-
ing according to the measured dependence on ξCut, the
new data are in good agreement with the previous re-
sult, the small apparent difference being well within the
uncertainty due to run-to-run luminosity measurement
variations.
It is instructive to compare the TOTEM result with
the ATLAS measurements, since the latter omit the
poorly understood lowest ξX region. By comparing the
lowest ξCut data point from the present analysis with
the TOTEM measurement and neglecting any correla-
tions between the ATLAS and TOTEM uncertainties,
the inelastic cross section integrated over
ξX < 8 × 10−6 is inferred to be 14.5+2.0−1.5 mb. Signif-
icantly smaller contributions are predicted by the de-
fault versions of pythia (∼ 6 mb) and phojet
(∼ 3 mb). Figure 10 also shows two versions of the RMK
model (see Section 3.1), corresponding to versions (i)
(upper curve) and (ii) (lower curve) in [43]. These ver-
sions differ in the radii attributed to the elastically scat-
tered eigenstates comprising the low ξX contribution
which is added to the more standard triple Pomeron
3 The finite pcutT value in the measured gap cross sections
tends to increase gap sizes slightly relative to pcutT = 0. How-
ever, MC studies indicate that this effect has the biggest in-
fluence on the exponentially falling distribution at small gap
sizes, whereas the difference for the ∆ηF values which are
relevant to the integrated cross section are relatively small.
According to the MC models, the cross section integrated
over 5 < ∆ηF < 8 decreases by 2% when changing from
pcutT = 200 MeV to p
cut
T = 0.
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Fig. 10: Inelastic cross section excluding diffractive pro-
cesses with ξX < ξCut, obtained by integration of the
differential cross section from gap sizes of zero to a vari-
able maximum. The results from the present analysis
(‘ATLAS L = 7.1 µb−1’) are compared with a previous
ATLAS result [8] and a TOTEM measurement inte-
grated over all kinematically accessible ξX values [10].
The predictions of the default versions of the pythia6,
pythia8 and phojetmodels are also shown, along with
two versions of the RMK model [43] (see text). The ver-
tical error bars on the ATLAS measurements denote the
systematic uncertainties excluding that on the luminos-
ity measurement, whilst the shaded area represents the
full systematic uncertainty. For the TOTEM point, the
error bar represents the statistical uncertainty whilst
the shaded area represents the full uncertainty. The un-
certainties on the data points obtained in the present
analysis are strongly correlated between neighbouring
points.
calculation in the model, (ii) being the favoured version
and (i) being indicative of the flexibility in the model
whilst preserving an acceptable description of pre-LHC
data. The additional low ξX processes enhance the in-
elastic cross section by 5.5 mb and 6.7 mb in versions
(i) and (ii), respectively. Although the RMK model lies
below the data in general, the low ξX enhancement is
compatible with that observed [88]. The shape of the
distribution at low ξX is not predicted in the model,
but is compatible with the data if, as shown here [89],
it is assumed to have the steep ξX dependence associ-
ated with the IPIPIR, rather than the IPIPIP triple Regge
term. Similar conclusions have been reached previously
from proton-proton [25] and photoproduction [29, 30]
data.
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6 Summary
A novel algorithm has been devised for identifying ra-
pidity gaps in the final state of minimum bias ATLAS
data, leading to measurements in which particle pro-
duction is considered down to transverse momentum
thresholds pcutT between 200 MeV and 800 MeV. The
differential cross section dσ/d∆ηF is measured for for-
ward rapidity gaps of size 0 < ∆ηF < 8, corresponding
to the larger of the two gaps extending to η = ±4.9,
with no requirements on activity at |η| > 4.9. An expo-
nentially falling non-diffractive contribution is observed
at small gap sizes, which is also a feature of the pythia,
phojet and herwig++ Monte Carlo models. However,
none of the models describes the ∆ηF or pcutT depen-
dence of this region in detail. At large gap sizes, the
differential cross section exhibits a plateau, which cor-
responds to a mixture of the single-diffractive dissoci-
ation process and double dissociation with ξY <∼ 10−6.
This plateau amounts to a cross section close to 1 mb
per unit of gap size and its magnitude is roughly de-
scribed by the pythia and phojet Monte Carlo mod-
els. None of the default models reproduce the rise of the
differential cross section as a function of gap size at the
largest ∆ηF values. This rise is interpreted within the
triple Pomeron-based approach of the pythia8 model
with a Donnachie-Landshoff Pomeron flux in terms of
a Pomeron intercept of αIP(0) = 1.058 ± 0.003(stat.)
+0.034
−0.039(syst.). Since the bulk of the inelastic pp cross
section is contained within the measured range, inte-
grated cross sections are also obtained and compared
with previous measurements. The contribution to the
total inelastic cross section from the region ξX < 10−5
is determined to be around 20%, which is considerably
larger than is predicted by most models.
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APPENDIX C
TABLES OF DATAPOINTS
The differential inelastic cross section dσ/d∆ηF as measured by ATLAS over 0 ≤
∆ηF < 8 is presented for pcutT = 200, 400, 600 and 800 MeV. The statistical error is
quoted along with correlated systematic uncertainties which are combined to form
the total uncertainty. δpy6 corresponds to the uncertainty in the modelling of the final
state, δpho to the uncertainty in modelling the ξX , ξY and t distributions, δe+ and
δe− to the energy scale uncertainty, δsd and δdd to the uncertainty from the relative
fractions of diffraction, δcd to uncertainty from the CD contribution in phojet, δmat
to the uncertainty from the dead material budget in the tracking region and δmbts
to the response of the MBTS trigger. The luminosity uncertainty is 3.4% and is
included in the total.
The datapoints from Figure 11.9 are also presented. For each point, two uncer-
tainties are shown. The first corresponds to the total uncertainty while the second
corresponds to all sources, except for the dominant luminosity uncertainty. These
sources are all of the above mentioned in addition to the uncertainty from the
∆ηF → ξX correction described in Section 11.5.
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Table C.1: Table of ∆ηF datapoints for pT > 200 MeV (see text).
∆ηF
dσ/d∆ηF δstat +δtot −δtot δpy6 δpho δe+ δe- δsd δdd δcd δmat δmbts
[mb] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
0.0–0.4 85 0.2 9.4 -9.5 -2.9 -7.6 3.0 -3.2 0.1 -0.1 0.0 -1.1 -0.1
0.4–0.8 26 0 15 -15 4 14 -3 3 -0 0 0 2 0
0.8–1.2 10 0 20 -20 5 18 -6 5 -0 0 0 3 0
1.2–1.6 5 0 21 -21 10 17 -6 7 0 -0 0 2 -0
1.6–2.0 2.8 0 22 -22 15 13 -7 9 0 -0 -0 3 0
2.0–2.2 2.1 1 18 -18 15 5 -9 8 -0 0 -0 1 0
2.2–2.4 1.8 1 18 -18 14 7 -8 8 -0 0 -0 1 0
2.4–2.6 1.7 1 15 -14 9 2 -9 10 -0 0 -0 -3 0
2.6–2.8 1.6 1 14 -13 5 1 -11 13 -0 0 -0 -0 0
2.8–3.0 1.4 1 14 -10 5 2 -8 12 -0 0 -1 -1 0
3.0–3.2 1.3 1 11 -9 4 2 -7 10 -1 0 -0 1 1
3.2–3.4 1.2 1.3 8.4 -9.9 3.5 3.7 -7.5 5.4 -0.6 0.4 -0.4 1.1 0.6
3.4–3.6 1.20 1.3 7.3 -8.2 4.4 0.4 -5.0 3.5 -0.7 0.6 -0.5 -2.7 0.9
3.6–3.8 1.1 1 11 -9 6 5 -4 7 -1 0 -1 -1 1
3.8–4.0 1.0 2 10 -10 7 4 -4 4 -0 0 -1 -2 1
4.0–4.2 1.01 1.6 5.7 -8.5 3.1 2.6 -6.2 0.2 -0.7 0.6 -1.0 -0.7 0.8
4.2–4.4 0.9 1 11 -11 5 8 -2 3 -1 1 -1 -3 1
4.4–4.6 0.92 1.8 7.8 -7.8 3.9 5.0 -2.1 2.1 -0.3 0.3 -1.0 -0.8 0.4
4.6–4.8 0.91 1.7 7.8 -8.4 4.5 4.8 -3.3 0.8 -0.9 0.7 -0.9 -0.4 1.1
4.8–5.0 0.88 2 10 -10 6 7 -0 3 -1 1 -1 -1 1
5.0–5.2 0.87 1.6 8.2 -7.8 5.3 4.0 0.5 2.5 -0.7 0.5 -0.9 -0.4 0.9
5.2–5.4 0.89 1.8 7.3 -7.5 5.5 2.5 -1.5 -1.6 -0.7 0.5 -0.9 -0.5 0.9
5.4–5.6 0.9 1 12 -12 8 7 1 1 -1 1 -1 2 1
5.6–5.8 0.95 1.2 7.5 -8.4 5.1 3.8 -2.3 -3.6 -1.0 0.8 -0.9 0.9 1.3
5.8–6.0 0.9 1 11 -10 7 6 3 0 -1 0 -1 1 1
6.0–6.2 0.95 1.4 8.6 -9.3 7.0 2.7 0.2 -3.5 -0.6 0.5 -1.2 1.6 1.0
6.2–6.4 1.0 1 12 -13 6 7 7 -8 -1 1 -1 4 1
6.4–6.6 0.99 1.3 7.8 -7.9 3.6 5.7 -0.2 -0.5 -0.6 0.5 -0.7 0.8 1.2
6.6–6.8 1.06 1.3 5.4 -5.4 2.0 3.0 -0.9 1.0 -0.5 0.4 -0.5 -0.4 1.0
6.8–7.0 1.08 1.3 5.4 -5.2 -0.0 3.3 -0.9 1.7 -0.1 0.1 -0.5 -1.3 0.6
7.0–7.2 1.11 1.2 4.4 -4.5 -1.9 -0.2 -1.2 1.0 -0.4 0.3 -0.1 -0.6 1.1
7.2–7.4 1.11 0.9 5.3 -5.7 -3.4 0.1 1.2 -2.6 -0.4 0.3 -0.2 -0.9 1.3
7.4–7.6 1.13 1.0 5.1 -6.1 -3.2 -0.6 -0.0 -3.3 -0.6 0.4 -0.2 0.5 1.6
7.6–7.8 1.17 1.0 5.9 -6.7 -4.0 -1.7 -0.0 -3.2 -0.3 0.2 -0.2 1.2 1.3
7.8–8.0 1.20 1.0 5.7 -5.4 -4.0 -0.5 1.0 1.8 -0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.0 1.0
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Table C.2: Table of ∆ηF datapoints for pT > 400 MeV (see text).
∆ηF
dσ/d∆ηF δstat +δtot −δtot δpy6 δpho δe+ δe- δsd δdd δcd δmat δmbts
[mb] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
0.0–0.4 66 0 14 -15 -2 -10 9 -10 0 -0 0 -1 -0
0.4–0.8 28 0 11 -11 3 10 1 -1 0 -0 0 1 0
0.8–1.2 14 0 15 -15 2 14 -2 2 0 -0 0 2 -0
1.2–1.6 8 0 17 -16 2 15 -4 4 0 -0 0 1 0
1.6–2.0 5.2 0 15 -16 3 13 -6 4 0 -0 0 3 -0
2.0–2.2 3.8 0 15 -14 5 12 -5 7 0 -0 -0 1 0
2.2–2.4 3.2 0 14 -14 4 11 -6 7 0 -0 -0 3 -0
2.4–2.6 2.8 1 13 -12 5 7 -7 9 -0 0 -0 -3 0
2.6–2.8 2.5 1 14 -13 5 6 -10 12 -0 0 -0 -0 0
2.8–3.0 2.2 1 12 -12 3 5 -9 10 -0 0 -0 2 0
3.0–3.2 1.9 1 16 -12 6 5 -7 13 -0 0 -0 -1 0
3.2–3.4 1.8 1 10 -10 2 -1 -10 9 -0 0 -0 1 0
3.4–3.6 1.7 0.9 8.9 -9.8 1.4 -1.5 -8.8 7.9 -0.3 0.2 -0.4 0.8 0.3
3.6–3.8 1.5 1 12 -10 4 2 -8 10 -0 0 -1 3 1
3.8–4.0 1.4 1 11 -11 4 -1 -9 10 -1 1 -1 -2 1
4.0–4.2 1.3 1 11 -9 2 1 -8 10 -1 1 -1 2 0
4.2–4.4 1.2 1 10 -11 3 2 -10 8 -1 1 -1 -1 1
4.4–4.6 1.1 1 15 -10 6 3 -6 12 -1 0 -1 -4 1
4.6–4.8 1.1 1 11 -9 1 -1 -7 10 -1 0 -1 1 1
4.8–5.0 1.1 1 10 -9 3 1 -7 9 -1 0 -1 -1 1
5.0–5.2 1.1 2 11 -9 3 0 -6 9 -0 0 -1 -3 0
5.2–5.4 1.03 1.4 9.5 -8.6 2.9 1.5 -6.9 8.0 -0.6 0.5 -0.8 0.4 0.6
5.4–5.6 1.0 2 10 -9 4 4 -6 8 -1 0 -1 -1 1
5.6–5.8 1.07 1.3 8.7 -8.4 1.5 2.2 -6.9 7.2 -0.9 0.7 -1.0 -0.0 1.1
5.8–6.0 1.0 1 11 -8 5 3 -4 9 -1 1 -1 -2 1
6.0–6.2 1.1 1.3 5.5 -9.8 2.3 1.0 -8.6 2.7 -0.7 0.5 -1.2 0.5 1.1
6.2–6.4 1.06 1.3 6.0 -6.6 2.9 3.4 -2.8 -0.5 -0.7 0.6 -1.0 -0.2 1.1
6.4–6.6 1.07 1.2 6.8 -7.0 -0.7 2.2 -5.2 5.0 -0.6 0.5 -0.9 1.1 0.9
6.6–6.8 1.07 1.2 6.6 -7.7 -0.2 2.9 -6.1 4.6 -0.3 0.3 -0.6 0.3 0.6
6.8–7.0 1.10 1.0 6.6 -7.4 -3.0 0.4 -5.4 4.2 -0.1 0.1 -0.7 -1.7 0.6
7.0–7.2 1.12 1.2 7.9 -8.0 -4.4 -1.4 -5.0 4.8 -0.4 0.3 -0.2 -2.1 0.8
7.2–7.4 1.11 1.3 6.9 -7.0 -5.3 -2.0 -1.1 -0.2 -0.5 0.4 -0.3 0.4 1.2
7.4–7.6 1.1 0.9 8.8 -9.0 -7.9 -0.6 -1.4 -1.9 -0.2 0.2 -0.4 1.1 0.9
7.6–7.8 1.2 1 10 -10 -8 -2 -1 -3 -0 0 -0 2 1
7.8–8.0 1.16 0.8 8.5 -8.4 -7.5 1.0 0.1 0.5 0.1 -0.0 -0.2 1.4 0.6
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Table C.3: Table of ∆ηF datapoints for pT > 600 MeV (see text).
∆ηF
dσ/d∆ηF δstat +δtot −δtot δpy6 δpho δe+ δe- δsd δdd δcd δmat δmbts
[mb] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
0.0–0.4 46 0 19 -20 0 -13 12 -14 0 -0 0 -1 -0
0.4–0.8 25 0.2 8.0 -7.6 3.8 4.1 4.6 -3.9 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.1 -0.1
0.8–1.2 15 0 12 -12 3 11 0 -1 0 -0 0 2 -0
1.2–1.6 10 0 15 -15 1 14 -1 1 0 -0 0 1 -0
1.6–2.0 8 0 17 -17 -1 16 -3 2 0 -0 0 3 -0
2.0–2.2 6 0 17 -16 -2 16 -2 5 0 -0 0 1 0
2.2–2.4 5.3 0 15 -15 -5 13 -4 5 0 -0 0 2 -0
2.4–2.6 4.8 0 14 -14 -4 11 -7 6 0 -0 0 -1 0
2.6–2.8 4.4 0 15 -15 -8 9 -9 9 -0 0 -0 0 0
2.8–3.0 3.9 0 15 -15 -8 8 -9 9 0 -0 -0 1 -0
3.0–3.2 3.5 0 14 -14 -8 6 -9 8 -0 0 -0 -1 -0
3.2–3.4 3.2 0 14 -14 -10 4 -8 8 -0 0 -0 1 0
3.4–3.6 3.0 0 13 -14 -11 1 -7 6 -0 0 -0 1 -0
3.6–3.8 2.7 1 15 -12 -9 4 -7 11 -0 0 -0 -1 0
3.8–4.0 2.5 1 14 -14 -10 0 -9 9 -0 0 -0 -2 1
4.0–4.2 2.3 1 14 -12 -9 3 -7 10 -0 0 -0 0 -0
4.2–4.4 2.1 1 14 -13 -10 0 -8 9 -0 0 -0 1 0
4.4–4.6 2.0 1 13 -13 -10 -0 -8 8 -0 0 -0 -1 0
4.6–4.8 1.9 1 14 -12 -9 2 -7 10 -0 0 -0 -1 1
4.8–5.0 1.8 1 14 -12 -9 2 -7 10 -0 0 -0 1 1
5.0–5.2 1.7 1 14 -12 -9 -1 -6 10 -1 1 -0 -2 0
5.2–5.4 1.6 1 15 -12 -10 -3 -6 10 -0 0 -0 -1 1
5.4–5.6 1.6 1 13 -11 -8 -0 -5 10 -1 0 -0 -0 1
5.6–5.8 1.6 1 11 -13 -9 -0 -9 6 -1 0 -1 -0 1
5.8–6.0 1.5 1 11 -12 -8 1 -8 7 -1 0 -1 1 1
6.0–6.2 1.5 1 10 -11 -7 0 -8 6 -1 0 -1 -1 1
6.2–6.4 1.5 1 11 -11 -9 -3 -3 3 -0 0 -1 -4 1
6.4–6.6 1.4 1 14 -14 -11 -2 -6 7 -1 1 -1 1 1
6.6–6.8 1.4 1 13 -12 -10 -2 -6 7 -1 1 -0 -1 1
6.8–7.0 1.4 1 13 -13 -10 -0 -7 7 -0 0 -1 -2 1
7.0–7.2 1.4 1 13 -11 -9 -1 -3 9 -0 0 -0 -1 0
7.2–7.4 1.4 1 14 -14 -12 -5 -4 2 -0 0 -0 -2 1
7.4–7.6 1.3 1 20 -20 -19 -4 -2 2 -0 0 -0 2 1
7.6–7.8 1.3 1 19 -19 -16 -10 -3 -1 -0 0 -0 -0 1
7.8–8.0 1.3 1 16 -16 -15 -4 -1 1 -0 0 -0 1 1
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Table C.4: Table of ∆ηF datapoints for pT > 800 MeV (see text).
∆ηF
dσ/d∆ηF δstat +δtot −δtot δpy6 δpho δe+ δe- δsd δdd δcd δmat δmbts
[mb] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]
0.0–0.4 31 0 22 -23 2 -16 15 -16 0 -0 0 -0 0
0.4–0.8 20 0.2 9.9 -9.4 5.0 -2.3 7.5 -6.8 0.1 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.0
0.8–1.2 14 0.2 8.2 -8.4 4.8 4.7 3.2 -3.8 0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.3 -0.1
1.2–1.6 11 0 11 -12 3 10 1 -3 0 -0 0 1 -0
1.6–2.0 8 0 15 -16 1 15 -1 -2 0 -0 0 3 -0
2.0–2.2 7 0 16 -17 -1 16 -2 -0 0 -0 0 0 -0
2.2–2.4 6 0 19 -18 -3 18 -1 3 0 -0 0 1 -0
2.4–2.6 5.8 0 14 -15 -5 12 -5 4 0 -0 0 0 -0
2.6–2.8 5.4 0 17 -17 -7 13 -7 7 0 -0 0 -0 -0
2.8–3.0 4.9 0 17 -17 -8 13 -6 8 0 -0 0 0 -0
3.0–3.2 4.5 0 17 -17 -8 12 -7 7 0 -0 -0 -1 -0
3.2–3.4 4.2 0 16 -16 -10 9 -6 7 0 -0 0 1 -0
3.4–3.6 3.9 0 14 -15 -10 8 -5 3 0 -0 0 0 -0
3.6–3.8 3.6 0 16 -15 -9 10 -5 9 0 -0 0 0 0
3.8–4.0 3.5 0 16 -16 -12 6 -8 6 -0 0 -0 -3 -0
4.0–4.2 3.2 1 17 -15 -12 6 -5 9 -0 0 -0 -1 0
4.2–4.4 3.0 1 17 -17 -14 4 -7 7 -0 0 -0 1 -0
4.4–4.6 2.8 1 19 -18 -17 1 -6 8 -0 0 -0 0 -0
4.6–4.8 2.6 1 19 -18 -16 4 -6 8 -0 0 -0 2 0
4.8–5.0 2.5 1 19 -19 -17 2 -7 7 -0 0 -0 1 -0
5.0–5.2 2.4 1 20 -19 -18 1 -6 7 -0 0 -0 1 0
5.2–5.4 2.3 1 20 -20 -19 -1 -8 6 -0 0 -0 -1 0
5.4–5.6 2.2 1 19 -19 -17 2 -6 6 -0 0 -0 -2 0
5.6–5.8 2.2 1 21 -21 -20 1 -6 6 -0 0 -0 -0 0
5.8–6.0 2.2 1 20 -21 -19 1 -7 5 -0 0 -0 1 1
6.0–6.2 2.1 1 19 -21 -18 -1 -9 3 -0 0 -0 -3 0
6.2–6.4 2.0 1 22 -22 -22 -1 -2 1 -0 0 -0 -1 1
6.4–6.6 1.9 1 25 -25 -24 1 -5 6 -0 0 -0 -2 1
6.6–6.8 1.8 1 26 -26 -25 -4 -6 5 -0 0 -0 1 1
6.8–7.0 1.8 1 25 -24 -23 -2 -4 7 -0 0 -0 1 1
7.0–7.2 1.7 1 23 -22 -21 -1 -2 7 -1 0 -0 -3 1
7.2–7.4 1.7 1 26 -26 -25 -3 -2 1 -0 0 -0 -2 0
7.4–7.6 1.7 1 32 -32 -32 1 1 1 -0 0 0 2 1
7.6–7.8 1.6 0 29 -29 -28 -6 1 1 -0 0 0 -1 0
7.8–8.0 1.6 0 29 -29 -29 -3 2 -0 -0 0 -0 -0 0
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APPENDIX D
FORWARD GAP ALGORITHM
The following C++ code implements the Forward Pseudorapidity Gap algorithm in
the Rivet framework [114].
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s
m
e
t
h
o
d
s
/
/
@
{
/
/
/
B
o
o
k
h
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
s
a
n
d
i
n
i
t
i
a
l
i
s
e
p
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
s
b
e
f
o
r
e
t
h
e
r
u
n
v
o
i
d
i
n
i
t
(
)
{
/
/
A
l
l
f
i
n
a
l
s
t
a
t
e
s
.
R
a
p
i
d
i
t
y
r
a
n
g
e
=
A
T
L
A
S
c
a
l
o
r
i
m
e
t
r
y
.
L
o
w
e
s
t
p
T
c
u
t
=
2
0
0
M
e
V
.
c
o
n
s
t
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
c
n
f
s
2
(
-
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
,
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
,
0
.
2
*
G
e
V
)
;
c
o
n
s
t
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
c
n
f
s
4
(
-
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
,
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
,
0
.
4
*
G
e
V
)
;
c
o
n
s
t
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
c
n
f
s
6
(
-
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
,
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
,
0
.
6
*
G
e
V
)
;
c
o
n
s
t
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
c
n
f
s
8
(
-
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
,
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
,
0
.
8
*
G
e
V
)
;
a
d
d
P
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
(
c
n
f
s
2
,
"
C
N
F
S
2
"
)
;
a
d
d
P
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
(
c
n
f
s
4
,
"
C
N
F
S
4
"
)
;
a
d
d
P
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
(
c
n
f
s
6
,
"
C
N
F
S
6
"
)
;
a
d
d
P
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
(
c
n
f
s
8
,
"
C
N
F
S
8
"
)
;
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
=
(
2
.
*
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
)
/
(
d
o
u
b
l
e
)
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
;
/
/
B
o
o
k
h
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
2
0
0
=
b
o
o
k
H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
1
D
(
1
,
1
,
1
)
;
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
4
0
0
=
b
o
o
k
H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
1
D
(
2
,
1
,
1
)
;
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
6
0
0
=
b
o
o
k
H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
1
D
(
3
,
1
,
1
)
;
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
8
0
0
=
b
o
o
k
H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
1
D
(
4
,
1
,
1
)
;
} p
r
i
v
a
t
e
:
v
o
i
d
f
i
l
l
M
a
p
(
c
o
n
s
t
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
&
f
s
,
b
o
o
l
*
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
,
d
o
u
b
l
e
p
T
c
u
t
)
{
/
/
F
i
l
l
t
r
u
e
/
f
a
l
s
e
a
r
r
a
y
b
y
i
t
e
r
a
t
i
n
g
o
v
e
r
p
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
s
a
n
d
c
o
m
p
a
r
e
t
h
e
i
r
/
/
p
T
w
i
t
h
p
T
c
u
t
f
o
r
e
a
c
h
(
c
o
n
s
t
P
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
&
p
,
f
s
.
p
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
s
B
y
E
t
a
(
)
)
{
i
n
t
c
h
e
c
k
B
i
n
=
-
1
;
226
d
o
u
b
l
e
c
h
e
c
k
E
t
a
=
-
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
;
w
h
i
l
e
(
1
)
{
c
h
e
c
k
E
t
a
+
=
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
;
+
+
c
h
e
c
k
B
i
n
;
i
f
(
p
.
m
o
m
e
n
t
u
m
(
)
.
e
t
a
(
)
<
c
h
e
c
k
E
t
a
)
{
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
[
c
h
e
c
k
B
i
n
]
=
(
p
.
m
o
m
e
n
t
u
m
(
)
.
p
T
(
)
>
p
T
c
u
t
*
G
e
V
)
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
}
}
}
} p
u
b
l
i
c
:
/
/
/
P
e
r
f
o
r
m
t
h
e
p
e
r
-
e
v
e
n
t
a
n
a
l
y
s
i
s
v
o
i
d
a
n
a
l
y
z
e
(
c
o
n
s
t
E
v
e
n
t
&
e
v
e
n
t
)
{
s
t
a
t
i
c
u
n
s
i
g
n
e
d
i
n
t
e
v
e
n
t
_
c
o
u
n
t
=
0
;
+
+
e
v
e
n
t
_
c
o
u
n
t
;
c
o
n
s
t
d
o
u
b
l
e
w
e
i
g
h
t
=
e
v
e
n
t
.
w
e
i
g
h
t
(
)
;
c
o
n
s
t
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
&
f
s
2
=
a
p
p
l
y
P
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
<
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
>
(
e
v
e
n
t
,
"
C
N
F
S
2
"
)
;
c
o
n
s
t
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
&
f
s
4
=
a
p
p
l
y
P
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
<
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
>
(
e
v
e
n
t
,
"
C
N
F
S
4
"
)
;
c
o
n
s
t
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
&
f
s
6
=
a
p
p
l
y
P
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
<
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
>
(
e
v
e
n
t
,
"
C
N
F
S
6
"
)
;
c
o
n
s
t
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
&
f
s
8
=
a
p
p
l
y
P
r
o
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
<
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
>
(
e
v
e
n
t
,
"
C
N
F
S
8
"
)
;
/
/
S
e
t
u
p
Y
e
s
/
N
o
a
r
r
a
y
s
f
o
r
e
n
e
r
g
y
i
n
e
a
c
h
e
t
a
b
i
n
a
t
e
a
c
h
p
T
c
u
t
b
o
o
l
*
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
2
0
0
=
n
e
w
b
o
o
l
[
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
]
;
b
o
o
l
*
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
4
0
0
=
n
e
w
b
o
o
l
[
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
]
;
b
o
o
l
*
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
6
0
0
=
n
e
w
b
o
o
l
[
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
]
;
b
o
o
l
*
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
8
0
0
=
n
e
w
b
o
o
l
[
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
]
;
f
o
r
(
i
n
t
i
=
0
;
i
<
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
;
+
+
i
)
{
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
2
0
0
[
i
]
=
f
a
l
s
e
;
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
4
0
0
[
i
]
=
f
a
l
s
e
;
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e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
6
0
0
[
i
]
=
f
a
l
s
e
;
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
8
0
0
[
i
]
=
f
a
l
s
e
;
} /
/
V
e
t
o
b
i
n
s
b
a
s
e
d
o
n
f
i
n
a
l
s
t
a
t
e
p
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
s
>
C
u
t
(
W
h
e
r
e
C
u
t
=
2
0
0
-
8
0
0
M
e
V
p
T
)
f
i
l
l
M
a
p
(
f
s
2
,
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
2
0
0
,
0
.
2
)
;
f
i
l
l
M
a
p
(
f
s
4
,
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
4
0
0
,
0
.
4
)
;
f
i
l
l
M
a
p
(
f
s
6
,
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
6
0
0
,
0
.
6
)
;
f
i
l
l
M
a
p
(
f
s
8
,
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
8
0
0
,
0
.
8
)
;
/
/
A
p
p
l
y
g
a
p
f
i
n
d
i
n
g
a
l
g
o
r
i
t
h
m
/
/
D
e
t
e
c
t
o
r
l
a
y
o
u
t
f
o
l
l
o
w
s
.
.
.
/
/
-
E
t
a
[
P
r
o
t
o
n
-
-
D
e
t
e
c
t
o
r
C
S
i
d
e
-
-
D
e
t
e
c
t
o
r
B
a
r
r
e
l
-
-
D
e
t
e
c
t
o
r
A
S
i
d
e
-
-
P
r
o
t
o
n
]
+
E
t
a
b
o
o
l
g
a
p
D
i
r
e
c
t
i
o
n
A
t
2
0
0
=
f
a
l
s
e
;
/
/
F
a
l
s
e
i
s
g
a
p
o
n
C
s
i
z
e
,
T
r
u
e
i
s
g
a
p
o
n
A
s
i
d
e
.
d
o
u
b
l
e
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
2
0
0
=
0
.
;
d
o
u
b
l
e
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
4
0
0
=
0
.
;
d
o
u
b
l
e
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
6
0
0
=
0
.
;
d
o
u
b
l
e
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
8
0
0
=
0
.
;
f
o
r
(
i
n
t
E
=
2
0
0
;
E
<
=
8
0
0
;
E
+
=
2
0
0
)
{
d
o
u
b
l
e
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
A
=
-
1
,
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
C
=
-
1
;
b
o
o
l
*
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
0
;
s
w
i
t
c
h
(
E
)
{
c
a
s
e
2
0
0
:
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
2
0
0
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
c
a
s
e
4
0
0
:
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
4
0
0
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
c
a
s
e
6
0
0
:
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
6
0
0
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
c
a
s
e
8
0
0
:
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
8
0
0
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
} /
/
L
o
o
k
l
e
f
t
t
o
r
i
g
h
t
f
o
r
(
i
n
t
a
=
0
;
a
<
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
;
+
+
a
)
{
228
i
f
(
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
[
a
]
=
=
t
r
u
e
)
{
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
A
=
(
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
*
a
)
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
}
} /
/
A
n
d
l
o
o
k
r
i
g
h
t
t
o
l
e
f
t
f
o
r
(
i
n
t
c
=
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
-
1
;
c
>
=
0
;
-
-
c
)
{
i
f
(
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
[
c
]
=
=
t
r
u
e
)
{
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
C
=
(
2
*
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
)
-
(
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
*
(
c
+
1
)
)
;
i
f
(
f
u
z
z
y
E
q
u
a
l
s
(
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
C
,
4
.
4
7
0
3
5
e
-
0
8
)
)
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
C
=
0
.
0
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
}
} /
/
P
u
t
y
o
u
r
h
a
n
d
s
o
n
y
o
u
r
h
i
p
s
/
/
F
i
n
d
t
h
e
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
g
a
p
d
o
u
b
l
e
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
0
.
;
i
f
(
E
=
=
2
0
0
)
{
/
/
I
f
t
h
e
2
0
0
M
e
V
p
a
s
s
,
t
a
k
e
t
h
e
b
i
g
g
e
s
t
o
f
t
h
e
t
w
o
g
a
p
s
.
M
a
k
e
n
o
t
e
o
f
w
h
i
c
h
s
i
d
e
f
o
r
h
i
g
h
e
r
p
T
c
u
t
s
.
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
s
t
d
:
:
m
a
x
(
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
A
,
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
C
)
;
g
a
p
D
i
r
e
c
t
i
o
n
A
t
2
0
0
=
(
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
A
>
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
C
)
;
}
e
l
s
e
{
/
/
U
s
e
t
h
e
d
i
r
e
c
t
i
o
n
f
r
o
m
2
0
0
M
e
V
p
a
s
s
,
m
o
s
t
a
c
c
u
r
a
t
e
m
e
a
s
u
r
e
o
f
w
h
i
c
h
s
i
d
e
g
a
p
i
s
o
n
.
i
f
(
g
a
p
D
i
r
e
c
t
i
o
n
A
t
2
0
0
)
{
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
A
;
} e
l
s
e
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
S
i
z
e
C
;
} /
/
C
h
e
c
k
c
a
s
e
o
f
e
m
p
t
y
d
e
t
e
c
t
o
r
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i
f
(
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
<
0
.
0
)
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
2
.
0
*
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
;
/
/
F
i
l
l
b
i
n
c
e
n
t
r
e
s
w
i
t
c
h
(
E
)
{
c
a
s
e
2
0
0
:
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
2
0
0
-
>
f
i
l
l
(
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
+
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
/
2
.
,
w
e
i
g
h
t
)
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
c
a
s
e
4
0
0
:
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
4
0
0
-
>
f
i
l
l
(
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
+
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
/
2
.
,
w
e
i
g
h
t
)
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
c
a
s
e
6
0
0
:
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
6
0
0
-
>
f
i
l
l
(
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
+
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
/
2
.
,
w
e
i
g
h
t
)
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
c
a
s
e
8
0
0
:
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
8
0
0
-
>
f
i
l
l
(
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
+
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
/
2
.
,
w
e
i
g
h
t
)
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
} i
f
(
E
=
=
2
0
0
)
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
2
0
0
=
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
;
i
f
(
E
=
=
4
0
0
)
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
4
0
0
=
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
;
i
f
(
E
=
=
6
0
0
)
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
6
0
0
=
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
;
i
f
(
E
=
=
8
0
0
)
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
8
0
0
=
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
;
} /
/
A
l
g
o
r
i
t
h
m
r
e
s
u
l
t
e
v
e
r
y
1
0
0
0
e
v
e
n
t
s
i
f
(
e
v
e
n
t
_
c
o
u
n
t
%
1
0
0
0
=
=
0
)
{
f
o
r
(
i
n
t
E
=
2
0
0
;
E
<
=
8
0
0
;
E
+
=
2
0
0
)
{
b
o
o
l
*
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
0
;
d
o
u
b
l
e
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
0
;
s
w
i
t
c
h
(
E
)
{
c
a
s
e
2
0
0
:
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
2
0
0
;
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
2
0
0
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
c
a
s
e
4
0
0
:
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
4
0
0
;
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
4
0
0
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
c
a
s
e
6
0
0
:
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
6
0
0
;
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
6
0
0
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
c
a
s
e
8
0
0
:
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
=
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
8
0
0
;
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
=
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
_
8
0
0
;
b
r
e
a
k
;
} M
S
G
_
D
E
B
U
G
(
"
L
a
r
g
e
s
t
F
o
r
w
a
r
d
G
a
p
a
t
p
T
C
u
t
"
<
<
E
<
<
"
M
e
V
=
"
<
<
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
<
<
"
e
t
a
,
N
F
i
n
a
l
S
t
a
t
e
p
T
>
2
0
0
i
n
A
T
L
A
S
a
c
c
e
p
t
a
n
c
e
:
"
<
<
f
s
2
.
p
a
r
t
i
c
l
e
s
(
)
.
s
i
z
e
(
)
)
;
s
t
d
:
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
h
i
t
P
a
t
t
e
r
n
=
"
D
e
t
e
c
t
o
r
H
i
t
P
a
t
t
e
r
n
=
-
4
.
9
[
"
;
f
o
r
(
i
n
t
a
=
0
;
a
<
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
;
+
+
a
)
{
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i
f
(
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
[
a
]
=
=
t
r
u
e
)
h
i
t
P
a
t
t
e
r
n
+
=
"
X
"
;
e
l
s
e
h
i
t
P
a
t
t
e
r
n
+
=
"
_
"
;
} h
i
t
P
a
t
t
e
r
n
+
=
"
]
4
.
9
"
;
M
S
G
_
D
E
B
U
G
(
h
i
t
P
a
t
t
e
r
n
)
;
s
t
d
:
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
g
a
p
A
r
r
o
w
=
"
"
;
i
f
(
!
g
a
p
D
i
r
e
c
t
i
o
n
A
t
2
0
0
)
{
i
n
t
d
r
a
w
S
p
a
c
e
s
=
(
i
n
t
)
(
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
-
(
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
/
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
)
+
0
.
5
)
;
f
o
r
(
i
n
t
i
=
0
;
i
<
d
r
a
w
S
p
a
c
e
s
;
+
+
i
)
g
a
p
A
r
r
o
w
+
=
"
"
;
} i
n
t
d
r
a
w
A
r
r
o
w
s
=
(
i
n
t
)
(
(
l
a
r
g
e
s
t
E
d
g
e
G
a
p
/
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
)
+
0
.
5
)
;
f
o
r
(
i
n
t
i
=
0
;
i
<
d
r
a
w
A
r
r
o
w
s
;
+
+
i
)
g
a
p
A
r
r
o
w
+
=
"
^
"
;
M
S
G
_
D
E
B
U
G
(
g
a
p
A
r
r
o
w
)
;
}
} d
e
l
e
t
e
[
]
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
2
0
0
;
d
e
l
e
t
e
[
]
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
4
0
0
;
d
e
l
e
t
e
[
]
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
6
0
0
;
d
e
l
e
t
e
[
]
e
n
e
r
g
y
M
a
p
_
8
0
0
;
} /
/
/
N
o
r
m
a
l
i
s
e
h
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
s
a
f
t
e
r
t
h
e
r
u
n
,
S
c
a
l
e
t
o
c
r
o
s
s
s
e
c
t
i
o
n
v
o
i
d
f
i
n
a
l
i
z
e
(
)
{
M
S
G
_
D
E
B
U
G
(
"
C
r
o
s
s
S
e
c
t
i
o
n
=
"
<
<
c
r
o
s
s
S
e
c
t
i
o
n
(
)
/
m
i
l
l
i
b
a
r
n
<
<
"
m
b
,
S
u
m
O
f
W
e
i
g
h
t
s
=
"
<
<
s
u
m
O
f
W
e
i
g
h
t
s
(
)
)
;
s
c
a
l
e
(
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
2
0
0
,
(
c
r
o
s
s
S
e
c
t
i
o
n
(
)
/
m
i
l
l
i
b
a
r
n
)
/
s
u
m
O
f
W
e
i
g
h
t
s
(
)
)
;
s
c
a
l
e
(
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
4
0
0
,
(
c
r
o
s
s
S
e
c
t
i
o
n
(
)
/
m
i
l
l
i
b
a
r
n
)
/
s
u
m
O
f
W
e
i
g
h
t
s
(
)
)
;
s
c
a
l
e
(
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
6
0
0
,
(
c
r
o
s
s
S
e
c
t
i
o
n
(
)
/
m
i
l
l
i
b
a
r
n
)
/
s
u
m
O
f
W
e
i
g
h
t
s
(
)
)
;
s
c
a
l
e
(
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
8
0
0
,
(
c
r
o
s
s
S
e
c
t
i
o
n
(
)
/
m
i
l
l
i
b
a
r
n
)
/
s
u
m
O
f
W
e
i
g
h
t
s
(
)
)
;
} /
/
@
}
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p
r
i
v
a
t
e
:
/
/
/
@
n
a
m
e
H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
s
/
/
@
{
A
I
D
A
:
:
I
H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
1
D
*
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
2
0
0
;
A
I
D
A
:
:
I
H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
1
D
*
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
4
0
0
;
A
I
D
A
:
:
I
H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
1
D
*
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
6
0
0
;
A
I
D
A
:
:
I
H
i
s
t
o
g
r
a
m
1
D
*
_
h
_
D
e
l
t
a
E
t
a
F
_
8
0
0
;
/
/
@
}
/
/
/
@
n
a
m
e
P
r
i
v
a
t
e
v
a
r
i
a
b
l
e
s
/
/
@
{
i
n
t
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
s
;
d
o
u
b
l
e
_
e
t
a
M
a
x
;
d
o
u
b
l
e
_
e
t
a
B
i
n
S
i
z
e
;
/
/
@
}
}
;
/
/
T
h
e
h
o
o
k
f
o
r
t
h
e
p
l
u
g
i
n
s
y
s
t
e
m
D
E
C
L
A
R
E
_
R
I
V
E
T
_
P
L
U
G
I
N
(
A
T
L
A
S
_
2
0
1
2
_
I
1
0
8
4
5
4
0
)
;
}
